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Fate Plays An Unusual Role In Drowning Of White And Negro
lam
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Untold Facts About How 183

•'Whites Backed Fair Play In Library System
Librarian Fails fJohn Gammon's Son, One Of Two Prof. R.M. Hill
To Answer Query Teen Boys Killed By Tractor Makes Eloquent
On New Addition
eu To Board
Twa teenage farm boys were one which had jack-knifed, and to
extricate the victims, an am.1 physicians
at the
Crittenden
crushed to death last Sunday af- turned over.
I bulance from the Montique Funeral Memorial hospital alerted, but
ternoon when a heavy tractor oni While ,'forts were being made
i home was summoned, and staff despite every effort made to save
which they were riding jack-knifed
them, they were pronounced dead

as

and crushed them beneath it as
they were driving on a wet road.
Pronounced dead on arrival at
By STAFF WRITER
the Crittenden Memorial hospital
in
West Memphis, where they
Will Negroes have complete use of all facilities, inding drinking fountains and wash rooms, when the new were rustled in a Montique Funeral home ambulance were John
addition to the Cossitt library on Front at., opens sometime Berry Gammon, 14, the son of
next year?
Mr. and Mrs. John Gammon, jr.,
That is a question which has not been answered, ac- prominent farmers of the Marion,
Ark., (Gammon community): and
cording to Jesse Cunningham, the
Harrison Franklin, 13, son of Mr.
librarian. He said that it was a Scrivener,
of Southwestern uni- and
Mrs. Matthew "Buddy"
problem that would have to be versity.
Franklin, of the same community.
worked out before‘ the research
It read: ''To the chairman and
and reference department is openthe members of the Memphis Th,. accident which claimed the

on airival at the hospital.
Funeral services for the Gam.
mon youth will be held at the
Hayes Funeral home in Memphis

• ti
a
•

•

ed to everyone without regard to Public Library
board requesting
color.
equal use of all public library faAt present the librarian said, cilities by all of the citizens of
the only change that has been Memphis and Shelby County:
made in library policy is as 'PRINCIPLE OF EQUALITY'
agreement by the trustees to al- 'Sec. 1. Believing that democlow all students, teachers and re- racy involves the principle of
searchers ''eligible for its use," equality of all citizens before
access to all books, documents, the law, and therefore equality in
and publications on file there. the treatment of and the priviTHE CONCESSION
leges of all citizens by all public
The opening of the rcsearch4nd officials and agencies, and;
- ce division to everyone, "Sec. 2, Believing that our deme it is constructed, was the ocratic way of life in America
only concession made by the trus- can be strong within, and perlees of the Memphis Public Li- suasive in the eyes of the world
brary system to the Negro public, only as it is practiced without
They refused to bow to a request discrimination toward any group
of educators, ministers and stu- of citizens, regardless of race,
dents that segregation be eradi- creed, colcr, or national origin,
rated as a policy of library tee - and;
ties here.
"Sec. 1. In accordance with
The petition was presented to the sincere opinions and many
library, city and county officials publicized statements of the civic,
011 May 12 by Van B. Philpot, jr.,
leaders and public officials of
of the University of Tennessee; Memphis that our city is, and
Rowland M. -Hill, of Memphis
State university; and Perry D. See LIBRARY, page 2

Olren

College Students In
Search For Employment
By STAFF WRITER

•

•

Unless something happens, and happens within the
few days, there will be a large number of Memphis
rediege students who fail to return to school this -Fall. The
reason: no money, because they could not find jobs this
summer.

at

One person who is upset by what
Rev. McDaniel said that he felt
seems to he almost inevitable is that some of the Negro businesses
McDaniel,
secreA.
James
Rev.
here could assist Negro college
tary of the Urban League of Mem- students, and give them Summer
phis.
employment. but that in a survey
11911 SORRY'
conducted some time ago of 100
"At present we have more than Negro businesses, not one agreed
1,000 applications for jobs in our, to give students Summer jobs.
files," he said, ''more than we will "Some went so far as to say that
ever be able to find jobs for." by the time the students were brokEvery few minutes the telephone en in it would be time for them
on his desk rings, and he has to to 11 back to school," Rev. Mctell someone on the other end of Daniel said.
the line, "No, I'm sorry. There HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
is nothing yet."
fie said that the recession is
NO, NOT ONE
more serious than many people
After putting the telephone back realize, but that he was in college.
on the cradle, he says, -I certain- at the outset of the Deoression,
ly get tired of having to tell ad people considered that they
people who need to he working were making a contribution
that there is no work, but those when they gave assistance to the
who Call at least save a little mon- young people who were serious
ggiskby not having to ride here and
back home on the bus." See STUDENTS, page 2

on an industrial tractor. It was
not known which one of the boys
was driving at the time, but from
the position of the bodies it was
Believed that the Franklin youth
was at the wheel when the mishap occurred.
NEIGHBOR WATCHING
A neighbor, Mrs. Thelma Freeman was watching at the time
the accident occurred, reported
it, and rescue operations began
almost immediately. Another tractor had to be brought to the scene

to get the boys from beneath the

KILLED IN ACCIDENT —.
John Berry Gammon, a stu•
dent of Hamilton High school
In Memphis, and the son of
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Gammon, jr., of Marion, Ark., was
crushed to death along with
13-year-old neighbor friend,
Harrison Franklin, when a
heavy tractor on which they

A meeting for the purpose of
endorsing candidates for political
seats in the Aug. 7 primary election will be held in the recreation
room of the Universal Life Insurance company on Tuesday evening,
were riding jack-knifed and July 15, beginning at 5 p. m.
It
Pinned them beneath It, The is being sponsored by the Shelby
Gammon youth, who wall 14, County Democratic club.
and aspired to be a farmer,
A special invitation has been
entered a championship hog in extended by the club to members
a contest sponsored by the of the Interdenominational MinisMemphis Packing company In See GROUP, page
2
1953. Thls photogralM was tak•
en during the same year.

Fate Plays Peculiar
Role In 2. Drownings

Citizens Hear
Senator Gore

In an effort to get the board of the Memphis Publia
library to discontinue its Policy of segregation here, Prof.
Rowland M. Hill, of Memphis State university's English
department, appeared before the group on June 20 and
made an additional appeal from that which bore the signatures of educators and students
In the appeal, which went tin. helping hint to improve himself.
heeded, Prof. Hill told the board "It appears to me our simple
that the spiritual and mental wel- Christian duty to respect the infare of all citizens here was at nate God-given dignity of every instake, and that the cultural level dividual until such time As he, as
of the community could not rise an individual, proves himself
above that of the citizens at unworthy of our faith. This grantlarge.
ing of opportunity to every citizen
He also told the group that 59 is especially important in a decities in the South had made li- mocracy, for our level of culture
brary facilities available to all can be no higher than the level
citizens in their communities, and of our citizens at large.
that not one incident had been re- 'CAN BE DONE'
ported as a result.
"Granting to the Negroes the
privilege of using the full publie
THE FULL TEXT
Following is the full text of the library facilities of the city of
statement made by Prof. Hill be- which they are citizens can be
fore the members of the Memphis done simply, gradually, without,
fanfare, without publicity, withPublic Library board:
out court actions. I am certain
"Believing that there is that of that no one
here desires tun
Cod in every man, I respectfully
request each of you to consider moil, bitterness or social antagonthe fact that the mental and spir- isms in Memphis, a city of good
itual welfare of our citizens, both will.
Negro and white, is at stake. No "The experience of other cities
man can grow to his full potential In the South shows that this reas a human being and as a child spected Board now has within its
of God if he is deprived of the power, by quiet and unobtrusive
very tools which are efficacious in See PLEA, page 2

"The right to vote is the hall
mark of the free man," Senator
Albert Gore told a group of leadW. Watwood, 23, of Memphis, ing Negro citizens gathered in the
By STAFF WRITER
white, went to the beach, and as assembly room of Universal Lite
There was apparent indifference when a Negro fisher- another youth attempted to
teach Insurance company's home office
man from Jackson, Tenn., drowned at the National Catfish him how to swim he stepped into building last week.
a
drop
off.
The
youngster
who
The Senator was in the MemDerby last week, but fate played a peculiar role in launchwas trying to teach him tried to phis area making a bid for
ing action for the recovery of his body.
rescue him but he had to fight reelection to the office to which
James T. Gaither, 37, was One of the approximately to keep from being drowned him- he is being opposed by Prentice
Three representatives of the Negro semi-pro
Negro
self.
4,000 visitors who came to SavanCooper.
Baseball
League called upon the Memphis Park commission
nah, Tenn population 1.398, on of hundreds of fishermen and dig- A GREAT ALARM
One of the issues of the camJuly 4 to vie with the natives appeared. The derby continued. Almost immediately after the paign, the junior Senator said, last week to protest to the faulty lighting at Lincoln park,
in catching the fish tagged and let Apparently nobody wanted to risk white youth disappeared, an alarm would be the role and responsi- which they said had made night
games hazardous to play.
loose at values ranging from $1 scaring the fish away from the was sounded and in a matter bility of the United States Senat- era.
•
to $100.
scene where so many people were of minutes ambulances and hund- or.
The
trio was composed of Hosea Mr. Dillard advised the basebalf
reds of would - be rescuers arriv- In explaining his stand on the
While fishing, Mr. Gaither step- trying to hook them.
Alexander, president of the league; representatives to take the matter
pod into deep water in the sight On Saturday, July 5, Thurman See DROWNINGS, Page
See GORE, page 2
Robert Shores, financial secretary before the park commission in a
2
and chairman of the board; and letter.
Johnson Saulsberry, chairman of PROBLEM REMEDIED
the board of directors, who called
After appearing before the park
earlier in the week upon City commission,
the men were told
Commissioner Stanley Dillard to that H. S. Lewis,
superintendent
complain about the matter.
of the park commission, had been
Mr. Dillard told the group that out to the area, and that they
15 of the lights had been blacked would notice an improvement in
out at the request of the owner the system when they went out
of
a near-by open air theater, that night.
Harold I. Johns, president of Southern Funeral home
On offering his resignation, MrJ president of National Burial and
for the past 12 years, surprised company officials and citi- Johns said that he was praised Dr. William Rachels. an executive who had complained of too much Also present to appear before
light being cast upon his screen.
for his integrity and morals, and
the commission on behalf of the
of the firm. He stated that the of- SUGGESTS ACTION
zens of the community last week when he resigned sudden- the
contribution he had made tol
Douglass, Bungalow and Crump
it was pointed out by the group Civic league was Rev. A. W. W11ly from the office in which he had served with distinction. the community by A.Wunderlich,iSee JOHNS, Page 2
that there were 37 lights at the
Mr. Johns, in his home at 556 Walker ave., told the Tripark which had turned out, and See PROTEST, page 2

Protest Faulty
Park Lighting

Harold I. Johns Resigns From
Post At Southern Funeral Home
State Defender that he was digsatisfied with the way that the or.

'Dark' Shadows'

ganization was being directed, arid
that he did not feel that he could
serve at the establishment any
longer and still retain "sonic vestIge of manhood."
The company itself, Mr. Johns
said, is still one of the tops in
Memphis, and that it had made
great progress during the period
in which he had served. He said
that while still retaining the
title of president he was serving
in reality as no more than II
public relations man for the firm.
'LITTLE VOICE'
Mr. Johns said that he had little
voice in the management of the
company, and identified as the
source of his conflict, E. Turley
Harrel white manager of the National Aurial Insurance company's
District 2.
He said that for years he had
been going along with the firm
hoping that something would hapch newedoteildd give
ehhie
tmpro
hivn etan
he.
Prehnancw

Watermelon Eating
Stereotype, Rapped

A visit was made to Camp Fuller last week where 62 boys were
encamped by the members of the
Interracial Council of the Chickasaw Council of the Boy Scouts
of America.
The members of the council arrived at the camp just as dinner
was being served, and afterward
made a tour of the camp, which
Is supervised by Fred Harris, the
director,
THE FACILITIES
Serving as conservationist at
the camp is Leon Griffin, who hag
shown the boys how to do soil pro.
files, conatruct upland game noeltern, build and place bird houses
In trees and identify and label
to Improve
trees.
Facilities at the camp are avail- ditions, but that since matters
r
emained
canoeing,
p
fovranstuacghe ainlung
i
stagnant
enn
ant
o
ad
able for swimming,

A retired Negro minister, who is at present the leader
of a civic club in his community, was surprised last week
when he received a letter marked 'urgent" from gubernatorial candidate, Judge Andrew "Tip" Taylor, a segregationist.
Even more surprised when he on behalf of Judge Taylor,
askopened the missive from the can- Ins the Citizens for Progress to
didste.'s local office was Rev. J. endorse the man for governor.
Madkon Tylus, of 2.173 Hoy& eve , Rev Tydua said that he was so
preaident of the East. Hollywood mystified by the letter that he
Civic club, for it was a petition
Set VISITS, page 2
Picts he was asked to circulate iSee PETITION, page
•

Democratic
Group To Meet
At Universal

lives of the two farm youth occurred about 215 p. m., as they
were headed for the rice field

Interracial Unit
Visits Scouts

Minister Amazed; Tip
Taylor Asks For Aid

See YOUTHS, page 2

•

job for a Negro,

By NAT. D. WILLIAMS

HAROLD I. JOHNS

A lot of Memphis Negroes were annoyed and angered
by a stereotype recently.
A Stereotype is something like a "set mental picture;
a type; a conception of something or somebody based on
hearsay, rumors, derogatory lies; or more respectably, a
stereotype may be a mental picture that peon* have long accept- 10 denartment store windows a
ed as the real likeness, altho the small, very black Negro boy,
real thing or person is altogether somewhere around
12 years old,
different." A good example of a had been seated. He bad been
stereotype is something like the given long, large slices of a very
situation which confronted and ang- red watermelon Evidently he had
ered Negroes shopping on or trav- been told to eat it fast and in huge
elling down Main Street last Satyr mouthfuls He was doing what
day.
In one of the better-knows Sand- See STEREOTYPE, Page 2

L
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here s upportuntry 10
Appear In TV Drama
A one-hour presentation of the Greek tragedy, "Oedipus Rex," by Sophodes, with an all-Negro east will be given on WKNO-TV on Aug. 26, between the hours of 10

and 11 P. m.
The announcement was made last week by Albert
Gresham, producer-director of the,
show, who said that he Is seekine
some mature persons to fill the
parts. Castings for the play were
held at the station last Monday,
and additional tryouts for parts
(Continued from page 1)
will be given on Thursday evening,
ought to be, 'a place of good July 10, beginning at 7:30 p. m.
abode' for all of our citizens;
Mr. Grehasin said that he needs
"Sec. 4. In view of the fact that two' women, one to play the part
the present denial of the equal of the queen, and the other to fill
use of the public library facilities the part of a nurse. He also needs
at the Central Public library at two girls between the ages of 7 and
Peabody and McLean; Cossitt
10.
brary, Front st.; the Randolph MALE PARTS
Branch library and the Highland
Male parts include the king,
branch constitutes discrimination his brother-imlaw, a blind prophet.
against a large body of our citi- an elderly priest, niessehger, shepzens, a violation of the democratic herd, and a guard. The person
principles of equal opportunity, who fills the role of the guard.
Is a recent graduate of Henpark for the ItAll season to repDOG RACING ROYALTY —
and a deterrent to the cultural he said, must have a good phyique
derson Business college. T h •
resent the Negro Contingent
Miss Mary Davidson. left
and educational advance of our and his job will be to arrest othArkanMemphis
5958 season opens for SouthBarbara
at the West
(Queen) and Miss
entire community;
ers with very few words included.
land June 27 and will conAnderson, right (Princess)
sas race track Miss Davidson,
"Sec. 5. In view of the fact that The one-hour telecast will be the Southland Greyhound Racing
tinue until October 21.
20, is a native of Philadelphia,
concluding
in
show
a
called
series
such cities as Nashville and ChatPa., while Miss Anderson, 19,
"Perspective,"
will
and
be
one
of
tanooga in Tennessee, Miami, Fla.,
and New Orleans, La., have op- the two using Negroes as characRONDA D3 HOLD DANCE
Counts and Turbans Social
Hazel Brown, Cariesne Pear.
ened
all public library facilities ters. One show will have Beale
PARTY — The Bondads So
Clubs were attired in Bermuson, Dormy Bailey, William.
to equal use by all their citi- St. as its subject.
CM club and their guests enda shorts and calypso shirts,
cite Parker, Essie Lawson,
Mr. Gresham sais that Perspeczens without difficulty or disturb.
joyed a wonderful 4th of July
and most of the Jaquess TurBetty Gillis and Lorraine Berktive will he similar to Omnibus,
an cc:
at a dance party given at the
bans, Deb.Teens and Van
ley. Mrs. R. Q. Vermin, their
(Continued from page 1)
which
is seen nationally.
'We, the undersigned educators
Fuller Park Caddy Club. The
Debits club members were
sponsor is seen in the backand citizens of the city of Memdress for this occasion was
ham,
present, Seen from left are
a retired minister,- of 1557
ground.
Miss Ella Mae Rivers will be- are visiting in Forrest City, with
phis respectfully request the
sports clothes. Members of the
Lois Davis, Tura! Moore.
Willis st., who appealed for,,,ruore
Livingston.
sister,
Lethaniel
M.
her
Mrs.
0.
come
the
of
bride
county and city commissioners,
—
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nelson and playground equipment foe the
Thompson in a ceremony Sunday
the chairman and members of
daughter moved to Hazen, Ark., area, and for night lighting to ,pre.
at the bride-elect's home.
the Memphis Public library board,
The bride elect is the grand- where they will assume their duties vent the children 4rom playing on
and all duly constituted public
(Continued from page I)
eelsetaoldavteb.e
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George lin the Hazen public school system. ChH
bodies and officials, to declare.
group that tbe PaMrs. Albert Kirkland, and son,
and put into immediate effect a called a local newspaper and Rivers, who announced the couple's
(Continued From Page 1)
Willie Herman will leave for a vilion there needed repairingelind
new policy granting equal public asked them if they could think of engagement earlier.
that they needed more thad -ono
Mr. Thompson is the son of Mrs. ten day visit with their sister in
he Was being paid for — Much to use of all library facilities in Mem- any reason that the man would
slide, six swings, and one teams
The first Negro in the history of Mr. and Mrs, Eldridge A. Eat- the amusement
of white passers- phis and Shelby county to all our have for making such a request Sadie Dukes of Forrest City, Ark. Chicago, Ill.
court for the number of children
Connecticut was appointed recent ! man. of Norwalk. Conn., who was by,
Miss Opal Scott is visiting with
The bride elect is a spring
many of whom stopped
in front citizens without any distinction or of a Negro, and they replied that
who come there to play,
ly to the United States Naval! appointed by Rep. Albert P. Mo- of the display windows.
O'Neal
sister,
Judy
her
Miss
Lee
discrimination
graduate of Lincoln High school,
whatsoever. This they did not know either.
The NeNO W
toRo t
adAdTttE
Academy.
Chicago,
rano, Republican Congressman.
who
lives
Ill.
in
action,
believe,
we
where
will
she
was a member of the
improve
groes who chanced to see the
The petition, with a large
light 5,
nightI
He is Gerald Eatman, the son of
Mr. Eatman, who was schedul- amusing "stereotype" were humi- the climate of intergroup reChirstmas
Rev. and Mrs. R.
NHA
Chapter
the
and
Semper
Rev. Williams asked that %aler
ed to report to the academy on liated, disgusted, and angered. lations in our city and enhance amount of space for signatures Fidelis Jewels.
has returned from a short vacaprovided 'on the: playground,. Ile
June 30, was a pre-medical fresh- They didn't like the sight — for the general welfare of all our citi- read: "This is no defection from
The groom elect is a graduate tion trip. Mrs. Christmas accom- said that the citizens tad...been
the ranks of Citizens for Progress,
man last year at Morgan State sundry reasons.
zens
the Christ Church school of paaied her brother to Senatobia, asking for some improvements out
of
but a sincere effort on the part
college in Baltimore, where he par•
Miss., and Rev. Christmas stopped there for the past two year,a
Forrest City, Ark.
The petition was signed by 70
of the undersigned members to be
ticipated in the school's football, MANY RELUCTANT
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Murphy and in Memphis for a visit with his 'all we have received is pron
members
of
the
faculty
of
MemIn the first place, many Negroes
helpful.
basketball
and
(Continued from page I)
swimming p r oson, Martin of Denver,
is daughter.
are reluctant to eat watermelon in phis State university; 29 teach- A BIG REQUEST
Rev. Williams was told tha ic
grams.
em at Seuthwestern, and 66 UniMrs, A. P. Suggs was the guest pavilion would be repaired the next
visiting in Forrest City, Ark., with
means, to be instrumental in rasIn making the appointment, the public . .. or even to buy water- versity
"We
feel
that
sufficient
time
speaker
of
Tennessee
Women's
for
Day
the
parents
Protheir
faculty
Mr.
memand
ing the level of Negro citizens.
Mrs.
J.
W.
melons
..
•
because
day,
of
but that the playground's ball
the
stereoCongressman said: "I am proud
bers. It also bore the signatures of has elapsed to know the charac- West, Mrs. Murphy is the former gram held at Bethel AME church diamond was on school property,
"As early as 1953, according to
to nominate. Gerald Eatman to type. For there is a still active 18
and
ter
platforms
of
all
majar
students of Christian Brothers
Myrtle West,
in Stuttgart, Ark.
the Library Journal for Novem- Annapolis.
and that it would be up to the
Stake 1872 only 24 Ne- notion in the minds of too many college,
candidates for governor.
Mrs. Cynthia Lee and children, The Nannie H. Burrough Mission- school board as to wh^",er or not
ber 15 of that year, 59 cities in groes have been
folk that a typical Negro is an arappointed
to
An"We
think
that
it
can
now
be Patricia Ann James, Denise and ary Circle of the First Baptist lights woilld be installed,
the South had granted library fa- napolis, and
the record shows that dent lover of watermelon ... esdetermined which candidate can David Earl, of Beaumont, Tex., church held their Grand March
dlities to all their citizens without only two
have failed to graduate." pecially big red ones . . . and
win
and
best
serve
Shelby
County
distinction or discrimination as
last Sunday with Mrs. J. W. West
The student's father was a top- that the typical Negro will eat
and the State of Tennessee.
as chairman. Other circles particito race. Among these were Bur- ranked heavyweight boxer,
and watermelon anywhere, any place,
"We therefore urgently request
pating were, the: Adline Suggs
lington. N. C., Louisville, Ky., Ro- fought such outstanding fighters with complete abandon . . . like
that the Citizens for Progress enanoke and Norfolk, Va., San An- as Rocky Marciano, Nathan a hog. Many Negroes know that
Circle, Mrs. S. Cox. chairman;
(Continued from page 1)
tonio and El Paso in Texas, Mann, Bernie Reynolds, and
Lydia Circle, Mrs. Elliott Bond;
dorse and vigorously suport the
Me- such a stereotype perpetuates the
(Continued from page 1)
and four counties in South Caro- llo Bettina.
and T. W. Budke Circle, Mrs.
idea that the race is childish, un- archery, path-finding, and nature Honorable "Tip" Taylor for this
lina — those in Aiken county,
Ootto Peoples.
cultured, backward, greedy, and study.
office."
enough about their futures to go
Members of the council who SUFFERED INSULTS
Hartsville township, Lexington
on Friday July 11, beginning at Mrs. Blanche McGee of Camden, to college.
animal-like . . . like any pig, anmade the trip to Camp Fuller inCounty, Richmond county, New
xious to fill his belly,
Rev. Tydus said that a woman 11 a. m. with Rev. A. E. cannon, Ark., is visiting in Forrest City,
Rev. McDaniel said that there
Orleans and Baton Rouge in LouThey know that a lot of white cluded F. T. Thayer, president came by his home some weeks of St. Mary's AME chqrch Marion, with Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Clay and were a number of high school stu.
of
the
isiana, and Nashville and ChattaChickasaw Council of Roy ago and asked that
people like and eat watermelon.
dents who have no one le back
he support Ark., and Elder W. M. Wingfield. her sister-in-law, Mrs. J. C, Clay.
nooca in our own state of TenBut they also know that the water- Scouts, Dr H. Perry Bynum, Rev.' the man as a candidate, but that officiating. Brief graveside ser- King and queen contests were them financially who would find
(Continued from page 1)
J.
C.
Miller,
nessee have opened their public
•
chairman
of
the,
melon and its consumption are not
he told her he did not think much vices will be held in he Gammon held Friday night at St. Luke AME it' difficult to get back in school
libraries to all.
ficials asked hins to reconsider associated with white people as a North division; Dr. W. W. Gibson, of Judge Taylor for having placed cemetery, where he is to be in- church.
as a result of the job sit
W.
'NO TURMOIL'
Gordon
Morris,
Edwin
Dahlssymbol
of
inferior status ... holdLittle Miss Freddie Jean Rhodes here this Summer.
twice llut that he refused to corn.,
his headquarters in a hotel where terred.
^ 'Letters to Me from librarians promise with
trom,
and
L.
Joseph
Nelson,
ing
them
up
as
objects of ridicule
was crowned queen and Michael
them.
Rev. McDaniel said that he is
he would have to go up the back FINAL RITES
of these two cities In Tennessee PRAISES JOHNS
and derision.
Also Alvin F. Tate, jr., E. L.
appealing to Negro business and
Final rites for Harrison Frank- Fort was crowned the king.
indicate that in 1949-S0 unobtrusWilliamson, Rev. J. A. McDaniel,/ stairs to visit him.
Reached at his office. Mr. Har- DOESN'T KNOW
Other persons appearing on the professional men to come to the
ive action was taken to the extent
He said that he told the woman lin will he held on Sunday. July
rel said: "We are not too clear on
Maybe the department store J. T. Chandler,
were Flora Tousant, aid of the young people and open
. Rev, S. .4. Owen,! that he was subjected to such an 13, at the Mt. Pleasant Baptist program
that the public library facilities why Mr.
Price.
Johns wanted to resign, heads don't know that Negroes and Dr.
Herman Kirkland, Gladys their doors to them Even PartWillie
were opened to all on the same hut we
Other representatives of B o yi indignity on a previous occasion, church in Waverly, Ark.. with Mosby, Nurline Johnson, James time work would be welcome, he
certainly hate to lose him.1 don't appreciate the watermelon
basis and in the same buildings He is capable
and certainly con.' stereotype. Maybe somebody ought Scout groups present were Wen-1 and that he did not intend to suf- Rev C. Bowls, the pastor officia.1 Johmison, Mary Jeffers, M
added.
No publicity was provided; no tributed much to
ling. Interment will follow in the
Southern Funeral to get them word ... not angrily dell Fant and J. A. Beauchamp. fer such insults again.
Johnson, W. W. Robins and Mrs. "We need jobs for these young
turmoil was created; no problems home, as well as the
church
Tydus
cemetery.
Rev
said
that the memcommuni- nor threateningly ... but by way
J. W. West who was crowned the people now," he said,'and I would
were encountered by the library ty. We made every reasonable
bers of Hollywood Civic club have
Popular in his circle, the Gamlike to see fraternities and eorori.
ef- of information.
king and queen.
personnel; there have been no in- fort to get him to remain
mon
youth,
made
their
a
up
minds on two canninth grade student
It's sometimes surprising how
with
Mr. John B. Clark, left for ties concerned about the matter.'
cidents. This is also true of the us.''
didates
at
who
will
Hamilton
not
receive their
many white folk don't know about
High school in Mem- Ithaca,
N. Y. where lie will study
New Orleans change-over.
Mr. Johns told the Tri - State the stereotypes of the Negro they
support, and that Tip Taylor was phis, was a meinher of the St.
this Summer for six weeks at
9 appeal to your Christian Defender that he was considering are earring
one of them.
around. Maybe that's
Mary's AME church, Gammon Cornell university.
charity and your concern for the some job offers that had been why they are
shocked a n d
community; chairman of the SunMr. and Mrs. Edward Norman
intellectual and spiritual welfare made to hint in the East, and that bewildered
when some Negro to terial Alliance, Ministers and Citiday School program committee has their house guest, his mother,
•
of your city to take immediate he was leaving immediately to whom they are
trying to be friend- zens League, the Bluff City Cotin;
which,
sponsored a picnic as re- Mrs. E. Norman of Muskogee,
steps to assure all our citizens the make some contacts.
(Continued from page 1)
ly reacts in what they regard as cil of Civic clubs, the Non-Partisan
cently an July 4; and a member Okla.
free use of all the facilities of
A native of Cleveland, Ohio, a surly and unappreciative manJ
Voters
League,
and
on
the
the scene to search for him.
ed
of
the
•
Veterans
4-H
club of Crittendon shaiN'SlelilHase
our fine public libraries, of which he was educated in the public
ner.
Benefit Association, along with.
Roy may: director of civil deCounty.
we arc all justly proud."
Get well wishes
go to Mrs.
schools there. He is a graduate
Only lately are many white peolother interested
citizens.'
Installation services for officers
Harrison Franklin was a mem- Allie Price who is a patient at tense was there with eight boats
Prof. Hill has been a member of Ohio State university where he ple learning
that Negroes don't Precinct workers will be
directing the seach as thousand's
of the faculty at Memphis State majored in physical education
ap- of the Kroger Willing Workers' ber of the Mt. Pleasant Baptist the Forrest Memorial hospital.
and appreciate the familiar, joking ap- pointed
lined the beach to see the Men
at the meeting, and plans club were held recently at the home church Sunday school, and chorus.
university for the past 10 Years. minored in business administraproach of many white sales peo- made for a
in the boats grapple for the white
kickoff rally. Persons of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Scott, of Also a member of the 4-14 club,
Ile taught for four years at the tion. He served as chief of perple.. . . who seem to have the who come
youth's
's body.
to the meeting are asked 2320 Hunter st.. and after a short he was a student at Phelix High A BIG ROOF
Citadel, a military academy in sonnel at the Millington
Naval Air stereotype that all Negroes are
ofosudden
to bring along other interested program, a tasty menu was ser- school in Marion.
the grapplers
s
South Carolina and served on the minored in business
administra- funny, and ready to "lay out for
NEW
roof
YORK
—
(UPI)
—
A
made
contact about 100 feet
staff of Michigan 'State university tion. He served as chief of percitizens.
ved.
GAMMON'S SURVIVORS
dead"
at
every
than
more
twice
of
length
a
the
asinine
so-called
where
the
swimmer
had
disa
for 10 years.
Dr. J. E. Walker, founder of Officers at the meeting included
sonnel at the Millington Naval Air joke they tell. They don't
John Gammon is survived by his football field will cover the new
know the Universal Life Insurance com•I Roosevelt
ed. The body which they found
Jenki ns, president; Parents, Mr. and Mrs. John B. American Airlines
Station during World War IT and that many Negroes
jet airliner was that of Mr. Gaither who -trod
resent being pany, is the
chairman of the , Lawrence Wilks, secretary; Frank Gammon, Sr., She Is a home serwas discharged in 1946 with the addressed by their first
hangar at Idlewild Airport. More disappeared almost 24 hours earlnames. organization; and the
Rev. A.- Scott, treasurer, and Earnest vice columnist for the Tri-Statei than 325 tons of materials
rank of ensign.
They'd rather be called simply
will be ier.
Gladney, co-chairman,
Mr. Johns is a member of the "customer" or nothing.
Johnson, reporter.
Defender; and a sister. Mrs. Mar used to cover the structure accordThey don't
The grappling continued and
Emmanuel Episcopal church, and know that the
Marie Gammon, a student at Fisk ing to Allied Chemical's Barrett; the youth's body was found shortstereotype of the
formerly served on the vestry. Negro as a
university.
Division which is supplying 3,000 ly after noen. But fate had brought
happy-go-lucky, careHe was on the advisory board of free, grinning,
His surviving uncles and aunts rolls of felt, 300,000 square feet of a strange twist to humaii relations
dancing, singing,
NOW SHOWING
Family Service, and is a member clowning buffoon
include: Mr. and Mrs. Berry Craw- roofing insulation and 300 tons of at the derby.
is as out of date
of Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity.
as the do-do bird and as false as
ford. Mrs. Sally Crawford, Mrs. pitch for the job. The building? The catfish derby is held every
2ND BIG WEEK
a mirage. A lot of white people
Carrie Lofton, of Memphis; Mr. will house the first jet airliners year, and any person who wants-to
need to be told that their mental
and Mrs. Willie Batson, Mr. and available for domestic travel.
fish is eligible.
picture of the hymn-singing, buckMrs. Henry Gammon, of Marion,
dancing, tooth-showing,
Ark.;
Mr.
Noah Vaughn and family
head.
scratching, "Yas-um" and "N'om"
of Paris, Ark.; Mr. and Mrs. R.
Starts Saturday!
good-darky-type man and woman
V. Vaughn, of Crawfordsville,
July 12
of color is gone with the wind.
Ark.; and Mrs. Evelena McClincivil rights issue. Senator Gore And the occasional remnants
5 Big Days — 5!
ton, of Louisville, Ky.
one
said that he did not believe that encounters now are throw-hac
Also Mrs. Maude Phillips, and
ks
the South was ready for extreme turn. They are dead stereo-typ
1111TATETTNIAMETWIIMV.
Mrs. Ella Tabourn, of Los Angeles,
es
•
Irrin
measures, so he took his tand .
zombies still in the land of
Calif.; Mr. and Mrs. Horace GolHower f dm Productions. Uri Prerents
with the moderates, whom he help the living.
den, of Flint, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs.
ed to organeiz, 'hacked my judg- SIMPLE RESPECT
Fannie Gammon and Mrs. Ruby
ment with my vote," and helped' Some white people consider it an
Gilbert, of Chicago; Mr. and Mrs.
to get the moderate bill through/ insult to their intelligence for a
Albert Arnold and Mr. and Mrs,
Congress.
Negro to assume they carry these
Omer Vaughn, of Tulsa, Okla.;
Senator Gore told the group that dead stereotypes around in their
Mr. and Mrs. Jehn Arnold and Mr.
he would accept as an issue in the, minds. They don't want
Negro
and Mrs. Thurman Arnold, of,
campaign, any part of his recerd,i waiters, bell-hops. shine boys, porOklahoma City, Okla.; Mr. and
THE TERRIFYING LOVER
and said that he had been present - ters, red-caps and the like to
try
Mrs. Jim Vaughn. of Peyton,
to vote on approximately 97 per the "get by" with clowning . .
DIED...YET
Okla.; Mr. and Mrs. Moses Ray,
cent of the bills that have gonei in the stereotype of the
and Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Ray,,
good-oldthrough the Senate in the last' darky type of the
antebellum
of St. Louis. Mo.
few years.
South They want Negro emFRANKLIN'S uURVIVORS
STEoHEN
Presiding at the brief meeting, nloyes who know their jobs
. sho
In addition to his parents, Mr..
was Frank Kilpatrick 'The open- do their work well . , and
who
and Mrs. Matthew Franklin, Har-I
ing
prayer
was
given
by
Rev.
S. don't bother them with 2 lot of
Ai_neo'r
rison is survived by six brothers, .
A. Owen, pastor of Metropolitan jive talk, jive antics,
PER C,USHING
and jive atGown IlfUSS4 STIaBONG...CHRISTOPHER LEE
Matthew, jr., Bobbie Jean, ColumBaptist church, and the benedie titudes.
bus* am wont is.0.• Mei 4 MAN
SUNUP &wed I', TRIPOLI FISH(I
151,1 tan
bus, Carl, Edward and Cedell: and
• ORAill
!mow goo•mr, OMAR (22202.1 kalcom
tion by Rev, David S. Cunning2neher, 421202v 5mm sip
And
the
Negro feels a lot better
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Piesind 122222 H
six sisters, Luresic Mary Delores,,
A2122292241E0.ATC014 RElf
ham, pastor of Collins Chapel in contact
with a white man who
._
Fannie Mae, Phyllis Jean, May
('ME church.
JØItRI
extends to him simple respect, or.
Catherine, and Gazelle
MICIPE
Rev. David S. Cunningham, pas (finery human
Coming Thursday and Friday!
consideration, and
Other survivors include his two'
tor of Collins Chapel ('ME church permits him
4014
.ante
to retain the dignity
grandmothers, Mrs. Elvia 'Craig,
Senator Gore was introduced of
orrr
personality which are his due.
of West Memphis, Ark., and Mrs,
by Atty. Bailey Brown.
RIM
Never any stereotypes — Mr. Dest sIMI.R
Loille Marie Robinson, left, of
N — July 4 Is
Luresia Hopson, of St. Louis, Mo.;
Verite
partment store Man! Selah!
to
year
the
best
1857
time
of
Humber
Ow
at..
and
Miss
and aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
A total of 1,1,42 Americans have
CDLOR ie DE LUXE
that
and
is
picnic,
a
on
Ernestine
Woods.
go
of
2:14
OklaJames
become permanent residents of
Willis, of Memphis: and
c.a.. • ----ova
Practically all the canned pork
theme tw• lassies seen
how
homa
st.
just
Both
elrls
are
stutwo
uncles, Luther Turner and
Jamaica in the British West In- exported
by the 17 S in 1957 went
strolling at Fuller Park celedent. at Booker T. Washington
Harrison
Franklin, of West Memdies during the past five years.
to Korea, Spain and Venezuela.
brated the dab. Tkey are Miss
High school. (Whither, Photo) phis.
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Louise Carroll Dies Of
HeartAttack AtHome

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

3

Sat., July 12, 19511

Reject Little Rock Plea

Mr. Louis Carroll, of 1173 Ravel
it., died early July 3, of a heartt and Mississippi streets and on active member of the usher board.
attack at his home
Inc self-employed interior decor.' Mr. Carroll is survived by his
ator was discovered by his wife,' widow, Mrs. Samclen White Car
roll; two brothers; two nephews;•
Mrs. Samelen Carroll.
Ak According to his wife, Mr. Car.• oese niece and other relatives.
Funeral services were held MonNW rot' had been in failing health for
tbe last four years. having given, day at Central Baptist church,
at 11 a. in. with Rev. Roy D. Morup his decorating job in 195+
Mr. Carroll was a native of Port : rison officiating and Loyce Patof Avery Chapel and Elder;
rick
Gibson, Miss., having been educated there. He also spent sonic Blair T. Hunt of Christian church
time in Louisiana and Chicago, be- assisting.
fore settling down in Memphis., T. H. Hays and Son was in
WAS ACTIVE USHER
charge of the body.
lie W33 a member of Central
Mr. Carroll was interred in
Baptist church located in Atston Elmwood cemetery.

Court Upsets Alabama's
$100,000Fine On NAACP

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The( assumed jurisdiction at onceThe Supreme Court said
its
Supreme Court Monday rejected
The Supreme Court's order point•
Ipowe- to take cases away trots
a request for a speeded-up ruling ed out that the Negro
attorneys
,Circuit Courts "has been exercison integration at Little Rock's have asked the rircuit Court
to
Central High school.
delay the effectiveness of the Lent. ed but rarely, and the issues and
BAKING
The court said in a brief, Un- ley order. This request has
not circumstances relevant to the
SODA
signed order it has no doubt the yet been acted on by the
Circuit present petition do not warrant its
Eighth U. S. Circuit Court of Ap- court.
exercise now."
peals will see the "vital impor
lance .of the time element in this
off the listed numbers.
litigation" and will act on it "in
THINGS GETTING WORSE
ample time to eermit arrangeAfemphians will witness t h e NEW BUILDING
"Things are becoming so uriments" for the next school yearThe new equipment will be henspassing of an era next June as
pleasaht, I would give anything
, of RenAn order suspending integration
the tat manually operated local ' ed in an addition to be constructif I could sell my house," the
FOR THOSE DOG DAYS. a
ed at the rear of the present telecanines alike is a foot or paw
at Central High was issued by
ee. The
soak in a baking soda solit•
telephone office here, tilloadway 8,
minister said when appearing as
cooling cure for humans and
phone huilding at 10 S. atcNeil
Federal District Judge Hero'
or South.
lion.
J.
a witness for Smith in City Court.
telephone,
is
changed
dial
to
Roy at.. and will consist of two stories
Lemley on June 2'. Lemley grantwill conFreeman, Southerh Bell's Division and a basement of masonry con
Smith was fined $11 en a charge
1.
ed the school board a 21
Race trouble glared up again
/
2 year de
ommercial manager announced, struction.
of disorderly conduct.
lay in the integration program. in Glenview Wednesday
night as
st week.
The new type crossbar equipntent
Rev. Mason was told in court
Under his decision the seven police
arrested Howard Sidney
With the installation of the new will eventually be arranged to ban
that the Glenview plan still is
Negro children who expected to Smith,
27-year-old brother-in-law' ready
system, 8,000 telephone customers, dle long distance calls by customto buy- his home. Mastin
return to Central next September of Rev. C. H.
Mason, and a resi- says he
will no longer hear the familiar,i ers dialing as well as local calls.
has not received a suitwill not be able to do so.
dent in the Mason home at 1755
"Number Please," hut will bet Mr, Freeman compared the syable
offer.
An appeal of the Lemley ruling Glenview
greeted by the familiar and de- tem's operation to switching railhas been taken by NAACP atA total of three Negro families
page 1)
pendable hum.
Police charged Smith with disroad cars.
now live on Glenview.
torneys to the ilighth Circuit in orderly
,....
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — "In the race relations crisis the standards
conduct, saying that lie
of justice to them- St. Louis,
Although the "Voice With al Crossbar control equipment in a
ter, of 1557
which
would normally threw a rock at a 13-year-old
Smile" will be missing, Mr. Free-5 central office will take orders as with which America is now living, the people of this country selves.''
boy
ed fees/pore
hear arguments on it some time from
the next street, after the hoy NO DICE
Long decried the feeling that
man said that the new dial system! they are dialed, check to deter- are not sure where to go. They
t foe the
next fall.
only seem to know that they resistance
had
knocked
on
the
Mason
door.
desegregatio
make
to
will
available
equipment
n
is
mine
nethe terminal to which the call cannot
an The Negro lawyers
MINNEAPOLS, Minn, — (UPI)
hting to.pre.
go backwards. However, if we are to remain a free indication that it is•
contended
cessary for future expansion of is connected, find an idle path beRev. Mason, first Negro to move — Fifteen participants in a floatfailing.
playing on
that the issue is so important that
onto the previously lily-while ing crap game kept right on
a phone service, The latest "cross- tween terminals of the two tele- land democratic society, bold and courageous decisions are To the contrary, he pointed to
the fact that in only four years the Supreme Court should hive street, claims he has been harass floating even after police arrestbar" equipment will be installed, phones, and close the switches to called for"
that tbe pasince the Supreme court outlawed bypassed the Eighth Circuit and ed with garbage thrown over his ed them, When the van into
at
cost
•
million.
$11
a
,
of
set
up
the
path,
all
in
a
fraction
pairinge-and
I With this keynote by Dr. HerDr. Long is institute director public school Pm crow, 377,000
lawn, children ringing his door- which they had been herded arAll telephone numbers presently, of g second.
re than. -one
man Long, the 15th annual Race' and director of the race relations Negro children and 1,900,000
, beginning with the office prefix' After completing
white "the church must still plead bell and several threatening calls, rived at the police station, all 15
one lean is
one operation, Relations institute opened a sWO department of the American His- children have
guilty
to
the
enrolled
charge
RRoadway
of
in intebeing the calming him to take his telephone were gone.
8 will be changed to the control equipment
✓ of children
leaves the week analysis of -Race Relations sionary Association Hoard of grated schools.
most segregated major institution
BRoadway 4, according to Mr. connection and goes on
as,
with the; and Moral Challenge.' at Fisk Home Missions of the CongregaFreeman.
Ile also pointed out that me- in American society."
job of handling other calls.
! tional Christian Church. His oruniversity Monday.
Ilowever, the healthiest sign in
. _...! ganization and Fisk university are half of the institutions of higher the South today is the
split in the,
learning in the South have opened
that 'esgjer be
1 co - sponsors of this, the nation's
church
over integration, the lirts•
their doors to Negroes.
ygrounds He
' oldest race relations institute.
lessor of Christian ethics said,
"There has been no mass re
s tradneen
Dr. Robert B. Johnson, director,
element
issyiasitdfarno.enciR stdaensceeglrie
:aagsdaeleriosm
n,
ovements out
of research for the National Connceh:sval'Illeenrgee
expectationsiisn athen need
in theto of
establish
areanloro
ail ,
"Resistance
0) years
St,
aopinang:. ference of Christians and Jews,
political
is pron
ae"n dni-1
race relations," Long said. "A thological
brought to the institute the news
Rev. Melvin William Coleman, 1,1
the tiekr
+g
"ft the
race haters. However„
told (ha le
V• •
crisis exists because the old ways,Ithe
that in the past 15 years, we have 43, local AME pastor of Wayne shoe
,
result of this resistance has
aired the next
customs anti laws used to relate been the
witnessed a striking increase in Chapel, of 152 Silverage, who ARRESTED
I
creation of doubt and
AT HOME
grotuacrs ball ,
groups to each other are no longer
uncertainty both in the North and the number and activity of or- authorities say has been arrested
Memphis police arrested Coleool property,
serviceable.
South. 11 has slowed liberal ganizations working in the inter- nine times and once served three man at his home. They said Colee up to the
group field.
There was a time, he explained thought
years at Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., man claimed the projector was
ss",er or not
In 1945, there were only 122 on a larceny conviction,
By DONALD F. MARTLN
to the more than 100 delegates "As we consider the
als."
is being bought with church money, and
moral
imoffice said the decision will not when
lied. •
agencies
listed
as
working
it
in
the
was
held to the state in City Court on that he decided to pawn it and
pretty well known plications of race relations. we
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (UPI) The Alabama attorney general's affect a
tell
new contempt of court what was meant when Negroes
race
relations
field,
he
said.
Since
a
charge
must not allow ourselves to be.
of receiving a stolen 16. his church members that someone
—The Rev. Martin Luther King, office has declared the state is itt case which
the state has started were warned to "stay in their come
that time and as the field of race millimeter
sound projector.
noted integration leader, hailed continue its fight to ban the against the
dismayed. We must look at
had stolen it.
NAACP.
relations has been enlarged to
place." This is definitely not so the larger dimensions for
He pleaded guilty.
the Supreme Court's NAACP rul- NAACP from Alabama.
Afterwards, he changed his story
a great- cover such
concepts as interer struggle with the promise
Police
say
ing yesterday as "most encourag- Atty, Gen, John Patterson was11 Jones refused to make a com- today, he said.
Coleman
drove
to Lit- saying he bought the projector for
of a group, human and
ment on the Supreme Court ruling
community
tle
reRock
"It is not so much," Long said, greater
to
pawn
freedom.
the
ing."
unavailable for comment. But his ,
$350
projecWe
$25 from a white book salesman,
must re- lations, the
.
on grounds the NAACP is seeking
number has expanded tor for $125, signing the
page 1)
name, knew it was stolen, so drove to
'that Americans do not believe in main certain where we want to so that we
' The High Court upheld t h e
1 to have him disqualified
can now list approxi- "John W. Harris,"
in the justice and fairness
go and
and
giving
a
Little Rock to pawn it, police
NAACP's right to keep its memit
as
is
that
mately 900 organizations that di- Little Rock
current contempt case allegedly
utures to go
G nM
d ew
Leod
hy,-Rrygn of Wake Foraddress.
they do not necessarily regard
said.
bership list away from scrutiny
rectly or indirectly might qualify The
involving the Negro group's "alter
est
College told the institute that
pawnbroker became suspithe interest and destiny of others
Arresting officers were E. C.
of a state and dismissed a $100,000
as members in this field.
ego."
id that there
cious, police said, when Coleman Wilson and Lt. J. D. Pittman,
and particularly the so-called hit
contempt fine levied by an Alagh school set"I
just
can't
say anything in my nority groups in the same way
bama judge.
one le back
present position," said Jones.
and extent that they would apply
Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth, Bits
o would find
mingham integration leader whose
Sless
ck in school
urch was the target for a bombjob sits
attempt during the week-end, WATER VALLEY, Miss, —
An
aid of the ruling. "Thank God. At investigation has been started into
id that he is
least we won't have to suffer from the death of 37-year-old Woodrow
business and
repressive measures."
Wilson Daniels, grocery employe,
3ARBECIIE OURNS
come to the
CLEAINE
Louisiana State Sen. W. M. Rain- who died Tuesday in John Gaston
ople and open
STERI-PAD GAUZE PAD SOAP
ach warned that the decision hospital "of a stroke or brain ins Even DartAND WATER APF1V
"gives the 'green light to the Ku jury," according to a preliminary
welcome, he
autopsy.
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Klux Klan."
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"The decision wraps a cloak of
EVE F'.411/
r these young
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secrecy around the NAACP and is has been accused of beating the
, "and I would
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tantamount to making secret so, ATVER
twice on the
es and sororiUSE 5077ER, Oe
cieties immune from authority of night of June 21 and again on
t the matter."
June 22, when Daniels was being'
the states," Rainach said.
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held in the county jail on a charge
ceEASES.
OTHER STATES CONCERN
of reckless driving and possession
T h e decision was certain to
of whiskey.
cause added concern in official
The accusations against the
circles throughout the South. A
sheriff were brought by Mr. and
southern
number
of
states
have
page 1)
Mrs. W. H. Vaughn, Water Valley
either outlawed the NAACP or put couple
who were being held on
earch for h;rn„
the agency under strict inspection. forgery
charges
William Shaw, attorney for the
r of civil de.
The North Mississippi Herald at
Louisiana Joint Legislative Com- Water
th eight boats
Valley called f or a
mittee on Segregation, comment- "thorough
as thousands
investigation" of the
see the nien
ed that the decision was "in line reports editorially
in their publifor the white
with the subservience of the court cation.
to the NAACP." He said the court
the grapplers
"puts the NAACP above any state
100 feet
had disa
his represents a victory not
ch they found
only for the Negro," King said,
ither who•bed
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'but for democracy. It is o n e
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learned last Saturday
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night that it is not always wise to
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you
know
only
retary of the Virginia State Conn who wanteato
ference of the NAACP, said the on sight.
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was
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Young,
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decision "sounds good." He said
S. Manassas St., who had sold
the ruling "should help" in the half
of the 10 papers he had
NAACP's opposition to five state
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EDMUND ORGILL

CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR

PROMISES:

gs

1. To establish a standard for absolute integrity and
honesty.
2. To improve the status of teachers by working for a
raise in salary, greater job security
through a stronger tenure law, and a better sick leave
program.
3. To help provide equal opportunities for all.
4. To obey the orders of all courts of competent
jurisdiction in the integration problem.
5. To help improve the state's mental health program
.
6. To exercise effective leadership in providing training
for mentally retarded children.
7, To establish a good climate for labor-manageme
nt relations.
8. To give adequate help to the farmers of Tennessee.
9. To launch an effective industrial development
program to aid in building a better Tenn.
10, To help keep Tennessee Valley Authority strong.
11. To halt the Clement-Ellington state-wide political
machine.
12. To improve the deplorable conditions of state
prisons, including the development of a
genuine rehabilitation program.

Newsboy Learns
Costly Lesson

1

SUPPORT THE MAN WHO STANDS FOR PROGRESS FOR ALL
IN OUR STATE
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MEN'S SHOES
SAVE
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SILVER'S
Luncheonette

$3" TO $10"
FAMOUS MAKES
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BAKED CHICKEN
DINNER
49c •

IZZY ROSEN'S
109 Madison Avenue

The Following Persons Have Stated Verbally That They Endorse

EDMUND ORGILL FOR GOVERNOR:
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Memphis SDAs Attend
19th Anniversary
World Meet In Ohio

Sot., July 12, 1958

THE DYER Off Church re.
successful
cently closed a
Bible school, with many young
people from all denominations
attending. Shown are the faculty members of the school.
They are, left to right: Mrs.

nen to weaken their bushes byl
removing too many leaves. This
is especially barb on plants during their first season of bloom
but holds also for those that
are well established.
Some careful home gardencutting during the first
Poetry has been written about ers do no
Members of the Burning Bush
gathering roses but practical point- early bloom. Then plants can de- Baptist
church, of 213 N. Dunlap
ers for home gardeners are what velop into large bushes by fall at., will celebrate the
nth anni- Six members of the Muss. Blvd.
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some
when
the U. S. Department of Agriculture offers in its recently revised A good general rule for rose-cut- versary of the pastor, Rev. John Seventh Day Adventist church have
is: Leave at least two leaves W. Powell, from July 14 through returned home after having been
publication, '- Roses
for the ting
between the cut and the main 21 at the church, and the public
Horns'," (HG-25.)
present in Cleveland, Ohio, for the
stem.
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Local members who joined with
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topmost
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Graham, Mrs. Hattie Jones, Mrs,
can starve the plant and thus af- be removed after the petals fall
Clara Hawthorne, Mrs. Lillie M.
fect its growth and future bloom. to encourage continued blooming.
Guy, and Mrs. Mary Pitchford.
The vogue for long-stemmed cut Clip off flowerheads just above
The theme of the session was
roses has caused many home gard- the topmost leaf,
"Thy Kingdom Come." one of the
outstanding doctrines of the church,
whose members believe that present day situations mark the final
days of this world and precede the
second coming of Christ.
One of the highlights of the
meeting was the contribution of TO BE HONORED — .4ppreciso
more than a million dollars for Hon Day for Rev. and Mrs. Vas
missions by the delegates and J. Malone, pastor of the First Bapmembers in attendance. The sum tist church, Chelsea, will be hall
was in excess of $1,230,000.
on Sunday, July 13, and the WIWI
CLEVELAND, Ohio. — (UPI) — which enables the Justice Depart- stated, "but in the nine months A partial report of the meeting speaker will be
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action in any afternoon meeting was also .de- er is general chairman of the prosince the Little Rock incident and good legal machinery," Mitchell
court."
voted to talks on the
the enactment of the 1957 Civil
Rights Act opened here today amid'
reports of a sharp drop in membership.
More than one thousand deter'
gates from 44 states and Alaska
registered for the convention at
public hall.
Highlighting the 49th annual
meeting will be a bipartisan discussion of political parties a n d
civil rights by Senators Paul
Douglas (D-I11.1 and Jacob Javits
(R-N. Y.) Wednesday night.
Preliminary business of t h e
NAACP got underway Monday
after the group, in its 49th annual
report, attributed a drop of 37,723
in membership in 1957 to a cons.
tant harassment campaign by
Southern foes of racial integration. It was the first decrease
since 1949.
OPERATED AT LOSS
The organization said it also
operated at a loss despite a record
income of more than 700 thousand
dollars.
Factors contributing to the loss,
the NAACP said, include stepped.
up legal
attacks on southern:
NAACP units, measures passed 1W
southern legislatures prohibiting
teachers and other public ern1i:oyes from NAACP membership,
and a demand for publication of
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human rights.
Cut in 3 inch squares.
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barbecue style,
In a pre-convention interview,
1 tablespoons of milk
Add parsly to broth, drop
however, Clarence Mitchell, direcWhatcould be more enticing
one fourth tap pepper
tor of the NAACP Washington Busquares one by one over chickOman piping hot chicken with
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en. Spoon liquid
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lion the President's sincerity, but'
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Cook
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in
water with
added that he "seems to feel that
Tall glasses of minute ice tea
love this dish.
salt, pepper. and celery coverif you let these problems ride long
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your preference
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the Civil Rights Act, one part of
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Alberta Jamison, director of
Christian education (also Tri•
State Defender columnist),
Mrs. Alice Hooker, Mrs. Elizabeth Holland, Mrs. Carrie Ball,
Mrs, Carrie Harris, and Mrs.

Lucy Overall. Seated in foreground is Rev. W. C. Rogers,
pastor of the
church. The
theme "Jesus" was used in the
school, which was divided into
four groups: kindergarten, primary, junior and intermediate.

upon the other man's oil to accomplish your goats. If a mart sets
out to go on a journey and knows
that it is going to take two tanks
of gas and leaves home 'a lb a
half tank and no money in his
pocket it forces me to believe that
he did not intend to go. Those foolish virgins who did not think in
terms of the bridegroom being late
or other things that could have
wedding for
happened miss
that same reason.
There are those of its today who
urge to want to be outstanding, are missing out in life because we
"Then shall the kingdom be
the zeal to make outstanding con- fail to take under consideration
likened unto ten virgins, which tributions have gone from t h e, the fact that somewhere down the
took their lamps and went hearts of far too many of us. We line we are going to run into the
have 'unexpected.
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far too many cases we are life on the minimum. Carrying a
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and
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somewhere sitting at the very door little extra oil was too bothersome
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of great opportunity unprepared to for these foolish virgins Putting
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they all slumbered and slept. go
something is too bothersome for
like many of us never took under
And at midnight there was cry
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that someone else will give
did happen. With the delay of idea
Then all those virgins arose, and !
when we give out. I remember
e arrival of the bridegroom they. us
trimmed their lamps. And the
allowed their lainps to burn and a little couplet I saw some years
foolish said unto the wise, Give .
when the bridegroom did arrive all ago "The heights attained by men
us of your oil, for our lamps are
and kept were not achieved by
of the oil had been consumed.
gone out."
sudden flight but they while their
Many far too many people of this
When the fire goes out men be.
companions slept were upward
day and generation no exhaust toiling
come fools! The world is slowly
in the night."
themselves in the non-essentials
If life is going to mean anycoming inhaluted with fools. The,
that when the time comes to
fire that has made this world what!
thing to mist of Us. we are going
shine, they are not ready.
it is today is slowly going out all'
to have to make up in our minds
This brings about a big question that we are going to have to can:y
over the world. The urges that inreally want along something extra —
somespired men of Years ago to want in my mind, did they
Is the man or, thing extra in terms of moral forto he smnething and somebohy is ! to see the wedding.
non-essenthe
allows
titude, in terms of spiritual enno longer with us The satisfac- woman who
from t It e lightenment, in terms of intellection of being lust moral and spir- tials to detract them
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be
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to
that
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laThc smaller we are the happier
I know people who tell ate that belled "fools".
we are.
There is a certain satisfaction they want to be this or that but
that characterizes far too many of spend all of their time in fine
The nation's first torpedo boat
un to the extent that we live life clothes, fine cars, and having a was the Stiletto, outfitted in 1887
st its fullest when we arouse our- fine time.
at the Herreshoff boat yard in
selves to the fae.t that our lamps. It appears to me that somewhere Bristol. R. I.
have gone oic. How tragic it is down the road we must make up
that men will satisfy themselves our minds about this or that.
Hard experience ha a taught and
with the idea +aat they are going
to do or have just enough to mere- still is teaching men in all walks
not depend
ly get by! The desire to excel. the of life that you can

combined choirs will
Lay Emphasis Day will be ob- church. The
served at the Mt. Olive Cathedral, furnish the music.
worship
church. Sunday. The lay speakert Spotlighting the evening
serwill be Atty. B. L. Hollowell of will be a thought-provoking
First
Atlanta. Ga. Presenting Atty. Hol- mon by Rev. T. C. Nelson of
lowell to the congenial member- Baptist Magnolia church.
The general chairman of the oh
ship of Mt. Olive will be Atty. J.
Parker. Marvell
F. Estes. The speaker will deliver servance is W. B.
chairman of publicity.
his aedress during the morning notton is
BAPTIST
'worship hour. Music will he pro- FRIENDSHIP
Unanimous was the opinion of
vided by the choirs of the church.
lie the Annual Young People's Day at
following
Immediately
morning services, officers of the Friendship Baptist church, Sunday
Men of Mt. Olive club will be in, The opinion — excellent.
Mrs. Willa McWilliams. the
stalled. Selected to head this dyspeaker. gave a soul-stirring
grincpal
namic Aiip for the year is talResponsibility of
ented J. 1'. Lanier. The pastor, address on "The
Society"
Changing
In
A
Youth
Rev. H. C. Bunton. will install the
Delivered in that admirable style
organization.
was
A treat for the afternoon will be she is noted for. the speech
the showing of slides depicting fa- developed beautifully.
Melodious music by various
mous landmarks of the Holy
Land. The pastor made them dur•'. guest choirs provided a delightful
.ing his recent trip there. Members background for•the supplementatu
are urged to take advantage of program which featured particithis opportunity.
pant: from many sanctuaries of
TRINITY ("ME
the city.
Services at the Trinity C. NI. F..
Nelson Jackson was general
ehureh. Sunday consisted of the "airm an
regular services and communion.
tev. F. R. Nelson is the pastor
The communion was administer- if Friendship Baptist church
ed by the pastor. Rev. P. GonYa sALEM G1LFIELD BAPTIST
Hentrel
Sunday is Annual Young People',
FIRST BAPTIST. CHELSEA
Day at the Salem Gilfield Baptist
Appreciation Day for the pastor rhureh. Spotlighting the occasion
and his wife. Rev. and Mrs. Van will he an address by Rev Caret
J. Malone. will be celebrated at ton l'easey of Central LaPtisi
the First Baptist Chelsea church, church. Rev. Veasey will speak on
Sunday. Endeavoring to exelress -Building A Life Fer Christ" dur
thankfulness for the many cars ing the morning service at 11 a.m
of unselfish service rendered by
An Organ and Piano Recital will
the couple the congregation has he given hy.students of Mrs E I.
planned an excellent program for Cole's Music School at 4 p m
the occasion.
There will he no admission charge
For the morning worship hour.
Miss Lola Bell Siggers is the
Rev. W if Ragsdale will deliver aeneral chairman
the
, message. Rev. REtsrlale is the
Rev. A. L. McCargo is the min
pastor of Emmanuel Baptis
Ester.

$ -GET MONEY-$
For Your Church or Club
Your Church or club can pool their Quality Stamp books and
obtain cash monies, a brand new piano or magnificent organ

Just get every member of your organization started saving
Quality Stamps on a basis. What a wonderful way to obtain
the things you need in your church, Sunday school or meeting

place. ASK FOR DETAILS ABOUT THE CHURCH AND CLUB
PLAN AT THE QUALITY STAMP COMPANY, 1323 UNION.

Opportunity Time On Big Star Show Over WDIA

Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!
Goals are reached one step at a time, and the
first and most important step toward owning
your home is to make sure that your savings
are growing steadily. And why not let your
money earn interest while you are earning the
down payment? Take time soon to begin a
program of regular hank saying — at our bank!

TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET

THE ROAD TO RIG TIME stardom beckons youthful talent each
Saturday morning as the Big Star Food stores of Memphis and the
Mid-South give boys and girls of this entire area the opportunity
to present their talents before the huge audience served by 50,000
watt WDIA, the Mid-South's most powerful radio station. Those
rho can sing, speak, tap dance, harmonize, or entertain in any
adio way, are cordially invited to contact WDIA for an audition.

It is from the youth of today
that the big stars of tomorrow
find
the open road to top places in the
national entertainment field.
Star food stores are happy to
Big
bring this opportunity to
you. The
Big Star Talent show is held
each Saturday morning at
11:38
a. m. Pictured above from
left to Hat in the first
row are: Jose
Milne Malone, Ann Kirk,
Grant
verly Buntyn. standing in front Parham, jr.,•Carolyn Law and Br
is Gail Odess Townsel,

Memphis, Tenn
Al! Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.4

CASH FOOD STORES
,

L,vAys
LOW PRICES
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

A LONG TIME commencement tradition is honored by
six members of the 1958
graduating class at Bennett
college. Greensboro, N. C.
They're shedding tears of joy
after receiving degrees. From
left; Ruby Harris. Greensboro; Nancy Haith, Leaksvine. N. C.; Bettye McLean,
Greensboro; Margaret Hayes,
Burlington; Barbara Hammond, Winston- Salem, and
Marlene Beavers, Danville.
Va.

Shedding
Tears
Of Joy

11111111161

LIFE GUARDS and picnickers take over as Chicago
beaches open officially for
the 1958 season. In photo
above, crew of life guards at
31st Street beach receives
instructions from beach manager Ernest 1. Cash (right),
From left: Preston S. Clay,
Lloyd Outten, Alfred Cartman, Reuben Brown and Tom
Abernathy. At left. Mrs. Jack
Baum shows off her 14month-old daughter, Jolianne.
to Mrs. Lawrence Bolen
and Debra Bolen. All live at
500 E. 33rd pl. Defender
staff photos by Lyles
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CONFINED TO II wheel chair since he broke his hip
four years ago. George Nelson Mickel of Medera. Calif.
celebrates his 100th birthday. With him are family
.embers representing four generations. UPI Telephoto

Hip Hip Hooray!

I,YNDA LYNN PELHAM, 8-month-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn
Pelham of Miami, Fla., tries hard to lick a harmless King
snake draped
around her neck in Silver Springs. Fla. At the time, her
father, a news
photographer, was trying to make a picture of the unti,it;,1
event. UPI
Telephoto

She Gives Snake A Licking

Care To Lynda Hand?

7,^

i

The
Old
Meets
The
New
In
Chicago
AN OLD WOMAN cranks the
handle of her organ grinder
in the fashionable shopping
district of Chicago's North
Michigan Boulevard. Passersby gave but brief attention
as the aoman, pushing her
music-maker from a bygone
era, made her way alone the
street. Defender ..t:iff Photo
by Rhoden

411kr.r.mmire

into the water. "I'll take first place next Hine' says
Gustay. CPI Telephoto

Big Day For Boat Of 'Em

go

i F—i 17; 41110

.i' 71 :1 co• ^C.J.;7-1

IN NEW YORK CITY. Gustav Pederson. 13. of Long
Island, and his boat take second place honors in the pond
regatta. In photo, the young "skipper- shoves his craft
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By ERNESTINE COFIELD
lern known to modern industrial
society.
Ten years from now when the citizens of East Chicago
The urban renewal plan is also
inspect their "ideal community," they will have a young considered unique in that the families that are moved out of the
Negro architect to thank for planning and designing most
areas will be moved into a new

Dear 51rne. Chante: I read your weigh 142 lbs., and own my own
column often and see how you home and business. I want a busihave helped so many lenely people. ness woman, 45 years or over.
I hope you can help me. 1 would She must own half or one fourth
like to write to single men or ex- as much as 1 own. Will send full
service men, preferably between details in first letter and answer
the ages of 25 and 35. 1 aria sin- all questions. Mr. P. R. B., 1•2(.., St.
gle 27 years old, a graduate nurse. Frances St., Helena, Ark.
• ••
I am considered attractive, brown
Dear Mme, Chante: I WAS ineyes, brown hair and fair a.omplexion. Five feet, C, inches tall, weigh formed of your pen pals club and
150 lbs. I will answer all letters am desirous of becoming a memand send nay photo in first letter. ber. 1 aria a West Indian, 19 years
Della Robinson, 7616 Parmalee old. 5 feet, 5 inches tall, 126 lbs.,
considered to he attractive by my
Ave., Los Angeles 1, Calif.
• ••
friends and easy to get along with.
Dear Mine. Chante: I would Have a fairly good education.
like very much to correspond with Willing to exchange snapshots
a nice young lady between the and would like both male and feages ,of 27 and 30. She must be male correspondents. Norma T.
cute have a brown complexion, Robinson, F. Gem Lies, Whitfield
about 5 feet 4 or 5 inches tall, Town, Kingston, Janiaica, BWI.
weighing between 112 and 120 lbs.
•
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
I am dark brown skin and not too
to
correspond
with a nice intellihard or the eyes, 35 years old
and I work every day for a liv- gent man about 50 years old, one
ing. 1 am single and lonely. no avho likes to work and have a nice
please write and be on the level. home. He must be neat and no
Send photo in letter as I will send drinking. I am 40, brownskin, good
mine. Merwyn Evault. 4411 So. natured and understanding. Have
Wells St., 2nd rear. Chicago, Ill. been married once bet an' now
•••
divorced. Would be glad to exDear Mme, Chante' 1 am seek- change pictures and answer all tel.ing a mate of my choice. I sin 5 lers. Alease Posley, Massillon,
feet, 6 inches tall, 65 years old, Ohio.
•••
Dear Mme. Chanter You have
helped so many — in fact you
helped my next door neighbor. She
is going to be married soon. Will
You please help me! I would like
to correspond with men haween 40
and 69. I am a lonely woman who
is badly in need of pen pals. 1
would like a husband or a good
boy friend. Will answer all letters
end exchange photos. I weigh 130
lbs., 5 feet, 2 in. tall. Miss Alice
Mitchell, 931
,E. Walton, Apt. 1,
cm Mrs. Zeigler, Muskegon, Mich.
•••

h4v.
.1'
,
Fd

Ili't1616-Itati•nate.

•torto.

86 unit apartment building or relocated temporarily and will be
moved back into their old neighborhoods.
Mimeographed
pumped organ.
Working with a skeleton staff,
Christian hymns were passed out
ACCRA. Ghana — At the moand sunder the groans of the
Wendell has a full time draftsman
ment African intellectuals hereDear Mme. Chante: I would like abouts are verbally slugging each organ we sang hymns which could
and two high school student trainto meet a nice serious minded other over the preservation of tra- be construed as having particuees under his supervision, lle is
lar reference to labor.
Ment Foundation's S21 million urman with a steady job. One who ditional African culture.
assistant to T. S. Runge, general
scrutiny
by
communities
all
over
ban renewal program. which does
is sincere and interested in mar- Some are saying everythfng After the hymens, we drank
director of the foundation and
the
country
because
it
is
the
only
not include the buildings, is 29riage, between the ages of 10 and about old Africa should be scrap- toasts with beer imported Irons
works under Mace Winigger, diYear-old Wendell Campbell. The one whose urban renewal program
50. height 5 feet 10 and 6 feet tall. ped and the Africans with any Holland and cooled in a refrigerarector of planning. He is the only
native East Chicagoan is responsi- is being financed equally by the
I am 40 years old, weigh 130 lbs., sense should start to rebuild an tor from England. After the testiNegro in a professional capacity
ble for designing the homes, apart- local government, industry and a
5 feet, 2 inches tall, dark brown ultra-modern society.
on the staff of 12.
And the monials and responses by the two
ment -buildings, park sites. street state institution, Purdue univercomplexion.
I have a steady job. defenders of African tradition, European engineers, the union
At present, the young architect
sity.
layouts, map work, etc.
If interested, please mail photo while not exactly
demanding a re- president called on the linguist of
is also working on master plans
Approximately one third of the Another reason why the program
with letter. Louise Gray, 47251
/
2 S. turn to ancestral culture, are the Winnebahene.
and
surveys
for
closely
watched
the
is
being
neighboring
so
that
is
city will be effected by the reEllis Me., Apt. lc. Chicago 15, Ill. strong in their
demand that Euro- Winneba is the town where the
communities of Hobart. Hammond,
• ••
development program, which will the city is unique in that it has
peen culture be imported only un- meeting was taking place and the
Whiting and Munster, lie will detake about eight years to com- more than 60 ethnic and racial
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like der
Winnebahene is the traditional ruldire necessity.
sign the permanent building that
plete. The urban renewal program groups with different cultural
to correspond with nice intelligent
will house the foundation.
Rare indeed is the African er of the town and area around
has been divided into three proj. backgrounds and degrees of asmen between 48 and 60. 1 am a
whose life has not been changed it. The linguist speaks for the
When the foundation was estabems and work has already begun similation into an industrial and
widow. C,2 years old, I ,cork and
substantially by contact with the chief some of whom do not even
urban way of life.
lished two years ago, the former
on the first and largest one.
am of the Baptist faith. Luella EdWestern world. Today it seems speak to common folk except
East Chicagoan paid it a visit to
' Project No. One, which involves Some call it the - melting pot of
wards, 1478 Oriole St., Memphis,
learn more about its plans.
the African is in the process of through their linguist.
5.500 dwelling units and 366 acres the world" and it is believed to
Tenn.
-It involved the community
creating a distinctive new culture. The linguist was everything the
WENDELL CAMPBELL
of land, is the most comprehensive be the steel capital of the world.
• ••
had grown up in and it intensirenewal program in the country Perhaps most significant of all,
Inevitably this culture will be name implies, a superb master of
He
accepted and resigned his pofied my interest in the project."
Dear Mme. Chants' I would like a blend of the African and the ceremonies whose mastery of oraat the present time and is a pie). the region contains examples of
economic
tory and the proper way things
practically every social,
seer effort for Indiana.
Officials became interested in sition with Sidney H. Morris where to get a pen pal in the'
,SA, f am Western, and nobody, least of all
' East Chicago is under special and political condition and prob.
Campbell and offered him a job, he had worked as a draftsman a Jamaican man, 20 years elcl, the intellectuals, will control this are to be done was simply faultcomplexion dark, 5 feet. 8 inches blending process. It is happen- ...
and junior designer during the
five
He summoned all the ancestors
in the world, but the labor of the years he attended Illinois Institute tall, hair black, dark brown eyes ing on too vast a scale,
and weigh 145 lbs. I am 20 years. I personally have found the of the African rulers of Winneba;
black worker was needed to take of Technology.
and
when they were all gathered in
Noel Yarguharson, 9,4 ;Waltham blending of African and European
the places once filled by im- This is
not Wendell's first job Park Rd., Kingston 13, Jamaica, cultures particularly impressive. the earth immediately before him.
migrant white labor in Northern
in the building industry of
Last week I observed 14 bargain. so it seemed, for I found myself
irreconeilables on both "Slowly the Negro began to pull and Mid-western industry.
East B. W. I.
b.,
The Story of the American Negro. r. With
ing session between a district of- watching the spot on the ground
• ••
of arms was in- himself up. His handicaps were For the first time a mighty mi- Chicago. He worked with his faclash
the
sides
to which he was addressing his
By: Ina Corinne Brown.
ther, Herman, who has been a
con- Dear Mme, Chants: I am a Ja- fice of the Public Works Depart- rernarkg, he
great, for the heritage of slavery gration of Negro workers began
evitable.
spoke appealingly to
Friendship Press, 1957.
tractor for almost 40 years Even maican girl
ment and representatives of the
strong
upon
was
devasthim.
29
.in
years
consciertold.
commove
this
South.
out
of
With
to
were
the
there
course
Of
them and from time to time pourwhile attending Washington high plexion
212 pages: 52.75
D union.
dark,
independInitiative,
eyes
%a.
black.
heieht
came
movement
better
wages,
tiling
abolitionists,
who
ed beer on the ground for them
school, where he earned letters 5
"The Story of the American Ne- tious. idealistic
feet, 8 inches tall, weight 140
The business of the union and
ence an foresight were the last more security, better education in
to drink.
football and track, Wendell lbs. I am
gro" is an absorbing. factual pro- desired histice and freedom for qualities of which a slave had and a higher
were
conducted He asked
interested in Amen -an management
standard
living
of
knew
the ancestors to prowhat he wanted to do.
siayal of the tragic history of Afri- the slaves. but they were a minor- need. . ails poverty was appalling generally.
pen
pals.
strictly
according
Evelyn
to
the rules of tect and to
Edavards, King
Between World Wars I
On completing high school in St.,
guide the union ofcans who were forcibly taken from ity force, and a threat to the South. in many instances." (p. 100) Yet, and II emerged the so-called
Kingston,
fact,
evidence,
and
Jamaica.
good
adminis-New 1945 he served in the army in
ficials, the representatives of manthe
the security of their native homes The presence of approximately there was a wide-spread hunger Negro", who in literary and artration.
Both
parties
were
aware
•• •
Pacific and Japan and after getagement and to instill in them the
and sold into slavery in the West- 500,a00 free Negroes in the United for education and economic se- tistic ways began to
express his ting out of service at the end of Dear Mme. Chante: It Is cptiti a of and respected the various per- ancient wisdom of Africa.
ern world by white men
sonnel
States by 1860. who wanted their eura y.
regulations
which
hart
been
pleasure to write to you as I see
"growing self-consciousness and 16 months, he attended
When he finished pouring the liIndiana
issued from a central office in bation
The hook covers a period of rights as citizens, posed another The Catholics, Quakers and most awareness of social and
to the ancestors, he then
economic university Calumet Center for a that you have helped so many. I Accra,
the capital.
More than 300 years, in which one thrert to the slave system. This Protestant denominations opened
would like to correspond with
year.
brought the union president and
problems".
segment of the human family not number almost equalled the total
And
when
management
some
claimed
nice
girls
I
the
world
district engineer to the cenlike for
He started as a part time emonly enslaved and brutally exploit- of slave-owners in the South.) Only schools of one sort or another. But not until World War II did
ployee with the General Engineers them to be able to speak Spanish, that a particular matter exceeded ter of the room, had them drink
ed millions of their darker broth- as a war measure, however. did Certain foundations helped. and the Negro begin to feel his strength
as I am from Puerto Rico. I am its authority, the union would then from his glass, the African first
and
Designers in 1950 and was one
a person of good habits, 25 yearg have its headquarters office take and the European. As the two
ers. but contrived to break - up l'resident Lincoln issue the Eman- slowly. reluctantly, some of the as an integral part of the nation, of
the architects who designed
family and tribal connections so cipation Proclamation, and use Ne- Southern States appropriated moo- and to assert it, politically and
old, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, I am the matter up with the proper shook hands in good fellowship at
Supreme
Liberty Life Insurance
that the Africans lost all knowl- groom as troops against the South. ey for limited education of Ne- otherwise, to break the walls of
interested in hearing from girls of officials at the capital city.
the bidding of the linguist, he
company.
Wendell
still works part all
edge and sense of ever having had ll was not out of compassion grues. The Negro's church was also legal segregation and discriminanationalities. Thanking linu in GOOD WILL
poured the liquid remaining in the
time with the firm.
a "fatherland" of which they could for the Negro. He is quoted as hay- a very influential force, offering tion. Segregation began to end in
advance for your consideration.
At the close of the meeting the glass over their clasped hands.
Active in civic and social affairs, Domingo
ing said in 1862. "What I do about inspiration and opportunities for the armed forces; lynching was
be proud.
Torres, 4o1 E. 32nd St., union stated that in view of the The European gasped in surprise
Campbell is a member of Kappa Apt. 700,
fact that the district engineer. and flushed, then broke into emChicago 111.
Slaves were further degraded by slavery and the colored race, I do wide-spread leadership and social dying out; colleges and univer- Alpha Psi
fraternity and is past
a European who was highly re. barrassed laughter.
a spurious logic and twisted re- because I-believe it helps to save expression. ''It must be remem- sities were integrating among stu- junior grand
vice
polemarch.
bered
that
throughout
He
this
period,
dents and faculties; the Federal
Someday, Wendell said
ligion: which taught them that the Union." lee 79)
he garded by the union for his paThis ceremony was repeated
was polemarch of Alpha Rho chap- would like
to have a business of tience, competence and genera! with the incoming European
they were created as sub-human. Had justice to the Negro been North and South. quite out of the Courts were outlawing various din. ter for two years
enwhile
a
path
his
of
student
people,
most
white
there
own
criminatory
laws
and
in
transportation,
design low income good will, was being transferred gineer who by now was prepared
and were naturally inferior to white the compelling motive on either
at IIT.
an
increasing
were
housing
number
of
subemployment,
housing,
to
etc.
developments.
Accra.
African
requircustom
men. These falsehoods still plague side, and not a "struggle for powfor having the libation liquid pourHe is a former president of the He is married
stantial
class Negro And finally, in 1954, the
middle
to the former ed that the union say farewell to ed over his hands as it held the
the Negro today as he struggles er,. . .the whole future of the
revolt'. East Chicago youth branch of the
June
appropriate
Crugor
furnish.
of
with
Chicago,
him
in
homes-the
diftraditional
along
who
tionary
lain
is
manner.
have
might
decision of the United NAACP and has held
to regain his stolen manhood and Negro
hand of the union leader.
several of- a kindergarten teacher at
Farren Also the new district engineer, an- Ile had drunk from the same
ferent ways.- As it turned out the ings and cultural environment. "In States Supreme Court came, in fices in the regional
his dignity as a person.
organization.
other European. had to be glass with the African and
Africa was despoiled for the en- colored man was only a political such homes Negro parents were which racial segregation in prin. Campbell is also a member of the elementary school.
had
Laughingly Wendell said. "My properly welcomed.
richment of the white man, North pawn, caught in the tragic power bringing up children who have ciple was decreed to be uncon- Knights of Pythias.
taken the proceedings in his stride,
wife took a course in interior dc. In short time a fairly
large
but
when
and Sbuth, but principally to sup- conflict. Four and a half million lived to add richness and clistinc• stitutional. This was hailed as a
the
linguist
finally
His hobbies include cabinetmak- signing at IIT last
dousyear so that group of union members and of. ed the
ply cheap, captive labor for the ex-slaves were not wanted as freed- lion to American life as a whole." sort of Second Emancipation.
remainder of the beer on
ing and hypnosis. He designed and she would know what 1
was talking managment gathered under a his feet, he
expanding agricultural economy of men by the North, nor were they tP. 1071,
was plainly startled.
It Is undoubtedly a tribute to the made almost all of the furniture a bout."
ficials and representations of As he returned to
welcomed by the South. The feder- As the 20th Century approached, untiring
the South.
his seat beside
efforts of Negro lawyers in us Chicago home and a news- The young architect is one of shed where trucks are usually game and my informal, the Afripaper article hag been written six children. One of his
Says Miss Brown. "For 300 years al government had no intelligent despite the hardships and handi- who worked unremittingly
sisters,
raged.
through
cans roared their approval of the
aboot his demonstrations in hyp- Mrs. Jean Martin, lives in
Africa was raped and plundered, social plan for their education, em- caps of the eolordine, the pattern
We were seated in a large semi way he had gone
Ethiomat- of Negrolife
through the cerenosis.
was the NAACP for many years.
South
the So
u
pia.
her rulers and people demoraliz- ployment• or survival for that
circle
facing
an
ancient
foot
mony.
ig.
war-refugees,
were
They
changing, for the better. Booker
ed. sqial life and industry smoth- ter.
bewildered, re- T. Washington's philosophy of vodestitute,
norant,
ered or distorted, from which it
jected by their countrymen. Ex- cational training for the masses
SO WEAL 11 W4ILE...1.
has never fully recovered."
ASKEI, 1-1Ert IF 5116 %OBS
used was undoubtedly improving the
As to the basic causes which cept that the victors at first
'0094' ANN -OW.j.
brought on the Civil War, and in• some of them to punish the van- economic and cultural life of thou.
lioNtG14-1
tidentally the abolition of human 11uished South,
sands of Negro families, contrifinally
won
its
The
South
right
eleven.. the author rejects the thebuting to their efficiency and gradory that the Northerners fought le "handle the Negro", and pro- ual independence.
in a crusade to free the slaves and (ceded, theou,gh terror, lynching W. E. B. DuBois' emphasis upon
bring justice and equality to them, and vicious laws of disfranchise- the higher education of the "Tel
IRather she holds that "the conflict ment and segregation to reduce the ented Tenth" was also "laying
was basically one of struggle for masses of Negroes to serfdom, and some broad foundations for the en'power between two sets of social ill of them to second-class citizen- tire Negro group". Out of his ag.
and economic interests masked un. hip.
gressive leadership grew
the
By 1877 most of the South, along NAACP with its aim to gain for
der.. moral iustilication on each
.witn the rest of the nation was the Negro his rights and ink ligide." p. 47)
In the North the syciem was ,gain a 'white man's country'
eges as a first-class citizen and
urban and industrial; in the South. The Negro, with what help he could the full protection of the law.
rural and agricultural The form- get from some of the Christian The coming of World War I acer's growme wealth rested on "free Churches of the North, would have celerated the changing pattern
labor"; the latter's sagging ems- to struggle "up the hills of hell" Not only was the Negro soldier
OM depended upon slave la- alone.
needed to help "save democracy''
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Our Opinions
Time To Smack Punks Hard
Growing complaints are coming from in- area, who ransack cars, molest women,
dividuals and organizations who sponsor break-up dances, and strong-arm non-gang
programs, dances, and other events at Le- members.
Moyne Gardens recreational center.
It is high time that the Le Moyne GarThey say they are being victimized by dens Tenant Association, decent, law abiding
hoodlums. A gang of men and teenage boys citizens in the neighborhood of the project,
are creating an atmosphere of fear and the Police Department, and all others condread among those who think in terms of cerned take steps to break up this eating
sponsoring some kind of an acSair in the cen- cancer of hoodlumism which is taking root
ter.
and growing in one of the city's largest and
Reason for this fear and dread is sym- at one time, one of the best Negro residenbolized by what happened on the night of tial Areas.
July 4th at a dance sponsored by a social
People's generally expressed fear of the
club composed mostly of women. The gang,
as on previous occasions, decided to crash Beale Street atmosphere should pale in the
the gate. Two of the women's husbands face of what can happen and is happening
who tried to stop them were assaultey1 and in the LeMoyne Gardens area. The Police
beaten so severely they had to be hospital- Department of Memphis says there are no
ized. When police arrived the gang had organized gangs in the city. So, maybe they
dispersed.
have a new type of hoodlum operation in
This is not the first time such a thing and around LeMoyne Gardens. Something
has occurred at Le Moyne Gardens recrea- needs to be done. It should begin at home—
tional centep. Other individuals and clubs in LeMoyne Gardens—where it is to be sus-.
have complained about the bullies in the nected most of the punks live.

'Cheer's an overlooked ntinorl•
t v in the United States which
claims to be as mush a victim
of prejudiee and persecution as
the Negro, the Indian or t h e
Puerto Rican.
They are shunned by whiles

Ind by Negroes. They are re
carded as of inferior stock.
They are accused of attitudes
and prejudices which are ins
American. and they are tidicul•
ed.
This forgotten minority an!
the transplanted white southern
era, especially those with one ot
those drawls as thick as a chunk
of corn bread.
One of them, a young woman
in her late twenties recited her
grievances the other thy.
A native of a small town in
Arkansas, she came to Chicago
10 years ago after finishing high
ochool. She got an office Job and
earned a bachelor's degree at
night school.
"As much as I lose Chicago
and its wonderful people," she
said "they have never warnied
up to me. And after talking with
other southerners I've conclud•
ed they don't like southerners
up here."
She rattled off a number of
good logical reasons for her tie•
lief.
"I've noticed many, many
times that when I've been intro.
duced to people, they shun me
after hearing my unmistakable
southein accent.
"First of all Northern whites
and even Negroes who should be

understanding identify you with
the worst features of the South For example, they immediately
assume I'm prejudiced against
Negroes and that I condoeu
what happened ho Little Rock.
Why, from the way some people
have acted. you'd think 1 was
Faubus. Some people on learning I am from Arkansas have
been insulting," she said.
"I'm not a southern aristocrat. but on the other hand, I
don't come from what the) rail
the 'pc white trash,' yet coining
from Arkansal and having a
southern accent makes me 'po
white trash' in the minds of
many northern whites and Nit.
(tett

I've met.

"I read and hear all ilw time
about how we Americans should
be more tolerate of members
ol minority groups and I'm for
all that.
"In fact whin I was In cuttete here in Chicago. I was a
member of an N4ACP group.
But no one defends the southern'
ers like me from the prejudice
of northerners: and it can be
as cruel and as humiliating as
any indignity suffered by a Nemo because of his skin color.
"I think at's un • American to
pre-judge anyone be he a Negro. a Chinese, a Puerto Rican
or a southern white.
"I'm for any effort that tries
to do away %%Rh prejudice in this
country because I feet I'm a
victim of it just like the Negro,
and as long as the Negro suf.
fers horn it, I will, too."

"Nourish your body. because if I will know there's something curly. It is uncurlahle. My eyesore dark but not mysterious. When
you don't, you may not be here wrong with them.'
The Supreme Court has finally bowed to their feet sinking in a quicksand of confusion
to take care of your soul." said "'It just is not dignified,' says look, everybody can tell where
the weight of obstructivt reactionary opin- and contradictions. Time, instead of workJoyce.
i am looking and what I am
Simple, "which is why I works
ion. It has been frightened into a status quo ing in favor of civil rights, is being :Rowed
say. 'All right, baby,' and looking for. I am not Interested
I
"So
each and every day. I see some pull my carcass back inside. That in everybody. Neither am I interconformity that may, in time, wash away to work in the opposite direction because
peoples who do not work a-tall, hot old apartment! Dog-gone' ested in drawing, reading, singing,
the social change it had wrought. The Congress, the government and now the Suwho hustles, who lives hit.and. Women can sure give a man a hooks, horses, swimming, jujitsu.
nightmare which many of us had dreaded preme Court have abdicated.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — I have and trouble necessary to get his miss, and their living is poor. Me. hard row to hoe. Look here, ace- or beauty culture. But, baby I
for so long takes on today the depressing,
The Court's reasoning for denying the
ruling rescinded can be extremely I like to eat, have a place to boy, I believe I will get me a new am interested in you. I am setdisconcerting outline of reality. When the NAACP's request is as unconvincing as it been saying for some time that costly.
sleep when I get ready, and a wife. I seed a ad in the phper tled. also colored, and I would like
Justices turned down the NAACP's appeal is extraneous. Further, it shows plainly that no actual interracial test has fail- Meanwhile, with the refusal of wife to come home to vv nen I get the other day to which I have you for a . friend. What are you
when
participants
ed
were
the
inputting down' If a hype, do not
writ an answer."
for a ruling on Judge Harry Lemley's deci- the Justices are retreating behind a smoke
a stay pending appeal, the doors in a home-coming mood.
reply."
sion postponing school integration in Little screen of technigilities. They contend that doctrinated with real, zest, and Lie- of Little Rock Central are closed
"Only thing about rnie wife is, "A wile ad?" I asked.
Rock,'they were breathing life back into a the Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit is termination to succeed. This is to Negroes. This interruption of de- she do not like to see me lean out "licre, listen to it," said Simple, "What did she reply?" I asked.
true in spite of U. S. District segregation will be hailed as a the front window in the summer pulling a clipping from his pock. -Nothing," said Simple. "I have
dying social System.
"the regular court for reviewing orders of still
court judge's unprecedented decis- victory by prosegregationisis and time in my undershirt. Joyce says et. "Whilst I read, listen fluently. not heard from that woman, so T
Since that eventful day in May 1954, the District court here concerned, and the ion suspending integration at Lit- thus will become the technique to it is not dignified "
It says, starting with Os head- reckon I will hang on to Joyce
when the Supreme Court held that school appeal and the petition for a stay are mat- tle Rock's Central High school un- follow.
"And what do you says" I ask- line: 'SOUTHERN COLORED GAL after all. She is not Indian bat she
segregation was violative of the 1.4 t h ters properly to be adjudicated by it in the til 1961. Never before in the his- The anti-Negro magazine, U. S. ed.
— INDIAN AMERICAN — I am is American, and Rose Meta's
tory of school desegregation have
Amendment, the Southland has been strug- first instance."
'I say. 'Digny nothing! I am a tall young girl of 17 whose Beauty Shop gives Joyce all the
News
quoted
report.
World
and
But this was an emergency, and the Negro students been legally re. Faubus saying
trying to cool my hide. When friends claim I i'SVP the grace IA curls she wants. Besides, I could
gling to preserve its medieval way of life.
as
"Superintendent just
fused re-entry after a year of atam hot, what do I care about a panther. I have black curly hair not love no stranger who is interBut it was a rear - guard fight, for the ram- High Court would not be breaking precedent tendance,
Virgil T. Blossom anticipated Ibeing
end large dark dreamy myster- ested ir everybody. I wants a
dignified?'
parts of segregation were being breached by acting on an issue in which the element But I suppose this should
not trouble last September and re- "Joyce says, 'You should main. ious eyes. And I am interested in woman just to be interested in
quested help.' The Little Rock lain your
almost daily. The presence of Federal troops of time was both psychological and crucial.
dignity at all times, everybody. My hobbies include ME, me, Jesse B., all man, short,
surprise us because never before Board of Education claims "howin Little Rock Central High ichool had a It has acted before in cases of emergency;
had a governor
a national ever that at no time in the course Jesse B.. if not for yourself. then drawing, reading, singing, books, dark tan, and right at hand."
sobering effect on the proponents of segre- its refusal to do so now is a warrant that guard to defy a used
out
of
horses, swimming. jujitsu, and
respect for me.'
"Then why try to be a philanSupreme Court
integration is not of sufficient gravity to order as Faubus did last Septem- of these negotiations between "'Baby, I respects you,' I says, beauty culture. Folks say I resem- derer" I asked.
gation.
Blossom the hoard and governor, 'but right now I am over-heate ble a Mexican or a Spaniard
i,,
stify
a
special session of the High Tribun- ber. Nor has any school board ever did the superintendent or a n y
d.
or "A whieb?" said Simple.
Though the legislatures in 17 Southern
requested relief from desegrega- member of the board express the Harlem is HOT in the summer time Oriental. One thing they say you "A Don Juan," I said.
and border states had taken steps to abolish
an
ran
hot
I
right
am
now.
be
of,
How
once
sure
I
befriend
come
tion
you,
once
begun.
That's not all. The denial has the psyopinion that there would be viocan't take no cool breeze in you need not worry about having a "A who?" asked Simple.
their public school system if and when the chological effect
of preparing the grounds However, little real official de- lence of such magnitude as to ore- my undershii-t? It's clean.'
real friend, because I am it. Would "A lover-man," I said.
courttt ordered them to integrate with "all for the Circuit
to succeed was evidenced at vent the opening of Central High
Court to sustain Judge sire
Little Rock and really there would school or endanger the students.' "Joyce says, 'How would you not some of you nice settled color- "Now that you simplify matdeliberate speed," there was no certainty, Lemley's "breathing
'lite
to see me hanging out the ed men like to write me?' That ters," said Simple, "I will simplispell' decision. It shows not have been even forced suceven in the minds of the Dixie legislators, further that the
many bills pending in Con- cess if fawning Faubus had 11 01 According to a recently released window in my slip?'
is an ad which I saw in a love fy, too. I am just like you."
that their acts would withstand the rigors gress with the aim
report Gov. Faubus insisted "I says,'Baby, I better not catch magazine."
FBI
"How do you mean, just like
of curbing the appellate provoked President Eisenhower all along that the school board
of a constitutional test. At any rate, public nower of the
you
doing
such.
But
you
are
"So what did you do?" I asked. me' I PM a bachelor and can
Supreme Court are having into federalizing Central high.
seek a delay of desegregation be- woman. I am a man, and I doa "I sat
reaction in the South proper against aban- their brain down
and
wasting effect. We hesitate The real problem is not no cause the governor said he had ngt have nothing to show beneath hack," said Simple. I writ right afford to run around. You are a
donment of the common schools was begin- and regret to say
and I said, married man."
much the in-school discipline con- 'a basic rommitment and oblithat
this undershirt. Nobody is going 'Dear Indian American colored "A married man forgets somening to sets in as evidenced by the action of lated to the enemy the Court has capitu- flicts the school board expressed gation to use state law to prevent to
be whistling at me. If they do, gal: My hair is black hut not times," said Simple. "Yes, he do."
before the issues were fear of but rather the yielding to
the 60 members of the' faculty of the joined.
integration."
Faubus influence and the fear of
Louisiana State University who signed
Faubus
Now
is
proudly
taking
The pattern is now established that local what he might do in the event of
petition opposing closing of the public resistance to
credit for finally getting inteintegration, culminating in his re-election.
gration suspended in Little Rock.
chools. This was healthy, encouraging .a acts of violence
Judge
Lemley
a
and
75.year-old
unrest inside the
jur- Certain facts are crystal clear.
sign which was bound to have a rewarding schools, justifies
ist,
who
has
never
known
anyhuspending ft desegregaGov. Faubus never really gave
psychological impact on the rest of resisting tion program already
in effect. The upshot thing but segregation instead of up his fight to block integration.
South.
of it all is that the South will be quick to sticking to the law involved, based The Little Rock Board in requesthis decision mostly on administraAll this has been tragically checked. take the hint. It is a sad
1
2 year delay became a
moment for the tion problems, which school offi- ing a 2/
partner in
Those who are trying to reason their way Court; it is a sadder moment for
move to return to
cials
themselves are accountable segregation the
our
brothJudge Lemley became
out of the negativism of racial bigotry, and ers in the Southland who are
yet suppliant for.
the
third
party
when he establishthose who care about democratic values feel at the foot of the Temple.
Granting that the Supreme ed the school's inability to mainCourt will eventually overrule de- tain discipline as justifiable cause
cisions like Judge Lemley's which to grant "a breathing spell from One el the most fascinating and identify the hillbilly, the red neck I learned that "During the Labor
provocative personalities I have the drawl, the half shy, half bold Day week end, 1957, there
it deems to be in error, the time racial integration."
assemever met is a former Tennessee glance and the diction, words not bled
at Highlander the leaders of
In the closing days of the last session of cot ered, but omits labor organizations.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 clod hopper who decided 25 years
heard often on city streets. When every major race incident in the
the New York State legislatuf two amendago to Wet a new kind of school he smiles and talks out of the side South . . . There
While there are some ambiguities to be
were reprein this coantry.
ments to the present law against discrimof his mouth, you cannot help but sentative leaders of the Tuskegee,
cleared
up
by
those
who
will
administer
the
This hillbilly, with a Degree think of Will Rogers and, in ad- Ala. Boycott, the Tallahassee, Fla,
ination were passed unanimously. These
from the University of Chicago, dition, he will keep you laughing Bus Incident, the Montgomery,
amendments are extremely significant in a law, we here are concerned in the main with
the
manner
chose
in
his school's site in the moun- with his wry remarks.
which a similar plan may be
Ala, Bus Boycott, the South Caroperiod when modern society is beginning to
tain country around a silver lake He was dressed in blue jeans and lina - NAACP School Teachers Ingrar,n'e with problems incidental to old age. sold to Illinois and other States. No one will
at
Monteagle,
an
open
Tenn.
I
refer,
work shirt and there were cident, the Koinonia Interracial
of
The first amendment adds the word deny that we are faced with a major social
course, to the famed Highlander leather sandals on his feet. I won- Farm-Americus, Ga., and Clinton,
"age" to the list of discriminations in em- and economic responsibility to our aging
Folk School and its founder, dered when I saw him how Presi- Tenn., School Incident among othployment already prohibited by the law: nopulation. Automatic and compulsory reMyles Horton.
dent Posey of Harvard would look ers."
those based on race, creed, color and na- ,irement plans, and discriminatory age limit
Last week I turned down a in that outfit. After our exchange Certainly no finer tribute could
side road oil Route 41 at Mont of greetings, he called for one of be paid to Myles Horton and Hightional origin. The prohibitions apply to em- in employment are from the point of view
eagle to take a look at this pro the kids to take my six-year-old
plbyers, labor organizations and employ- of economics and social engineering indubiject in education which has excited daughter, Toni, over to meet the lander than for such leaders to
ment agencies and they concern all hiring, tably unsound.
so much admiration among the other kids and he took me on a assemble there to discuss their
Those who can work and are willing to
discharge, pay and conditions of work.
eggheads and so much indignation tour cif the grounds.
problems. The hour or so I spent
The second amendment seems to limit work should not he forced to become wards
among the blockheads.
As we inspected the new library at Highlander was the most ere
the ages to which the law applies by specify- of the state. It is better for the state
followed an impulse because I and the other one-story stone and couraging time I had in my tenand
ing nersons "between the ages of 45
did not know before hand that my frame buildings which are scatter- day tour of Dixie. I saw the two
and 'or the aged that the latter be self-sup65." It adds "licensing, agency" to time porting
route would take me through Mont- ed about the landscape, he told me races, children at the summer
as long as they are physically fit.
some fascinating stories out of his camp and adults at the sessions,
eagle.
It was early In the morning and 25 years' experience as director getting together, talking, eating,
I could tell I was approaching the of an interracial adult education and laughing like normal human
beings, like fellow citizens of a
school before I was aware of the school in the South.
signs. There before me on a gentle He spoke of the Communist great country.
green slope that edged the lake charges which Governor Griffin of Is it not odd that such a simple
water, etc. from them and put the finance collected.
Hats Off To Grees Harris
were a group of teenagers in shorts Georgia has been making against thing should stir the passions and
in their homes in order to receive If
Dear Editor:
the people would require the
and a few younger children at the school and he told how the prejudices of so many people? Yet
God's Blessings.
I would like to publicly con- Mr Harris
leaders of these religious institumountain folk stood with him in I suppose I should not find it surplay.
stated in his article
Some of them were blonde and what he was doing although they prising. I remember an old teachgive
gratulate Mr. Harris for the article I hat he heard
a minister tell the IInto
fair and some others were brown did not always agree with him. er. Dr. Charles Victor Roman,
statement once
ae com
a mtVt/ei arical
published in the Chicago Daily
every
oeople that God didn't
us to three months or every six months
and black They were obviously I recalled his quote in a pamph• who told the kids in my class that
Defender a few days ago. Title. think. I can easily see want
why some w- at least once a year. I feel
having great fun playing together. let, "We will have a new kind of Jesus Christ was the greatest revo"Gregg Harris Reporting" in ereachcrs don't want their follow that we would Uncover a
Here was a girth& crime being school not a school for teach- lutionary of western civilization.
number
which he brought to the public at, ^es to think because if they di.' of wolves in sheep clothing.
committed in the eyes of the old ing reading, writing and arithme- His most radical Injunction, actention some of the methods by 'le wouldn't he their pastor long. Vebb Evans, 515 East 46th St.
South on a mountain top glistening tic, but a school for problems," cording to Dr. Roman, was conwhich many of our preachers are It is my belief that God would
in the sunshine in the middle of Indeed all the so-called teaching is tained in the eimple statement,
misleading no many of their fol- like for every one to think, and
Tennessee.
done in seminars and bull sessions "Love thy Neighbor." Sometimes
Almost
oue.third
more
the
of al! U. S.
we make use of our
lowers shout God's Blessings and
Myles Horton said he remember- which range from a week to a I wonder what they would do if
minds
the
better
make
we
the
Imports come from South Amerihow to gel them.
ed our meeting at a small lunch- month and devoted to some spe- Jesus came back to Tennessee Of,
I think it is a disgrace for our Norld for ourselves and other hu- ca, more than from any other
eon arranged by Dean John B. cial problem involving farmers, la- Georgia. It's silly, of course, after
lent
tt
s
past
due
t-lenity
that
Thompson ot the University of bor, race relations. etc. All the all Jesus would know better
ministers to ten the people the the membership of these churches. part of the world. Canada is sec
chicago. I certainly remembered session. are interracial.
Anyway thanks to Myles HorIt Is neeeksary far them to boy both large and small start re- and, followed by Western Europe
"After All Daddy • .. Fun Is Like Insurance, The Older bins.
In a smear sheet put out by the ton, He would be safe at Highnails, flowers, handkerchiefs, jolt, quiring a stricter accounting of and Britain.
You Get The More It Costs!" _
He has all the attributes that Georgia Commission on Education, lander.

ainst Old Age

SO WHAT'

The People Speak
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DEFENDER

PorgyW Bess" With $12Jahn
so they say_ Nut' Goldwyn's Prize Sele'itOn
Sat., July 12, 1951

Fields - Charley Cole nightery)
some several years ago. — JOHNimGRANZ,
'NORMAN
WHEN
NY DIDN'T stop there. — HE
presario of "Jazz at Philharmon- ENTERED a like contest staged
ic" was in the city recently he by Arthur Godfrey and won that
spent much of his time visiting one also. — FROM THEN ON it
with Duke Ellington who was apwas records, engagements in night
pearing at the Blue Note. JUST BY
clubs about the country and spots
THE way of chancing a guess we In touring "package" shows.
feel that something is brewing be- ELLA FITZGERALD is another
tween the two famous people of example. — WINNING THE BIG
music. THE RISQUE JOKE
prize at Apollo's weekly amateur
appears to be just what the docshow in New York was just a start
tor ordered for night club comic
for Ella. — NEXT STOP for her
entertainment. — WHY ELSE
was the main vocalist's chair in
WOULD BILLY Mitchell, Alan
the late Chick Webb's band. —
Drew and the current show stopTHERE ARE exceptions of course.
per at Roberts, Dave Turner —DIDN'T MARILYN Monroe win
boast the largest applause during
her
spot in the sun by wearing the
their respective stints of any cornleast clothing and exhibiting the
edien ever to hit such clubs as best frame of any of the other
DeLisa and Roberts? — SPEAKmodels for magazine covers? -ING OF THE Club DeLisa the
BUT THEN, too, there is talent
spot was to go up for sale last
knowing how to appear "best
Friday via the bidding route. — in
undressed" and still remain withSOME ARGUE that certain membounds of postal laws, which is
bers of the family that "made in
Marilyn did best.
the name and club famous" had what
as.
the inside track. — IN THAT
EVENT don't be surprised if 55 IIARRY BELAFONTE and Nat
and State is again brightened and King Cole have both expressed al11111111111111
1111111111111111111111MMM1111111111111111111111
gayed up by a Club DeLisa and themselves admirably on subject
ERROLL GARNER
on same format that featured its
teleon
programing
interracial
of
more than 30 years of operation. vision and in films as well. NAT
THRILLS CROWD
• •.
AT FAMED RAVINA
way to introduce sepia stars
SAYS
HOW MANY patrons of clubs
to bias territory is to present a
Erroll Garner, his piano
and theatres realize just what is
group of artists in fine performhappening when they sit a n d
biased viewers and music stylings were feathe
and
ances
run
being
watch TALENT SHOWS
tured attraction at the RaWILL LEARN good acting knows
off? — CERTAINLY THEY learn
color line. — BELAFONTE vinia Festival on Chicago's exno
so
so
and
that
end
et the very
SAYS "don't over do it."—EXHI- treme northside Tuesday and
won and what prizes are theirs
BIT THE FINER side mildly and Friday
night. Garner's confor topping the "field" of times
skip spotlighting the very worse
twenty or thirty contestants. —
cert introduced what figures
gained
we've
lose
what
we
lest
BUT THERE is more to it than
and confuse the minds of disinter- to be a sensational season at'
what is being viewed by the avested persons."
the popular summer amuseerage patrons unless by chance
• ••
ment theatre. His concert
the individual is a talent scout. IT
OFTEN MEANS the start of a
mostly of Garner originals also
DUKE ELLINGTON, ever serprofessional career, not only for ious about his music is likewise featured improvised music
the winners but the place a n d VERY HAPPY OVER success of
composed by some of the nahis New York publishing firm, tion's
show fellow or gal.
great writers of popular,
•s•
Tempo. — BUSINESS RUN by
jazz and even semi-classical
TO NAME A FEW: Johnny Mildred Dixon, an ex-wife and son
music.
Hartman won a contest at the old Mercer is one of the most sucThe Ravinia will present
EIGrotto (remember that Harry cessful in its field.
some of the top exponents of
popular music. Later in the
season Lionel Hampton is booked. Lionel will brine his great
band and "specialty artists"
for what figures to be one of
the highlights of the season at
Ravinia Festival.
By AL MONROE

'Not Just A Musical
But Great Movement
In Answer To Dream'

Dot Dandridge
Labeled 'Best'

south to the screen," Goldwyn
said, noting that Gershwin and DuBose Heyward's widow, Dorothy,
had refused several film offers financially more tempting than his
over the years.
In keeping with his confidence
Goldwyn has assembled probably
one of the greatest companies ever
assembled for a single picture —
a movie he hopes "will be my
contribution" to the art of the
r dth.we snalidb.e
just another music"It will have great
al,"
movement and warmth and feeling. I've been dreaming of it as a
movie for the last 10 years. DreamBy HAZEL K. JOHNSON
ing and planning."
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — They
Goldwyn's film will have to gross
are pulling out all the stops on
12 millien dollars before its costs
the film version of "Porgy and
will have been met, hut the film
Bess" over at the Sizuel Goldwyn
pioneer believes it will be worth
studios these days.
the money as well as the sleepThe studio head himself is so
less nights production problems
wrapped up in the breath-taking
had caused him.
project which just has to be a
"Do you know we spent four
motion picture milestone that he months on just the scoring of it'?"
SIDNEY POITIER shown with
Gable starrer convinced Gold.
middle
the
smack
in
to
be
appears
He asked. "And take our cast . .
Yvonne DeCaro in a scene
wyn studios of his value to
of everything but painting the Sidney Poitier and Dorothy Danfrom a previous picture, Band
-Porgy 'N Bess" as both boxsceneryt.
dridge are Porgy and Bess, Sammy
office and "the man for the
of Angels, was Goldwyn's se.
And he 75-year-old film pioneer Davis. jr., plays Sportin' Life,
lection for the role of -Porgy."
job."
would be the first to confirm he'd Pearl pBailey as Maria, Inez Mb
Hls performance in the Clark
do that too if he thought it would thews as Serena, Diahann Carroll
help give "Porgy and Bess" added
as Clara.
value.
When the picture is released
Goldwyn is alternately frank
(sometime next year) it will be
about the commercial value of the
just 25 years since Gershwin bemovie as a big-budget spectacular
gan the score of "Porgy."
and disarmingly candid about what
If Goldwyn achieves what he is
Geerge Gershwin's immortal mu- now attempting, the movie should
sical saga means to him person-1 be. in the words of Gershwin's
ally.
' brother, Ira, "his most meaning$6 MILLION FILM
ful memorial.'
While "Porgy" is as close to his
pocketbook as a 6 million dollar
investment can be. it's doubly
close to the heart of the man
DOROTHY DANDRIDGE who
whose film classic 'The Best Years,
NEWPORT — This year's "Jazz There were other moments of
plays "Bess" for Sam Goldof Our Lives" still ranks as the
Festival" almost through its first . musical gladness and
socksationwyn in the picture 'Porgy
all-time academy award winner
week has s presented a series of '
'N Bess," is being hailed by
"It is a privilege as well as a
Summer, generally the period concerts that gained top applause aling from the Festival, also aired
over CBS-radio. Ole Satchmo, also
director of the film as the
great responsibility to be the man foe letdown in television shows the nation over.
perfect selection.
who is bringing the story of the and legitimate theatre runs as
The sessions Thursday through a favorite, was terrific with humn
well, is bringing a new outlet into Sunday were, aired over CBS-radio and vocals as he took over the spot.
the field for music, popular and with a record number of sets tun- lighting chores. Then there was
otherwise.
ed in so the pollsters say. The Dinah Washington dishing out blues
! "St. Louis Blues," the film bas- was no boxoffice run.
The newest outlet is the sum- opening-,.session Tuesday paid tri- vocals as only she can. Joe Turnrehome
it
will
be
Closer
to
mer Festivals about the country bute to. Duke Ellington and his er, Dakota Staton,and many others
ed on life story of the late W. C.
membered that "The Joe Louis
and even as far away as Canada music. The Duke was on hand also joined in the merry making
Handy a somewhat disappointing
Story" did only fair business. That
for nation's music lovers. One for the applause at the Festival and musical madness that rag
box office-wise may bring a
one, of course, boasted no such
of the major festivals of course but he would have been even hap- heard over air for an hour on
change in future all-Sepia films.
"names" as does "St. Louis
is the Newport Festival staged for pier had he been present as thous- three different occasions, Thurs..
Since the film stars Nat King Blues." It came, however when
By'HILDA SEE
chosen and spotlighted and alsof from television during 1958. They the amusement of New England- ands sung his praise and were day, Saturday and again Sunday
Cole, Earths Kitt, Pearl Bailey the "Brown Bomer" was at peak
get paid big money for their few were well paid and equally spot. ers and visitors to that part of awed with the spectacular pre- The Newport Festival for 1958
Sepia Stars were not forgotten, minutes of performing. As o n e lighted from time to time.
Mahalia Jackson and several oth- of the pepularity that made him a
the country. There is the Ravinia senting of his works over the air. will long be remembered be
er "names" it would be expected popular figure the tnation over. far from it — in television broad- artist said "It is like taking candy
To make the night even more of a those who chanced to see thf —
to do well at box-offices the naThere has been talk of filming casting during the season just from a baby, so easy and still so
triumph for Ellington many of his spectacular in persos Howevet
lion over. That has not been the the life stories of the late George ended.
much money for the short time
ex-musicians, men who have left there was just as much musical
ease however, a n d Hollywood W, Carver, among others hut so
In fact there was one show man- you work."
to join their own bands or to en- appreciation from the thousands of
"Brass" may think twice before far the pictures have never gotten ned by
Sepian Nat Cole that but One thing in favor of guest aplist with others were also present- listeners about the country who
attempting a repeat performance. beyond the speculative stage. Now for
sponsor troubles ran smoothly'
ed in concert. This latter group tuned in CBS on those broadcasts
"Stories of Lives" have seldom with "St. Louis Blues' made and for
pearances is fact that one seldom
several weeks — 13 to be
under title of "Ellington Alumni" from the New England spectacuif ever broken boxoffice records, doing only fair at the boxoffice
exact. However, where the Negro has to rehearse day after day.
and under baton of Rex Stewart. lar. '
Even a great film on an outstand- there may be more of a delay
aces really profited from television Generally one rehearsal, never
ing ork leader like Glenn Miller in making the films.
was as guest stars. Such artists more than two, does the trick. On
did just ordinary business a n d
With everything else that might as
Pearl Bailey, the same Nat the other
boasted no long runs. The pic- be said of "St. Louis Blues" it is
haat regulars on the
King Cole, Duke Ellington, Count
ture presented some of Holly- a "clean" picture and interesting
Basic, Erroll Garner, Fats Domi- show, including program's top suswood's top artists but still there story of a great composer.
a picture Controversial films ofi
no, Ivory Joe Hunter, Dorothy taining stars must rehearse sevBy HILDA SEE
—
good'
Donegan, Billy Taylor, Billy Eck, eral days for each show.
NEW YORK — When Harry this type are not always
stine, Frankie Lymon, Billy Dan- Sometimes the cost of present- Belafonte departed from these for stars who dislike being eith- !
iels, Mills Brothers, Four Step
earlier this er typed or criticized b y a divid- :
ing guest stars on a show becomes shores for Europe
Brothers. Billy Williams quartet:
week his plans called for a vaca- ed public such as would view a
borrow from older and more firmBy GEORGE NORFORD
terrific.
An example is the last tion with as little work as possible "Little Rock Story" film.
Louis Satchmo Armstrong, Lioneli
Jazz is the newest area of ex- ly established forms. TV has drawn
Among reasons(Harry offers for
Hampton, Cozy Cole. Ifahalia season spectacular presented by to evade despite flattering offers
ploration on the entertainment on stage and screen techniques
Jackson, Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Steve Allen with Louis Jordan and awaiting his arrival.
not wishing employment while he's horizon. In many respects it is in all of its productions. But its
Vaughan, Bill Kenney, Oscar his band as special guests. The
Harry had about consented to abroad is his craving for a "much
own wizardry is beginning to exalso the most challenging.
NEW YORK — Sallie Blair, one airwaves within a single season, Peterson and many others were show's "pickup" of Jordan who appear at the Brussels Fair but needed rest." He just finished How to present this virile, many ert itself, to give scope, color and
was
in
San
Francisco
cost
NBC beyond that had no plans for
dimension to its dramas, variety
of the fastest moving vocalists on except for Pearl Bailey's stints handsomely rewarded wkh dough
$7,500. In addition to this Jordaq personal appearance or even most. working in the film "End of the faceted music so that it will lose
from television.
parade today returned to the air on the Como show, tops for a seni,ne of its excitement and spon- and news programs.
was
paid
co-stars
and
he
another
Ave
which
grand
World"
in
for
that
!natie
or
television
work
for
Tops among the users of Sepia
•
become the concern ofl In presenting jazz on television,
Sunday via the Ed Sullivan show, pian artist.
his show.
is naturally tired. Then still an- taneity will
ter.
"Toast of the Town," (CBS) and, Strangely enough Sallie Blair be- stars were the Perry Cams, Steve
more and more people as jazz be-1 the visual mold has followed the
be
wish
to
professed
other
is
his
Almost
as
However
sources
close
to
the
staggering
was
the
gan her jump to the professional Allen. Jack Paar, Patti Paige and
fairly familiar pattern of stage,
gained new laurels.
his comes more and more popular.
amusement field on dancing feet.; Ted Mack shows, as guest stars, spotlighting of Count Basic on great singer admitted a slight free to enjoy the company of
perhaps in a bet- motion pictures and night clubs.
the Patti Paige show. Even tho interest in offers that would net wife and child while abroad. Television is
Miss Blair who a year ago was, She was considered one of the most Arthur Murray show
used Sarav
this challenge Jazz, not too long ago, had been
Basle was appearing at a spot in Harry a half million dollars dur- Certainly he would be away from ter position to face
just another singer rates today as shapely dancing dolls and with as Vaughan once.'
promised her reJazz is associated with hack rooms and
New York it costs more than $2,000 ing his brief stay over there.
his family most of the time were than any other medium.
one of the most improved artists' much terpsichore talent as any turn but never got
smoky basement bars. It was conaround to the
to transport his equipment to andi Among the offers likely to come he to fill the many engagements as new among the art forms as
along the stem. Her television and one to hit the stem. Then, came second trip for
La Vaughan.
sidered by many to be somefrom the NBC studios for the show. Harry's way and which he may offered and allow himself to be television is among the entertainnight club stints have captured i the chance to sing and from there
One may consider 'guest appearwhat on the shady side. By oth•
We mention this to show the cost turn down is chance to do a for- "located" on a studio lot. How- tneib mediums. Both still are evolthe fancy of viewers and patrons on in Sallie Blair was rated as
ances" just something extra addrs it was looked on as something
the nation over. She was makingl a certain "comer" for top vocalist
involved in presenting guest stars eign movie based on the Little ever all this may be changed by ving, seeking new concepts and,
ed, financially and otherwise which
more than half mil- forms The two can complement'"special" requiring a certain inher third trip over the Sullivanl honors
of
sight
who
get
paid
the
big
money
for
few
Rock
integration
story.
Harry
has
isn't true. Guest stars are well
tellectual or environmental mien..
moments work. Yes, Sepia stars his own ideas about such roles and lion bucks dangling before the each other to the benefit of both
tation in order to be properly aphave no reason to complain, ac- there is little chance he will eyes of the famed calypso artist in the immediate future.
Of necessity, both have had to preciated.
tually, about what they derived change his attitude and make such and film actor.

Will 'St. Louis Blues
Boxoffice Slowdown'
Erase Future Hopes?

HOLLYWOOD — As a result
of the fire that destroyed the
sets, costumes and other equip.
meet last Tuesday producer Sam
Goldwyn announced stoppage of
shooting on the film for at least
three months.
The studio will be rebuilt, re'quilled and costumes replaced
by that time lie says. In the
meantime the players and
stars will be permitted to return to personal appearance en.
things are
easements until
straightened out.

Festivals Set
Summer Music

Says Sepias Did Well
n TV In 1958 Season

1-2 Million Changes
Belafonte Attitude?
May Make Pix Abroad Jazz, TV Growing Up
L Twins, Strong
me

Sallie Blair Stars
On Sullivan's Show

Canadians See Josh White
As Someone Quite Unusual

TORONTO — Just as a true
playwright must write plays, a
poet create poetry, a farmer till
the soil, Josh White, the folk singer, must express his innermost
feelings through song.
An honorary Doctor of Folk lore
at Fisk university, he has run the
gamut of experience and emotion in his lifetime. His work is
preserved for posterity in the
Hall of Fame of the Library of
Congress which houses several of
his records.
Josh who will take part In the
2 Day Folk Song and Jan Seg.
ion which Vivienne Stenson has arranged for July 23 and 24 at Stratford, is the son of .a Methodist
preacher. Josh, however. only
"preaches" through song. He believes that he can help make
things "right" by expounding the
philosophy evident in many of the
songs he has made famous.
The spoken-word part of the 2,
day Folk Song and Jazz Session
lit this theme. On July 23 Langstoe Hughes will read his own pot-

try in an autobiographical programme titled "Poetry Born of
Music." On July 24 Marsh all
Stearns will talk on "Where Jazz
and Folk Song Meet."
Josh's appearance in Stratford
this summer is his second Canadian visit this year. He delivered
one of the season's most enjoyable

tanned'Theme Music Now
Eliminates Ork In The Pit—

folk song concerts at Eaton Auditorium. Toronto, teat la nu ary
With him at Stratford will be his
two children Josh, jr, and Beverly both fine folksingers. They will
also lead a Folk Song Singsong
after the Jazz concert on the night
of July 23.

many other perennial hit songs
Charles "Chuck" Gould was
very close friend of Fletcher Henderson and is well fitted to produce this memorial album. His
own musical career has included
the composing, conducting and
producing of, "Flyin' Ili," Olsen
and Johnson's ''Fiin 7a poppin',"
and the "American Revue in
Paris."

Or, they can get the "Hi-Q" ser- scribed as:
ies that contains 20 hours of
"Impending feel, disaster con- 1111
mood music specifically for turn tent: medium full orchestra; stead
There is a little world of high use. It is recorded on 50, 12-inch! pulse; funeral march."
quality recorded and taped music vinylite records that play at XS 1-3
Capitol has a
demonstrathat owners of high fic1,/lity equip-. rpms or on tape that runs at either lion record of more
cheerful mood
ment seldom hear. They might like 7 1-2 or 15 inches per second
that has a quiet surface and is
it if they -could buy the tapes 01 The music is divided into short of extremely
high technical quaffs
records.
segments by mood and each mood, y.
The records and tapes are of. is described minutely, so a pro"mood- music television stations ducer knows exactly what he is: One sidle of it is for aircraftand producers of industrial-typel reaching for.
I type film. It is both meaty und
films can buy.
For instance, one title is de- entertaining music when played
jt is sort of 'ike a ready-made getnped as "romantic underscore" for the musical content alone aid
sit. It may not fit exactly like, The /
catalog
ill sap) it rens a minute with out reference to its cote.
an especially composed musical; and
seconds and describes the 1 mercial intent.
score, but it) does the job and music
follows:
, As a whole It is like a small
suprisingly well.
"Big city night scene: quieter symphony, divided into seven
Tilevision stations and indus- presenttstmd5l of theme with some mavements,
trial type film producers subscribe brass hits hpd sax carrying the
it begins with "theme, main II
to libraries like Capitol's "Q," mood; goes t very soft ending." tie" and goes
into a movement or
and "Iii-Q" series.
ready-made n$t,wie for a scene segment called, "romance of
Radio and televisionstations can about a brick
II that crumbles) the Skies."
use the "Q" series for live broad- on passing pedexteians
I The ether segments are "corns
cast..lt consists of 170, 12-inch' FOR EVERY USF.
inunications," "a family en route,
vintylite pressings that play at 78, He might use the one titled, "small town
aircraft" "skyways of
mita.
'Somber Movemenr"sehat runs a; tomorrow" and "theme sun-up
and
HOURS OF MUSIC
minute and 20 secondlisaad is de.' end title."
;\
By PRESTON McGRAW
(United Press International)

New Album In Tribute'
To Fletcher Henderson
Any poll among critics and lovers of jazz usually acclaims Fletcher "Smack" Henderson as the
greatest arranger of jazz in his
time,
In a new Vik album, Chuck
Gould Plays A La Fletcher Henderson, 18 jazz artists bring to life
again the fine Henderson versions
of such classic items as "When
You're Smiling." "ein't Mis.
bebavin," "That Old Feeling," and

Ellington, Satchmo,
Dinah Washingm's
Festival Bits Tops

1-1,41,4AR PETERsON'g talents
are Rener ally spotlighted on
televisiiin when he visits Chicago. Here the !treat phallist is
shown when he appeared On

185 1% jam program last
seek ' 'gads( in picture is
Robby KIVIIP who is a meni
her of the Peterson trio.
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LeMoyne Beehive Of Activity For In-Service Teachers
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SUMMER AT LEMOYNE —
Many of its students have
graduated, and others are
vacationing for the summer,
but LeMoyne college is still a
beehive of activity with a

number of in-service teachers
on the campus to keep apace
with the latest developments
in American education. In
photo, top left, is seen a class
in the use of audio-visual

aids, where students a r e
learning to operate a very important "assistant", the movie
projector. which gives expert
advice on many subjects in
conjunction with classroom ob-

jects. In photo, top right. are
seen four teachers turned coeds for the next few week:.
From left are Mrs. I d a
Flythe, Mrs. Stella Ilehrs,
Mrs. Alice Curry and Miss

Mildred Doss. Pictured in inset, surrounded by books, is
Harry Truly, a Le Moyne col.
lege junior, who has received
over-all scholastic record. The
social science major is the

con of Mrs. Alice Trudy, of 514
Edith ave., and is vice presi.
dent of the Phi Bela Sigma
fraternity. He plans to enter
American university in t h e
fall. In two photos at buttons

are seen summer semen incidents listening to laeguami
records in order to get a pre.
view of two courses which will
he offered act LeMoyne college this fall. Students in pie.

hire at left are listening to
French lessons, while those its
the one at right are engross.
edinGerm an readings.
(Frank Lyles' Photos)
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today. We must make up our minds making the
will eventually Include chapters Ito
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look
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to
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,
Supreme
Memphis
the
in
"Since
ed
He said:
Negro leadership is challeng
within.
Clarksville, Murfreesboro, and US.,'
Court has clearly established the
to make good its pledge, to double
The youthful leader praised Ma
Knoxville.
legal rights of colored citizens, THEY WANT BUT
South
the
in
the voting strength
for his record in botl
We have thousands sympathetic by 1960. White America is waiting
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business, and soh
want to see law
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see
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ed Press recently
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released a story which was prowho
,
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black
s, quote:
more and more on the colored five little
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of
minds
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a
be
brilliant
to it and build
tion of authority will always
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NASHVILLE —
ing to do with race prejudice if we yield
case.
valuable, of course, but he will lawyers to win the
of I lion continues to lag in the South, Negro leaders last week organized
number
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were
There
world within a world?
valuable
th be far less
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dent was making world headlines,
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, as the next
tin Luther King and 60,000 dedi- Negro leadership is challenged Orgill, of Memphis
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Mrs. Elizabeth Romby, of 330
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Arkansas - Mississippi Girl Scout
as unfortunately the white
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Negro Youths
Endorse Orgill
For Governor
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City; Mr. arid Mrs. T. R. German, the bride's uncle and ;pint
of Bessemer. Ala. Miss Bonnie
Brittenum of Alton, Ill., Miss Joyce
Ann Ervin of Toledo, Ohio, Mrs.
carrie C. Wheeler of Alton,, III.,
gathered skirts Evans Campbell, jr., of Toledo.
three
The
fabric.
loveliest
season's
the
of
One
Belle pet- Ohio, and Joseph German of Deweddings was the beautiful rites developed over Southern tallness
troit — all cousins of the bride.
voluminous
which united Miss Annie Belle tihoops into
Chapel Sweep.. Immediately following the cereGerman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. extending into the
finger-tip veil mony, Mr. and Mrs. German en'Leon German of 547 Baltimore Her double-tierred
with tertained the newly
married
st.. and Joe David Wilson, son of of misty English illusion,
a Ju- couple with a beautifully appointMr. and Mrs. Burford Wilson of hand rolled hems, fell from
liet cap of vally Bills, and she ed reception held in the church's
Huntsville, Ala.,
carried a bridal bouquet of white reception rooms, An exquisite
The handsome couple were marbride's tahle was covered with
rose buds.
ried Sunday, June 29 at 4 p.
Her only attendant was Miss Pa- cloth of imported lace, with a
at Mt. Pisgah CME church, where
three-tiered cake of demore than 300 guests were present tricia Watts, her classmate at Tus- beautiful
licate white rose buds, pale green
for the beautiful summer wed- kegee Institute where she is in the
and
silvered hells, which
ding. Rev. D. Warner Browning of- School of Commercial Dietetics, . leaves
was poised on a massive mirror
ficiated before an impressive Sang- who served as maid of honor. Her
encircled with blue carnations,
tuary adorned with interspersed gown was of blue embroidery on
maline and valley 'Allies.
arrangements of candlelabra and white organdy over blue taffeta,,
glowing white tapers and floral featuring a scooped neckline and I The open crown of the beautiful
shortarrangements of white stock, gladi- brief sleeves. The gathered tea- cake was highlighted by
Flankolas and greenery. Throughout the length skirt accentuated over tier- stemmed blue carnations.
were
church were arrangements o f red petticoat with the pleated taf- ing the lovely cake setting
candelabra with
triple
of
pair
a
white lillies and greenery,
bustle
feta cumberbund ied in a
Delicious briWilfred Green presented a pro- with streamers that extended to glowing white tapers.
and tagram of nuptial music, followed the hemline. Her head-dress was dal punch, wedding cake
and hors
by soloist, Miss Alpha Brawncr, a blue cirelelet which clusters bles of assorted canapes
Miss
a brilliant student of the Julliard of rose buds at each side with d'oeuvres were served by Barbara
and Miss
School of Music.
matching circlelet veiling. II e r Rose Smith
both schoolmates of
THE BRIDE
bouquet was of white rose buds. Anderson, Tuskegee. along with
at
bride
the
The lovely bride, given in marServing Mr. Wilson as best man
Ward, Miss Oreler
was ra- was Lt. Herbert Smitherman of Miss Rose
riage by her father,
Miss Jo Evelyn Carter,
Dillard,
the
Ala.
diant as she came down
Birmingham,
Griffin, Miss Sylvia
aisle marked with masses of fern
Mrs. German, the bride's moth- Miss Helen
Miss Alice Faye Harmwhich surrounded single standards er, hose a lovely ballerina length Johnson,
Alice McBay and Miss
bearing glowing white tapers. She dress of sheer rose marquisette; on, Miss
wore an original by Marie is and the groom's mother chose a Blanche West.
The bride is a junior in the
snow white Swiss eyelet organdy gown of pale pink. Both mothers
school of social science at Tusover nylon net, over bridal satin. wore orchid corsages.
followed
The strapless pointed basque had Among out of town guests attend kegee institute, having
of attendinsets of illusion across the top, ing the brilliant ceremony were the family's tradition
institution. T h a
the basque covered jacket fasten- the groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. ing the famed
of the
ed with miniature buttons.
Wilson, his maternal grandmoth- groom, a recent graduate
commisThe Sabrina neck and brief er. Mrs. Rhoda Barley, Miss Rho- same insitution, has been
the United
sleeves were completed with dain- da Wilson, his sister, who is a sioned a lieutenant in
stationed
ty hand scallops; and the over- senior student in the School of States Army, and will be
first
skirt was composed of narrow Nursing at Tuskegee: Mr. and at Ft. Sill, Okla.. after the
scalloped ruffles on the exquisite Mrs. Fred Marsh, the bride's us- of January.

Miss German Becomes
Army Officer's Bride
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Ish, RaTime was ... every good school- mon, Gloria Simon, Sue
chel Carter, Mrs. Bruce Taylor o.
boy knew that there were fortyKansas and Alma Booth. Intrigueeight states in the good ole' USA
ing prizes went to Leola, Sue and
... but along come the eve of
July 4, 1958 . . when a new Alma.
MORE ABOUT PARTIES
state was ushered into the Union
Along about this time every
— one to snuff the breath out of
Tarrlev enterthe bragging Texans ... who can year, Mrs. Jennie
Non Panel club . . .
no longer boast of being 'the tains for the
members and guests present
biggest, the best and the most,' and
for the occasion look forward to
been
have
could
time
better
No
the wonderful brand of hospitalichosen for such an auspicious
ty dispensed at the swank ultra
event and the "Glorious Fourth"
modern Tarpley home at South
was a golden twenty-four hours Parkway and Pillow. With Mrs.
for Alaska . . no doubt.
Clarence Holmes handling the deHereabouts . . the great day tails of the delectable menu
was celebrated without the flag- one could be certain
that the
waving, fireworks and oratory food would be, par excellent.
many
which marks the day in so
Looking ultra smart too were
hinterland corners of our Nation
following assembled memthe
gathering
in
content
. . people
and guests: Miss Jim Ella
for convivial picnics, barbecues bers
Cotton, Mrs. Marie Adams, Mrs.
and home-revolving parties. A
Hiawatha Harris, Miss Isabelle
whirl on the Merry-Go-Round
Greenlee, Miss Lucille Hanshorsights d two of the interesting ough, Mrs. Lydia McKinney, Mrs.
gatherings. . . so — here goes Peter M. Jones, Mrs. Reatha Mcanother missive of and for Mem-, Ginnis, Mrs. Florence McPherson,
phians.
Mrs, D. M. Westbrook, Mrs. C. M.
MEMPHIS CONTRACT BRIDGE Rhoulhar, Mrs. Lewis II. Twigg,
Miss Madella Reeves, Mrs. 0. B.
CLUB'S HOLIDAY FARE
The verdant expanses of the Braithwaite. Mrs. Belle PettiSimpson Farm . . with its in- grew, and her houseguest, Mrs.
viting pavilion, lake, literally hun- Rudder from St. Augustine coldreds of snow-white turkeys .. . lege in North Carolina (more about
enclosed barbecue kitchen . . . this charming lady later') . . .
Saturday evening, Aug. 30. He
ris, of Mount Vernon, N.
its rambling well-appointed home with handsome loot going to Mes- REVALS WEDDING DATE —
Is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
interest
of
ceremony
a
In
w,
PettiBartholome
hosts
Belle
by
Burton,
Anne
included
were
all
Miss
..
dames Bessie
Walter G. Harris. of Mount
and
Mid-South
the
throughout
the
Catof
Mrs.
.as
.
all
.
and
Mr.
Westley
Simpson
of
Louise
Oscar
grew.
daughter
and
Ann
Vernon. Miss Bartholomew
the East and West coasts at the
scores of guests gathered early club; and guest prizes to Mrs. trey V. Bartholomew, 1086 S.
graduated from Howard univerMiss. Blvd. Christian church on
in the day for a relaxing experi- Elizabeth Cox, Mrs. Rivers King
Bellevue blvd., will become the
sity this sum-ner.
ence of eating, lounging, bridge and Mrs. R. S. Lewis. sr. Others
bride of Walter Bernard Hanand what-have-you made possible present included Mrs. R. L. Flagg,
membership, was freshman repreby the Memphis Contract Bride Mrs. Mamie Pamplett. Mrs. BersentatiNe to the student senate,
club. To be sure, the assorted tha Stigall, Mrs. Theressa Perkdormitory house government repage groups of children had a ings, Miss Elise Owen . . . all of
reseatative, and was an attendant
wonderful time ... as did every- whom thoroughly enjoyed every
to the 1956 Key Queen.
one as they enjoyed delicious scintillating second of the beaubarbecue fare and drinks. Among tifully planned event.
Miss Bartholomew earned her
those seen . . . The Willard Bells GOING ON ABOUT TOWN
bachelor of arts degree from How. . . the Willis Clan — including
In the 'where they went departMiss Bartholomew was a form- ard university June 6. While
Of wide-spread interest is the anThomas and Vivian, A. W.and ment' . . . Helen Prater hied up
engagement en Teenage president of Memphis there she was a member of Alpha
the
of
nouncement
LawAnnie Laura. Cecelia . . .
to Boston for a Church convenof chapter of Jack and Jill of Amen chapter of Delta Sigma Theta somarriage
approaching
So- rority, inc., Kappa Sigma debating
rence Westley, John and Rita Ol- tion . . . that's the place where and
Carnes Bartholomew, ca Inc., a member of Zephyr
Anne
Miss
Mrs.
that
and
Mr.
originated,
ive — along with
those Vicuna coats
F.B.L.A., National society, and United Christian felbecome the bride of Wal- cial Club,
will
who
Olive's
these
neva
Mrs.
the
and
.
.
in
,
B. G. Olive
the lowship. She was Tri.State Defenare so much
Harris, of Mount Ver- Honor Society and captain of
handsome mother. Mrs Moon. who days! . . . and Edna Swingler ter Bernard
grad. der's first Calendar Girl in 1954.
New York. The couple will Cheering Squad prior to her
was visiting from Jackson. Miss., is relaxing in Chicago with sis- non,
school.
high
Mr, Harris is a senior at Howtheir vows at the Mississp- uation from Hamilton
Jesse and Allegra Turner, Har- ter Florence House Wheeler . . . pledge
he is major. and stopping over in Memphis' pi Boulevard Christian church, She spent two years of her col- ard university where
riette and Maceo Walker .
lege career at the University of ing in economics and marketing,
Saturday evening, August 30.
with their adorable "Candy." and while her busy and much-in-the.
business
the
of
The bride-elect's parents are Mr. Dubuque, Iowa, where she brought and is a member
Tony who was to leave next morn- legal-front husband took off on a
Caffrey V. Bartholomew honors to her school while serving club. He traveled extensively in
Mrs.
and
Uncle
Luhis
with
beauteous
was
vacation
legal mission,
ing for a
South Bellevue Blvd. Mr. on the University Forensic Squad, United States and abroad while
Jeff — the younger edition — for cille McKee Branton, wife of Pine of 1086
Harris is the son of Mr. and Mrs. became a member of Zeta Phi son- serving four years in the United
which
handsome
and
fishing,
well-known
wonderful
of
Bluff's
weeks
Walter B. Harris of Mount Vernon. (way in which she still maintains States Air Force,
be dearly loves up in atinnne- Wiley Branton. All five of the,
sots, while Harriette takes off for beautiful Branton children were
Europe . . , Present too were with Lucille, she stopped with her
Doctors Vasco Smith and Ar- mother. We hear too, that Jeanette
thur Flowers and their spouses, Carr is recuperating at E. H.
Maxine and Eloise. . . . gen- Crump hospital . . . and your
scribe was terribly glad to spy
ial Mary and Jack Roberts . .
Marion, Arks. John and Leeds Adelaide Ragland motoring home
Gannon, and their guests, Mrs. with her husband following her
Freeman with yellow, Miss Pa- grandiather a n d brother reBy ALBERTA JAMISON
Vivian Hegwood of Little Rock, son Chris to Milford, Conn.
tricia Cox, with lilac, Miss Carol spectively of the bride, Miss Jer
Bluff
hospital.
the
Pine
in
bout
from
long
Fuller
Zion
E.
Mrs.
af.
A.
and
Jones Tabernacle
Boyd with coral, Miss Barbara ry Alfreda Wynne, sister of the
— both charming ladies, Mrs. HegOur office was graced by the church, of 440 N. Blackford St.. Martin with blue dress fashioned bride M iS3 Hollis DeLois Skinner,
wood, the president of the Arkan- presence of pert Miss Lyrna Hill Indianapolis, Ind., was the scene identically like the maid of hon- cousin of the bride, all from Dyer,,
sas Teachers Association and Mrs of Spokane. Wash., friend of Ida of the lovely rainbow wedding that or's, all with matching satin Tenn.; Miss Doris Willia ms,
Fuller of the English department Marie Gammon, who is visiting united Samuel Harbert Rice and pumps. This gave the very unus- 'brother of the groom, Toledo,
of Arkansas State. Other gay Mrs. Frederick Chambers along Miss Alma Flora Wynne in wed- ual rainbow appearance to the af- Ohio; Mn, and Mrs. Henry White,
groups included Harriet and Clai- with her aunt. Mrs. Ivy Foster of lock, June 21.
sister of the groom, Mrs. Kate
fair.
borne Davis, Charlesteen Miles, Pine Bluff, Ark.
sister of the groom. and
Candelabras, palms and catheThe best man was Kirbey Craw- Donlaw,
her
accompanied
has
Booth
Dr. Hollis Price and his vivacious
Alma
gladiolas, pom- ley and ushers were Messrs. Clarence Blackwell, all of South
the B. B. Blands. where he will attend the summer dral vases of white
Althea . .
Ind,
accentuat- Charles Kirby, Walter Blackburn, Bend,
. Frances school camp of swank Milford poms and baby breath,
Ophelia Van Pelt
by hanging English Ivy stream- Demetrius Smith, Lester Jefferson PARTIES
Hassell. The Burres Fouches and Preparatory school along with ed
Pre-nuptial parties were given
ers, formed the background for and Fred Brooks all in formal attheir adorable baby. Wilma and James Byr.s,' whose mother acaltar, and the family pews tire with tails. Little Miss Leslie by Misses Sylvia Freeman and
Leonard Camber Gereva Fouse, companied him to the same school. the
y
v
I
marked with English
Marie Bell served as flower girl Beverly Mitchell in a miscellaneGwen Featherstne, Dr. E. A. While up in the swark sector of were
tied with white satin beautifully attired in a rose net
Witherspoon and his cute Pat- Westchester County . . . which streamers
ous shower, Mrs. Myrtle Simms
bows.
dress with ruffles around the hem
sy and handsome, bounding son, for me is strictly 'God's Country'
shower for the
line with matching satin bow, a gave a personal
and many more with whom 'se . . Alma was to spend an inter- NUPTIAL MUSIC
nuptial music was crown of flowers were worn from bride. The rehearsal dinner was
did not have the opportunity to esting Fourth of July week end A program of
organ- which ribbons fell. She carried a given by the bride's aunt, Mrs.
in Maine with friends . . . follow- given by Mrs. Slaughter
chat.
Miss Car- small field basket with white sating the trip to St Louis where ist. Vocal solos were by
of
HOOKS FAMILY HOLD
City, in streamers fastened to rosebuds. Hope Phillips, in her home,
she and Chris joined the Christo- ol F. Boyd of Oklahoma
3816 Rookwood ave. She was as.
OPEN HOUSE
and
Hero
"My
of
sang
shades
to
pastel
were
shoes
back
who
motor
Her
Okla.,
sisted by Mesdames Berneice
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hooks. sr... pher Roulhacs to
and Jill Miss Tyree !vie who sang "The leather sandals. Kenneth Simms Paige, Verna Bell, Emma Jones
and their wonderful family . . . Philly following the Jack
Edtook
Prayer".
The
Rev.
Chris
was
the
ringbearer.
and
of
Lord's
She
Fourth
convention.
and Gertrude Lasley. The decor
had Open House on the
at their
The bride entered on the arm win Kenney performed the dou- was a huge bell hanging over the
July complimenting daughter Ju- leave of the Roulhacs
on
there
All
guests
movFrom
ble-ring
ceremony.
home.
be
Wynne,
will
Germantown
L.
E.
who
Prof.
dining area and white satin
Gordon
bf her father,
lia Hooks
Roman holiday fr in her resplendent gown of long- were beautifully attired.
streamers with small white paper
ing to Harrisburg. Pa.,'ere long. out a sort of
Norfolk,
bells attached that ascended the
Naturally, all the Hooks, adult schoolmate friend in
sleeved princess line silk peau de MOTHER OF BRIDE
New York soie, enhanced by a portrait neckand little, were about with many Conn. . a look in on
Mrs. Erma Wynne, mother of staircase. Bride's bows were tied
Take
line of scalloped chantilly lace. the bride, wore a trim sheath to each ballustrade. The table colof their legion friends dropping in and seeing Harriette Walker
during the day to enjoy succu- Off from International Airport on The bouffant skirt with Inserts of tiered rose lace over taffeta, with ors were yellow and white with
and
.
Phill/
and
to
hack
salad
..
9
July
chantilly lace was caught up by three quartered length sleeves, a pastel bows on all corners of the
lent barbecue, spagelti,
trimmings . . . some of whom pondering about keeping on down a large bustle-bow which fell into V-nckline with matching shoes table.
were Ann and O'Farrell Nelson. to Durham. N. C., to accompany the chapel length train. The bride's and jeweled bag with silk gloves.
A.bouquet of yellow pom poms
Sadie and Eugene Hibler (and by Marjorie Lee Browne on her trip veil was an illusion veil of fin- Her hat was of ruffled chiffon and roses, white porn poms and
inlace
scalloped
with
length
the way . . . Sadie is also going ta, Memphis. It all adds up to
ger-tip
blending with rose tones. M r s. baby breath in a silver container
to Harrisburg too — being trans- teresting gadding in my book.
held by a queen's crown of rain- Hope Phillips, aunt of the bride, was the centerpiece. Silver cansans
been
Emmanual church has
ferred on their important Air
bow sequins and seed pearls. She wore a beige crepe chemise styled dlestick holders held yellow canSimpkins
Forea jobs) . . . Arneda Martin, a rector since Father
wore white satin shoes and car- dress with three quartered sleeves dles. Favors were yellow baskets
Sunlast
and
Cincinnati,
Harriet and Maceo Walker. Oscar left 'or
ried a white orchid on a white and a satin bow inserted at the with rainbow mints.
members'
the
was
it
week,
and Mildred Crawford, Julia and day
satin-bound Bible. Her only jewel- bodice. Her accossorries were na- THE HOSTESSES
Rudder,
Father
have
to
privilege
Davis,
was a tiny seed pearl choker. tural linen chemise shoes and bag.
Cheater Hopkins, Louise
Hostesses were Sharon Enlx
college ry
APPEARANCE
Charlesteen Miles; Martha Mitch- chaplain of St. Augusutine
RAINBOW
Her hat was of petalled chiffon Foster, Delores Jefferson, Bettye
11 o'clock Mass
maid of honor, Miss Rev• with lily-of-the-valley trim at the Jo Hutchins, Kaye Anderson and
ell, Ethel Hooks and her guest present for the
The
and afterwards at one of their erly Mitchell, wore a green bal.
— Thomas King of Chicatc .
edges. Both mother and aunt wore Marie Hall. Junior hostesses were
the ParRose Green, Mrs. la Matlock. the delightful coffee hours in
length silk organza dress rose corsages.
Darlene and Christine Meriwether
wan lerina
Ray Powells and family, the A. ish _house. Father Rudder
with a scooped cowl A KAPPA
fashioned
and Ann Randall. Bride's gifts to
wife,
The bouffant taffeta
J. Fondrans, Dorothy Brooks, accompanied by his lovely
neckline.
Th groom is a graduate of But- maids were strings of pearls, to
of Mrs.
Haywood Nichols, Dr. B. B. Mar- and were the houseguests
skirt had a crushed satin cum- ler university and is a member the flower girl, a small cultured
Mrs
here
While
Pettigrew
Belle
tin, Calmud Gill, all of them made
merbund fastened with a satin of Kappa Alpha Psi. Ile is the pearl pendant, to the senior host.
welcome by Mr and Mrs. Hooks, Rudder was invited to the 'eve- bow at the hack. She wore a
son of Samuel Rice, sr and the esses compacts, junior hostesses,
club
Pariel
Non
the
for
party
Hooks,
ly
Lillian
and
Sr., Charles
matching hownand hat of organ- late Mrs. Rice, of South Bend, novel jewel boxes and to the ringRobert and Ernestine Hooks. Bes- given by Mrs. Jennie Tarpley . . . za with matching green pumps
Ind. The bride is the daughter of bearer a tie.
sie Hooks Mildred Hooks and Rob- and was also complimented by Dr. The bridesmaids, Miss Sylvia
The reception was given by the
Prof. and Mrs. E. L. Wynne. sr.
ert's daughter Carol, now a colleg- and Mrs. W. 0. Speight. Sr.. Or.
of the bride in the home
parents
of
for
senDyer.
lived
hut
has
Tenn.,
Emmanuel's
Speight being
ian.
of the Phillipses on Rookwood, usMartin
the
of
lawn
the
some
and
on
with
uncle
time
her
'et- warden.
MRS. JESSE TURNER
after morning aunt, Mn. and Mrs L B (Ted) ing a color scheme of green and
They were captivated by Hem - Temple parsonage,
FETES DEVOUE AND FRIENDs
threatened to confine pic. Phillips in Indianapolis. She is a white Mrs Hooper, of W. 40th
showers
par
the
and
church,
the
had
'tic
and
Turner
(Alegre)
Mrs. Jesse
to indoor activi- graduate of Rosenwald High at,. entertained with a wedding
the right recipe for dispelling sum 'ahioners were in turn captivated sic celebrants
the families of the
school, Trenton and attended Fisk breakfast for
mer doldrums . . when she toss- hv the interesting couple. They or- ties.
Henderson
During the afternoon it was love- university, Indiana U.. and Butler bride. Mrs. Adelaide
ed a gay Bridge-Luncheon for the iginate from New York . . . and
W. 25th at., entertained with
329
of
the
bowlenjoyed
everyone
and
ly:
'
backuniversity.
DeVoue club and several other have a charming cultured
supply of fried chicken, Out-of-town guests who attended a buffet slipper after the wedding
friends. The Turner's beautiful con- ground. Perhaps they will become teems
drinks, and other de- the wedding were Mrs. Sharon for the bride and groom and outcold
ham,
community.
our
the
part of
temporary home on 'Gill was
supplied by the min- Erna Foster, Plainfield, N. J.; of-town guests.
items
heimia
for
news
the
up
wind
to
And
affair
lovely
Present
scene of the
After a honeymoon trip to NiMiss Alicetine Smith, n011AiOn.
were Leola Gilliam, Ida Jami the week -- not that this is all isters.
the couple will be at
The host pastor was RPV L A Texan: Miss Carol F. Roe. Ok agara Falls
'Thorn- _ lust that space is running out
son, Elizabeth Simon, Edit,
on Oat at. in InThe annual pieoic of the Story Mrs. W. H Taylor was lahoma City, Okla,: Mess* Sam- home to friends
tee, Grace Young. Estelle Dumas. . .
Wynne, dianapolis.
SaUte Bartholomew, Lcoda Gar CME Ministers' Wives was held the official hostess for the group. uel Phillips and Willie L.

\

•

••

Miss Anne Bartholomew
To Be Student's Bride

Miss Alma Flora Wynne Bride In
Breath-Taking Rainbow Wedding

••
LOVELY GERMAN • WILSON
RITES — Assembled after the
which
ceremony
beautiful
marked t h e lovely summer
wedding of Miss Annie Belle
German and Lt. Joe David
Wilson at Mt. Pisgah CME

church, Sunday, June 29, Is
the bridal party of the handsome young couple. Seen left
to right, front row. are Lt.
Ilernran Smitherman, of Birmingham, Ala., the best man:
the maid of honor, Miss Patricia Watts, of Birmingham.

Ala.; Lt. and Mn, Wilson,
Miss Alpha Brawner, the soloist; and Wilfred Glenn. In the
background, same order, are
Joseph Isabel, John Ivy Gilder, and William Harden, all
groomsmen.

RICELAND
E
RIC
cooks
perfecto,

••

every

o FLUFFY

••

Riceland Rice is the natural
white milled rice that cooks perfectly ever
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy'

RICELA.ND RICE

Icko,
Rick

..cooks

perfectly
everytime/

••

TRI-STATE DEFENDED 11
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Sat., July 12, 19.

SEWING FOR CONVENTION
and guests enjoyed games and
The Macedonia Baptist church picture taking. Your scribe
and
Of this city of which Rev. Clevant better half certainly regret
missDerricks is pastor was host to the ing the affair for from all reports,
National Sting Leader and E. W. everybody had a grand time.
Issac Goodwill Singing Conven- DELEGATES TO NEA
tion on June 24 through 29. The
Representing the Jackson City
Convention is named in honor of Teachers' Assn in Cleveland,
the late Prof. E. W. D. Issac who Ohio this week at the N E. A.
Was the organizer. Rev. Derricks convention is Mrs. W, R. Bell, outIs Pfesident of the Southern Re. going president of the City Teachgion with the Western, Eastern ers' Assn. Mrs. Darline Hutson is
Central and Southeastern resign delegate from the Tennessee Eduall having presidents.
cation Assn. Miss Huton holds a
The six day •convention used as life membership in the NEA.
I theme: "Come Let Us Sing".
Mrs. A. Z. Maney is in CleveThe theme song was "Touch Me land Ohio visiting her sister, Mrs.
Lord Jesus". In addition to inspi- Lucille Chureher. She plans to sit
rational singing such personalities in on some of the meetings of the
were heard as the president of NEA while there.
Mrs. Daisy Ruth Shaw is in St.
the general convention, Mrs. Pear.
lie L, Sanders of Canton, Ohio; Louis, Mo. attending the National
Prof. Thomas A. Dorsey of Chi- meeting of Jack and Jill of Amercago, M.; Rev. G. E. Johnson of ica, Inc. She is representing the
Evansville, Ind.; Rev. C. A. Light. Jackson chapter. Mrs. Mary L.
horn of Canton, Ohio; Rev. Or- Womack who is enrolled in Washlando Mitchell of Chicago; Rev. ington university in St. Lonis
0. M. Hoover of Cleveland, Ohio; plans to attend some of the meetRev. Joseph Sinclair of Massillon. ings also. Another Merry High
Ohio; Miss Lucy Campbell of teacher who is enrolled in WashMemphis, Tenn.; Rev. R. H. Car. ington university is Miss Enna
ter of Terre Haute. Ind. and many Jean Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Par
more.
Special events included a song rish and their two children, John,
writers period with Mrs. Johnnie jr. and Rose, hve just returned
IL Franklin of St. Louis, Mo., in from an extensive vacation to Nicharge, a clinic, piano demonstra- agara Falls, N. Y. and other
tion at which time Mrs. des-ant Eastern points. They were trailed
Derricks participated a nd a by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pettis, both
Youth Musical Extravaganza. Lo- families motoring.
Mrs. Estella Tyson has returncal talent appeared in the Youth
Extravaganza with Little Gwendo. ed from a delightful vacation with
lyn Davis, four year daughter ot her brother and sister-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Walker of St.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Davis sing.
hag the Lord's Prayer, Phyllis and Louis, Mo.
Alicie Thomas. six and seven year MORE VISITORS
Mrs. L. Wade spent a few days
old daughters of Mrs. Esther
BRIDE-TORE —
ding of their daughter, Miss
24. Miss Wade Is a student at
in Jackson before returning to St. SUMMER
Thomas who sang "At the Cross'
Bessie Wade, to Ras mond RoTuskegee institute and her fiLouts, Mo., where she is now nick- Announcement has been made
in a duet and Ethel Deberry whc
ance Is attending the Uni)erbinson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ing her home. She visited with by Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wilhas just completed the eighth
Louis Walls on Sunday, Aug.
sity of Denver.
her daughter, Mrs. Maegie Duke, son of the approaching wed.
grade at South Jackson school,
her sister, and Mrs. E. Spann
sang "My Friend".
with whom she resided while in
Jacksonians were proud to witJackson.
ness this fine occasion.
Recent house guests of Mr. and
MRS. TERRY SPEAKS
Mrs. Thomas Davis were Mrs.
Mrs W. G. Terry. tie first lady Clara Scott,
sister of Mr. Davis.
of First Baptist church, was guest her daughter
and husband, Mr.
speaker at the Woman's Day cele- and Mrs.
Thomas Morris of St.
bration at First Baptist church in Louis,
Mo., and her niece, Miss
Brownsville, Tenn. en Sunday, Phyllis
, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wilson reigned as "Miss Manassas'. She !taste of Manassas where he was
Scott.
June 29 at the 3 p.m. service.
Mrs. Maggie K. smith is proud' have announced the coming mar- is pursuing a bachelor of science captain of the Mighty Tigers. He
Mrs. Terry chose as her sub- to have her
daughter, Miss John. Mage of their daughter, Miss Bes- degree in commercial dietetics at is pursuing a bachelor of arts de.
ject "Women and the Untrodden ella Smith
of St. Louis, Mo. spend; me Dessaree Wade, to Raymond Tuskegee Institute. She is a mom-1 gree in psychology at the UniverPath of Life" which fitted right a few days
with tier during her va. Robinson. son of Mr. and Mrs. her of Alpha Kappa Alpha soror- sity of Denver, in Denver, Colo.,
In with the theme of the day, cation from
ity, and holds the title of "Miss, where the couple will reside.
her nursing duties, Louis Walls.
"Women, Shining Satellites i n
The bride-elect Is a graduate Kappa Alpha Psi".
The marriage will take place
Cod's Orbit". She was accompaof Manassas school, where she The groom-to-be is also a grad./ Aug. 24.
nied by the Matrons and the
Women's chorus of First Baptist
relatives of the groom.
church who furnished the music.
Following the ceremony, the
General chairman for the day
was Mrs. W. S. Vance, wife of
newlyweds left for Washington,
the pastor emeritus. Rev. E. L.
D. C., where they will reside at
Currie is minister of the church.
1824 Savannah at., S. E.
AROUND TOWN
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C, — The Both Mr. and Mrs. Jones are
Mrs Mable B. Davis has been
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn. — Miss
elected president of the Jackson
surprise element of an informal graduates of North Carolina ColHelen
Lopis
and
Jesse
West,
jr.,
at Durham. Jones, a former
the
serve
for
Federated clubs to
dinner given by Mr. and Mrs. lege
athlete, is presently employed as
next biennial. She succeeds Mrs. of Orlinda, Tenn., will be wed July
recently
WIS
John W. Parker
• -- teacherbasketball coach and athM. B. Monroe. Serving with her 27 in the brides hometown ot
marriage of their daughter, letic director of the E. J. Hayes
will be Mrs. . Lithe B. Cole, vice Springfield at Whites Chapel CME the
Jones, son of High school, Williamston, N. C.
Linwood
Evonne,
to
president; Mrs. Mattie S. Byrd, church.
Mrs. Charlotte Jones and the late
secy.; Mrs. Bernice Gates, asst.
Mrs. Jones. formerly a teacher
The bride-elect is the daughter Wesley Jones of Norfolk, Va.
secy.; Mrs. Maggie Massey, treasat the Hayes school, is supervisof
Mr.
and
performed
jog
ceremony
was
Mrs.
Joe
The
Lopis
and
teacher at the Junior Village
urer; Mrs. Georgia Kelly, parliamentarian and Mrs. Lucille Fin- grand daughter of the late Mr. and by the Rev C. F. Edwards pas- in Washington, D. C.
church.
Baptist
First
of
the
tor
ley, chaplain. The officers v ere Mrs. Pancho By-Jean Lopis of TexOut of town guests included Mrs
decorated
Installed by Miss Darllne Ibitsen., as. Her husband-to-be is the son The living room was
Bessie Harvey and Mr. and Mrs
greenery
and
candles,
lighted
with
of
the
Faders-,
president
a former
of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse West, sr. large urns of pink and white gladi- Percy Jones of Washington, D. C.
lion at the last meeting beferel Miss Lopis
and West are both oh. The pink and white motif was
disbanding for the s. ummerl
graduates of Branford High school. carriec out also in the table decor.
months.
The bride, given in marriace
During Mrs. Monroe's reign
by her father, wore a pink waltzwith Mrs. S. Bachelor serving as
length gown of silk shantung and
membership chairman, five n e w
chantilly lace, styled on princess
clubs became federated making a
lines. Shantung pumps and a vel-, ANN ARBOR, Mich. — Mrs.
total of 11 and 12 lay members
veteen and lace whimsey, also ml Annye C. Buck was recently noti.
were added.
pink, completed the bridal cus-I fled that she had been granted a
Lurand
Miss
Bachelor
S.
Mrs
tume. She carried a nosegay of teaching fellowship in the depart- ENGAGED — Mr. and Mrs. Alline Savage represented the Jackment of zoology at the University fred Phelps announce the engagewhite carnations.
son Federation at the State Fedof Michigan and has received an ment of their daughter. Alfreda
eration which was held recently
award for her meritorius accom- Celeste, to Quinton Bowles, son
in Chattanooga.
The deepest oil well ever drill- plishments in
zoology.
of Mr. and Mrs. Theotto Bowles
Mrs. Emma D. Steele Wilson,
ed in Texas went down 21,987 '
candidate, of Champlain, Ill. Miss Phelps. a
formerly of Jackson who now refeet. on University of Texas land I Mrs. Buck, a Ph.D.
sides in Chicago was the housein Pecos County. The drilling was. will teach at the university this graduate of the University of VII
done in 1957 at a cost of 1.2 mil- summer and during the academic nols, is now a social worker, mod.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. l'aul Marlion dollars, but it we:: a dry hole. year 1958-59, Meanwhile she will el and piano teacher. Bowles, a
tin last week. Mrs. Martin enterwork on a research project in 7.0- recent graduate of the University
tin last week. Mrs. Martin enterology.
of Illinois at present is teaching
tained on Monday evening with a
She has been regional director of at the University of Illinois' sumreception in her honor. Many life,f
. Beta Kappa Chi, a scientific hon. mer youth division. The couple
long friends were happy to see
or society, and is now on leave will be married on August 30 at
Mrs. Wilson who had not visited
j for the faculty of Johnson C. Smith St. Matthew church, Walnut and
here in several years. Among the
Albany sts. (F. S.)
university, Charlotte, N. C.
first arrivals were Mrs. Royal E.
Cunningham, Mrs. F. A. Dobbins,
Mrs. V. F. Walker and Mr. and
Mrs. Jetin Adkins. Following were She was a member of the Girls
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Perry, Mr. glee club, mixed chorus and New
and Mrs. Thomas Howard. Mr. Homemakers of America. Upon
end Mrs. Aussie Brooks. Dr, W. graduating Miss Loots was pre.
R. Bell, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ford. sented the Bausch and Lomb honMr. and Mrs. A. D. Hardy and orary science award.
Old flannel underwear con be
fumed into fino potboklors, as wool
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Curry.
West was a member of the boys
for
punch
were
doesn't conduct heat. Cut a garSandwiches and
glee club, New Farmers of Ameriment info squares, binding several
the taking throughout the evening ca and the Bransford Lions footlayers together.
ball team.

Miss Bessie Wade

Vows Said

In a besutiful lawn wedding cert.- lures Jones, Mrs. Thelma Fleteth 51r%. Joe L. Sanders, Charles Wit.
mossy on Sunday, June V, Miss en, Mrs. Beulah Duncan. Mrs. hams, Atty. and Mrs. J. F. Estes,
LaVerne Drumwright, the (-laugh] Mary Johnson, Mrs. Elnora Rath- Mrs. Bertha Estes, Mrs. Cordte
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. era, Mrs. Prenie Hutchinson, Miss B. Wilson, Mrs. Alberta :Wicking,
Wilderson, of 459 W. Brooks rd., Georgette Bland, Mrs. F. d n a Claude Jones, Hubert Trent, Wilbecame the bride of Phillip An- Trent, and Miss Delgres Bland.
lie Patton. Mrs. Bonnie Agnew,
drew Joyner. Mr. Joyner is the, OTHER GUESTS
Charles Clark, Mr. and Mrs, Ell
son of Mr. and alrs. James II.
Present also were Charlie WII Shaw, Mrs. Alma Anderson, and
Joyner, or., of 1465 Rayner St. hams, Rev. and Mrs. J i in Ricky, Mrs, Edna Trent, Mr. and
Escorted by her father, the Jackson, Mr. and Sirs. Jasper Co Mrs. Robert Owens, Rev. J. E.
bride wore a very delicate blue burn, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Barr, .Goldsby, and Mn, and Mrs. Wood.
floral designed street - !Mill i Mrs. Dorothy Withers, Mrs. Ver., le Daniels.
dress bloused over white taf- nite Terry Mrs. J. L. Netters. Also included were Mrs. Hilda
feta, a white bridal dress, withl Miss Pauline Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Flemings. Mrs. Rosa Hopkins,
white accessories, and carried a Peter Hill. Mrs. Katie Brown War- Mrs. Ethel B. Macklin. Mr and
bouquet of white carnations,
ren Thompson. Miss Temple Will Mrs. Jeff Brown, Lee Reid, CitaOfficiating at the ceremony was, Pains, Mrs. Mary Currie, Edward( horn Bibbins, Dennon Blackwell,
Rev. J. L. Netters, pastor of the, Driver, Mrs. Flessio litIlige. Mr.. Chiffon Drake. Mr. and Mrs,. M.
Mount Vernon Baptist church. I and Mrs. Jim Keller. Miss Wilma bert Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Miss Lovell M. Drumwright, Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cox, and Ware, and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
a sister of the bride served ao Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Jones.
Johnson. Miss Mildred Worlds,
the maid of honor; and James, Other guests were Mr, and and others.
H. Joyner, in., served as his
brother's best man.
The maid of honor wore con ti
trast blue silk dress, a white head
band, and white accessories,
and carried a bouquet of white
asters and white gladiolas.
THE MOTHERS
The mothers of young (sulfite
were beautifully dressed, and both
wore corsages of white carnations
Very soft music played through.
out the ceremony.
A reception was given at the
home immediately following the
ceremony. The table was decorated with pink and white gladiolas.
and a three-tiered wedding cake
was placed in the center of the
elaborately decorated table. Several kinds of hors d'oeuvres and par- e
fait, and punch were served.
The hostesses were Mrs. Gret- wog
'
tie Adair, Mrs. Ohs Mae Perron,
•
and Sirs. Annia R. Miller, of Pontiac, Mich,
GUESTS
Among those present were Mrs
Henrietta Jones, grandmother of
the bride; Mr. and Mrs. James
H. Joyner. sr.. parents of the
groom; Miss Flossie Drumwright.' UNITED IN I.A WN WEDofficiating. The bride Is a era.
sister of the bride: James It.
duate of Hanahhas High school
DING — Miss 1.aVerne Drum Jones, Louis J. Drumwright, Miss,
Mr.
and the Henderson Business
%right, the daughter of
es William Etta and Ester
Wilderhenry
L.
school. He is a graduate of
Mrs,
and
Joyner, sisters of the groom: Troy
Rooker T. Washington H4,h
sint, became the bride of Philand Charlie Joyner, brothers of
.rhool, and studied tailoring
Andrew Joyner In a beauthe groom, his sister-in-law, Mrs
abroad. The couple will list' in
tiful lawn ceremony on June
Ernestine Joyner. and daughters
Memphis. (Withers Photo
29, with Rev J. L Netters,
Also present were Rev. and Mrs
W. II. T. Brewster, sr., Mrs. John
nie Branch, Mr. and Mrs Charles
CooperWeed, Miss Mildred Bland,
Mr, and Mrs. Jimmy Reltherford.
Joe Atlas% Mrs. Peeples, Mrs
Pegues, Mrs. Bertha Maxwell,
Mrs. Rule Nelson, Rev. Joe
Women interested in working on piecework basis In
Wilkerson, Mr. and Mrs. Howard,
own
home. Sewing background helpful but not necesMrs. Juanita Moseley, and Miss
Kathye Lynn.
sary. Will train at ottr expense. Write name, address
Others were Mrs. 011ie B. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Keller. Mrs
and phone to Box 352, Memphis, Tennessee.
Rosa Jamison, Mrs. Willie Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. John Poston.
Rev. and Mrs, Watson, Miss Be'
DEVILLED CRAB MEAT. Combine canned crab meat with ma
bread crumbs, dry mustard. Season, moisten with milk—sprinkle
with buttered bread crumbs, bake. Servo with ice-cold Coca-Cola—
the drink with such universal acceptance it is acclaimed in over
IOU countries.

With COKE and these
quick-fix foods
you're ready to give

j• 'Feacher

See the display at your grocer's now... A well-stocked vinery lie

good wife's pride and joy. From it she can produce a family meal ... a company
dish ... a midnight treat. You'll find all kinds of interesting foods at your grocer's
from which you can whip up impromptu meals. Pile your shopping basket high, and
lay in plenty of Coke. Coke will welcome guests ... brighten meals ... brighten Yaw
when you want refreshment.
••••••••••., ,,,,,...•

0 tow •••

I.M$.• AP.09.10.1

Wife Preservers

The Last Word In Driving Luxury
Easy On The Pocketbook

Beautiful in any car — with new, lovely, marching color

GLAZED HAM AND YAMS. Spread canned ham with orange marmalade, stud with
cloves, bake until glazed. Put canned yams in same pan, baste with drippings. With
this "thirsty" dish you'll want ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has the clean sparkling testa
that livens up every bite of food!

Performance you never have known before ... Ask any-

Then treat yourself to a wonderful experience .• •
not just air-conditioned driving .. . but A.R.A. air.
A lawn party sponsored by the
Les Debanettes Social club will be
given at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
+De Flemming at 472 King rd. on
;aturday evening, July 12
Mrs. Lucille Rainey is president
of the group, and Mrs. Kathryn
Stewart. secretary.
',ADIES OF LEISURE
The members of the Ladies of
.eisure club met last week at the
irrie of Mrs. W.itrer,ne Sierenns,
of 756 Be; at., and after the bust-

ness session, a tasty menu was
served by Mrs. Simmons and the
co-hostess. Mrs. Ruby Chinn.
The club's next meeting is
scheduled to be held In the home
of Mrs Mary L. Berry, of 2367
Kimball ave.
The group's officers include
Miss Katie nryant, president;
Mrs. Woltecene Simmons. secre
Sam— Mrs
Shears, trecsorer.
and Mrs. Ora Lee Clainn, reporter

conditioned pleasure!

GULAR
Mottled

KING

mufti authority of The Coca-Cols Company by Coca•Cola

tot ti

Company of Monphis, Tannins*

Alabama
DEFENDER

SPRINGVILLE'.
By FLORA MAE WOODIS
Rev. T. C. Williams was at hie
1958
Set., July 12,
regular post last Sunday at the
Mt. Zion Baptist church a a cl
brought a heart warming message
to the waiting congregation Wet
were proud to have in our presence
Sister Ossie Williams and Slater
Annie Harris ot Trussville. Also
Mr. Herbert Miller of this city.
Mrs. Lois Moss recently underwent an operation at Blount Memorial hospital. She is reported
doing fine and has returned home.
Mrs. Clistereen Salford announced the birth of her baby girl
named Sandra Faye. Mother and
baby are fine.
Funeral for Mr. George Washing.
STONE
C.
ton Rests, 92, was held at the Mt.
By THEODORE
Zion Baptist church. Rev. T. C.
Williams delivered the eulog y.
Two refreshingly new singers
officiated.
Alane, soprano and Le- Smith and Gaston
The the Teamsters Union were invited.
—
Pierrette
Calif.
ANGELES,
LOS
"At every point clueing these netenor, made their
Simoneau,
ma
c
opold
Budweiser"
Buy
''Don't
gotiations management represenfirst appearance at Grant Park
paign initiated and coordinated tatives cooperated fully while the
h e
over the week-end, June 28 and
by the NAACP throughout t
terminat- local Teamster representatives in
29 with the Grant Park Symphony
West Coast Region was
DAWSON
announce- contrast to management and to
Orchestra, and under the baton
ed here, according to an
Church services opened at the
representatives
Teamster
national
Rosenstock.
Williams,
Joseph
of
H.
ment by Franklin
usual hour Sunday. It was pastor.
whatsocooperation
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CURTIS FLOOD CARDINALS'
MOST PROMISING ROOKIE
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OLD BALL PLAYERS — The
Old Ball Players Club of Chi'ago and Evanston held their
seventh
installation
and
Award Banquet at the Sig-

ma House and among those
honored were the above.
Lett to right — Perry Hall,
Youth Director; Nick Roberts,
union executive; Alderman

Ralph Metcalfe; Maurice C.
Wiggins, president; T. II. Jefferson. Hannibal Fox, subbing
for John Donaldson and Carter Nilson.
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OAKLAND, Calif. — (UPI) —
Maybe Casey Stengel is riding
high with the Yankees but Dick
Bartell. the explosive shortstop of
yesteryear. rates three other 'nenegers ahead of him.
"Bill Terry. Red Rolfe and Birdie Tebbetts Surpass Casey in my
book," Bartell said today. "A guy
only is as good as the material
he gets. And Stengel was a second
division manager in the National
league for years before he
landed with that fine Yankee talent."
"Rowdy Richard," who bowed to
no man during the le years he
stirred up the majors, conceded
that Stengel "does an excellent
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DEFENDER

Monzant's Error
Spells Frisco's
Defeat At Cincy
CINCINNATI — (UPI) — Pitch
er Ramon Monzant's error open
ed the gates for an eight-run sixth
inning as the Cincinnati Redlegs
trounced the San Francisco Giants
6-2. Saturday night,
With the bases loaded, two out.
and the score tied at 2-2, Monzant
missed a throw from Orlando Cepeda covering first base. The Red.
legs went on to work their way
through four Giant pitchers and
score all their runs — six of them
unearned.
In addition to the error, corn
ing on Bob Thurman's pinch grounder, the Redlegs mixed in
four walks, a triple by John Temple, a double by Frank Robinson,
and five singles.
The eight run inning matched the
Redlegs' biggest burst of the season, with eight runs also crossing
in the ninth against the Chicago
Cubs May 8.
Joe Nuxhall threw a tive.hitter
for his fourth win againot three
losses and helped himself with a
two-run single.
Willie Mays swiped the other
run in the sixth as he walked stole
second and scored from there
when Nuxhall threw into center
field on a pickoff attempt.

LtsSON IN STEALING —
bie Pearson of Washington Sen.
attire makes successful theft of
second base in first inning of
Sunday's genie against Chica•
go White Sox at Comiskey

Park. Sequence camera catches action. Pearson in close raee
with ball (upper left) wins it
(upper right) as he begins
slide before Nellie Fox can
make tag. Fox reaches for Al-

ble (lower left) but It's too late
as Pearson grabs and holds
on to bag. Senators took first
genie 12-0, but lost second.
12-ti in 11 innings. (UPI telephoto)

-However I still place the other
MOTHER OF NEGRO BASE.
Standing, left to right, Robby
Old Ballplayers Club banquet
three ahead of him." the outspokBALI, — Honoring Mrs. Ruhr
Anderson, Sandy Thompson.
at sigma House. are old-time
en Bartell declared 'My number
Foster, widow of famed AnWilliam (Fox) Jones and lint.
star chaste% (Joe Green and
one choice is Terry. He did iredrew (Rube) Foster, "Father
Elwood
DeMose,
(Bingo)
mie Lyons, all stars of yester.
mendous things with the Giants
of Negro baseball," at recent
year.
when I played for him. I think
It was in 1938 that we were being
killed by injuries hut he kept us
In the race until about the last 10
days by making adjustments here
and there."
Bartell is out of baseball now
By FRED LI19ECE11
and affiliated with a large dairy
MILWAUKEE — (UPI)
where he works as a wholesale repIts. Mantilla, utility man deluxe ed
resentative and public relations
nr etaoin shrdlu cmfwypp owd,..
roan. But not a',far out of tee
the Milwaukee Braves, says his
ame that he doesn't feel a pang
would "like to try pitchin' ono
hen he conies over to Seals stason. manager of Lincoln Cemetery Moss. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Baron,
By DAN BURLEY
day. I got a good knuckle
dium to watch his old rub.
(not looking for business, the Sandy Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
Such is the attitude of the silk.
'Sure, I can get a little home. The boys from yesteryear took! boys hoped), Mr. and
Mrs. Mar- Bobby Anderson Mr. and Mrs
ing Puerto Rican who Is liable tie
sick not being in the dogma." Bar- over the stage at the recent third' ion Thomas, Mt.
Mrs. %if- Albert McKendre, Mr. and Mrs.
and
show
up almost anywhere in the
tell said. "But that feeling goes annual installation banquet of the bam Jennings. Mr. and Mrs. EdSimon Buford. Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Braves lineup.
away after I'm back at my new Old Ball Players club of Chicago gar Felts. Mr. and Mrs.
William Hall, Mr. and Mrs. T. 1-i JefferInjuries are no stranger to the
job."
and Evanston and more than 150 H. Jones. Mr. and Mrs. William son, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Davis
Milwaukee train, and Mantilla's
EX-PLAYERS PASSED UP
guests at the Sigma House relived (FOX) Raiff, Mn, and Mrs. Wil- Mr. and Mrs. U. Gaines, Joseph
versatility has been just what the
He is greatly concerned nwv over the thrills of baseball days gone liam Harris, the club auditor; Montgomery and Mr. and Mrs. Eli
doctor ordered so far as manage,
the legion of former bailplayers by as the old-timers brought back Mr. and Mrs. Elwood (Bingo) De- Hall.
Fred Haney is concerned.
who never will cut it as managers keen memories.
Mantilla is down in the booing
or coaches. Dick feels that there
Jesse Owens and Ralph Metcalfe
as a shortstop. But he has also
still is a spot for them in organiz- both former Olympic track stars
played second base, third base,
ed baseball as umpires.
of world renown, were the pried
left field and center field.
"It takes a guy who has played pal speakers. Owens is youth comWhat's more, Mantilla likes his
the game to be a good umpire," mission for the state while Metlob, even though being a utility
En
Bartell said. "He Is the one who calfe is alderman of the third
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
man means he doesn't get to play
senses a certain play or situation ward.
rique Aceves of Los Angeles
regularly.
knockdown
layman
the
which
count
developing
scored a three
REVIEWS RECORD
"It's all right with nse. rro sato
will miss."
Saturday night en route to a soli
Med, and I still get to play."
Owens reviewed his own spectactette director and coach at the
RUNNY — The
FOR
HONORS
Ft
Ernesto
over
victory
decision
He said the switching around
Bartell proposes that the four ular accomplishments as a sprintschool for the past 12 years.
College
Bethune • Cookman
top umpires of each major league er and praised the Old Ball Play- Mel Thillens, President of Thill- famed "King and His Court," fro?. gueroa in a 10-round main even
from position to position doesn't
His teams won the Southeastyearbook, "B•Cean," this year
Stadium.
Legion
Hollywood
ways
is
the
exChecashers,
in
to
ens
players
pleased
at
former
instruct
bother him too Much, except that
icking foursome of softball, apers club in their efforts to keep
ern Conference football and
was dedicated to Coach Rudolph
of becoming arbiters. He said he, alive the Negro tradition in sports tend this invitation to all employ- pearing at Thillens Stadium, Deh• could hit better "if I played
Figueroa, Mexico City, wax penshown
basketball champlonsships for
(Bunky) Matthews
punch
low
for
points
contacted both leagues and the which in the past have opened the ees to corns and enjoy the world.
four
regular,
You feel funny at b a t
the past three years.
von and Kedzie Ayes., during July alized
above who has served as ath•
ninth
commissioner about it but still is door for the Rohinsons. M a y
when you step up to the plate aft.
es in the third, eighth and
and August.
waiting for an answer.
Campanellas and other headliner sitting on the bench."
rounds. He lost two points in the
Dick also would like to see more ers in the big leagues today.
The antics of this fabulous quar- eighth.
It's a good thing too that Mann
en with baseball backgrounds in
title is happy with hie role of fills
tet, described in Life Magazine, Aceve* was given a rest per
Metcalfe talked about various
the game's executive posts.
ing in at the weak spots. Eves
competitive pursuits and the valhave been entertaining and amaz- led in both the eighth and ninth
"Some of these Tom Thumbs ues of continued friendships, socia low punch
autopsies, inststs it's the athlete's he admits, "I don't see nowhere"
By OSCAR FRALEY
ing fans throughout the Un ited rounds. He also tookreferee Dyna
who get into front offices don't al and business contacts of sports.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Fear- lungs which go first, not the legs. to break into a regular spot in the
in the seventh, but
NEW BEDFORD, Mass.—RIPI) States and foreign countries for
know how to hold a ball." Bartell He said the assembly hall was too
The biggest trouble with horse Braves' lineup.
mite Jackson only Warned the less Fraley's reflections on sports
New
of
129,
years.
that
Connors,
—Jimmy
crime
a
13
said. "I think it's
Felix recently stepped In for 14
small to house all the ardent suploser.
racing 11 that you never know
in general:
men who have done so much for porters of the Old Ball Players or- Bedford would do better if he "King" Eddie Feigner, with a
Silky Sullivan, beaten again whether the owner Is "shooting" games at second base for R•d
A right cross by Aceves in the
the game can't even buy a job ganization. Metcalfe presented Ap- avoided Jimmy Kelley of Lowell, personal strike out
record exceed- eeventh put Figueroa on the deck back home, sould see a psychia- or is sharpening the nag at your Schoendienst, who was out with
with a club which they would preciation Awards to five of the
assorted miseries. He hit a good
especially in fifth rounds.
ing 28,000 batters, knows no peers but he jumped up quickly. Figuer- trist to get over those East Coast expense.
help."
club's outstanding members.
stronger in the late blues.
Ted Kluszewski has enough nuts- .292, but as expected came out of
Lightning struck not only for in his ability to pitch between his oa seemed the
Bartell, now 50, still talks in
Rancho Gonzales hits a tennis des for two men but I'll still bet the lineup when Red was fit again.
rounds and scored very well, hay'
Other speakers were Dr. J. B.
The same situation holds true
the high, thin voice which stamped Martin, president of the Negro the second time but much worse legs, behind his back, or while ing the winner in trouble on severs ball 112 8 miles per hour but can't he's bossed around the househim as a self-assured kid when he American League, his colleague, Monday night for Connors. Kelley, blindfolded. More than 2,000 bat- occasions.
remember the ball ever hurting Tall tennis players, when tired, around the rest of the infield. Edbroke into the game.
Both fighters scaled 128 1-4. Re- anybody.
Esquire Little; State Rep. Wil- weighing in at 132, floored him ters have retired before b I a
remind me of reluctant camels. die Mathews and Johnny Logan
feree Jackson voted 93-88 for Acev
"Confidence is the one thing a liam II. Robinson, Mrs. Sarah once in the first round for nine "blind" pitching.
Baseball players refer to persis- It always intrigued me when appear to be pod for quits a few
more years, and Mantilla says he
es: Judge Tommy Herman had it
fellow must have in baseball," he (Rube) Fester. and Mrs. Geneva
and then three times in the fifth The "King and His Court" will 9889 for Aceves but George tent female admirers as 'Bullpen John Law coached at Sing Sing. is "not too particular about play.
said. "If he doesn't have it in him- Lewis. widow and sister respectBerthas.(Sorta like Robert E. Lee mana.
and
skill
an
pile-driving
match
against
A
the
to
wits
round.
right
92.90.
ing first base."
Laths favored the loser,
self, how can anybody depend on ively of the late Andrew (Rube)
Fred Haney is copping an ad- ging the Yankees.)
Nicknamed the "Cat" for tfie
Foster, ''Father of Negro Base- jaw at 2:40 sprawled the lighter All-Star nine man team, begin. An estimated 3,000 fans watched vance plea when he writes in
him?"
Anybody
who
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breaks
-down
face
cans-as
boxer
the
on
entered
fighters
The
HolB.
W.
contest.
the
Claude
way he pounces on baseballs,
ning at 8 p.m., each evening.
a magazine piece that the Braves should give up
The story infielder recalls being ball." Alderman
golf. (Which I Mantilla said he was "kinda nor.
for the third .ied , final time.
"Famoney.
even
at
ring
the
and
Davis
Maurice
Mrs.
man,
can't stay on top like the Yankees have.)
heaved out of only five games durCharvous" the first game he played at
ing his 29 years in the sport de- ther" of the club, the beloved
do year after year.
Those syndicates who hbuild seecond. "Just like the outfield,
Green.
(Joe)
lie
spite frequent jousts with umpires
If parachute jumping is a sport, costly yachts
would do better too, hut one inning and I lose m?
and enemy players. The Dcemy- ANDERSON FOUNDER
so is Russian roulette.
when it comes to water by build- nervousness."
Bobby Anderson, founder of the
brooks he remembers the best
Scorn "rasslers," if you choose,
ing swimming pools for poor
He still likes shortstop beet "be.
'ere with Bill Jurgee — when club, who also founded the now debut they take the worst Physical
kids.
cause I know how to play it." But
artell was shortstop with the Phil- funct Olde Tymerg Assn , of Chibeating in ''sports."
numb
Ice
leaves
skating
me as
he said second base is the *Wet
ies and Bill had the same job cago outlined the purposes and
In golf, more shots are taken on
In the feet as I am in the head. position because the short throw
operations of the club. Joe Green
with the Giants.
the 19th hole than the other 18
You
of
careful
be
gotta
dolls
holise
brought the
to first allows him time to funs.
-But after we wound up on the came on and
miles combined.
who claim they are, crack shots. ble the ball and still get the run.
top after dinsame club we became good down as one of the
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Plug
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my
is
told
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ner.
sports
in
speakers
friends,- Bartell said. "That's part ner
their physical peak between the form of fishing.
His wide ranging ability 11 a a
baseball joke after joke and outof the business."
ages of 27 and 29.
Tennis umpires are the most been unofficially recognized more
lined the deeds of the former play.
One medical man, after 4,500 scornful arbiters in sports.
than once in the press box with
era.
New Loudspeaker
A guy who plays Class D base- comment, of "Mantilla would
Hattie Harding, sports columnist,
SYRACUSE. N, Y. — (UPI)
ball has to love the game.
have had it" when a gr.ottsdet
Don't Mean A Thing
General Metric Co. has announc- praised the club and Dr. Martin
I often wonder how Tanen gets by one of the regulars.
ITHACA, N. Y. — (UPI) —
ed development of a 9 x 12 - inch announced that the aanual East.
learned
Australian
do
to
the
The biggest slifference betweee
Prof. Robert C. Baker, a Cornell
elliptical loudspeaker, the largest West Game would be held in Aushort and second, he finds, is the
Mrs. FosUniversity poultry scientist, says crawl.
It has ever engineered for com- gust at Comiskey Park.
minor
Only
24
the
of
three
for
the thick, cord-like material found
double play technique. "When you
mercial television or radio. The ter. urged a stepped up drive
who oh.
in the whites of eggs doesn't mean leagues don't have Negro ball play short, you can see the run.
speaker will become part of a new members. Robinson,
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charter.
thing.
a
net
cords,
chalazae
as
Known
club's
coming," Felix explained with
the
coaxial sound system that will be tamed
organization.
Cleopatra Was a billiards shark, his hands. "But at second you're
they are inherited and have nothpart of the company's 1959 line the progress of the
according to a sportswriter named running with the man to the bag
trig to do with egg quality.
Nick Roberts, president of Local
of television receivers.
just like Some Of us having big Shakespeare.
and can't see him."
356 ALF, explained why he was
feet," he said.
Ancient Roman fighters comAlthough only 23. Fells is itt
an award winner and is now in
No Money
Cox,
Hanribal
peted in a circular area, which is his seventh year of professional
HARTFORD, Conn. — (UPI) — the union business.
handlclub,
Of the 71 new doctors recently why we cal lit the "ring."
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The Mechanics Savings Bank past president
ceremonies.
graduated from the State Univer- If I ever go big game hunting
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opened for business one morning ed the installation
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goal is to hit .300."
Among those present
rne clocks on the vault had failed
ried and 17 of them had children. Proving once attain my claim
Flood in first inning action at
shortstop. Is forced to leap
grounder to second bowman
What will it take to de ft?
to function but it borrowed enough James McKInneys of Oakland
Umpire la St an
Low,
St.
Sir by a hard sliding
the
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Neal.
presiden
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were
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to
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"World's
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Landes. UPI Telephoto
class.
Curt Flood of the SL Louis
Coward."
Roosevelt Hudson; J. R. Thentpthose lucky years."
Inal operations.

•s

njoysble
sing, hut
a few

made by voluble Frank Lane erst while front office boss tor ht. LouST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Curt is and known as a trader 111 a
Flood, a quiet man's tropny, is' class with the wartime used car
doing a better job every eay for dealer.
the St. 1,0ins Cardinals.
Wally Moon, Bobby Gene Smith,
Flood came to the Cards in a Taylor and Iry Noren all had their
deal engineered by soft-spoken
shots at centertielding before
general manager Bing Devine at Flood inundated the field with a
last year's major - minor league apectacular display of ball-hogging,
meetings. He and another outfield- throwing, base running and h ml er, Joe Taylor, joined the St. Lou- ling.
is club in a trade with Cincinnati
Coach Terry Moore. a man who
for Willard Schmidt, Ted Wieand
did a middlin' bit, of centerfield•
and Marty Kutyna.
one of the highThe trade, consummated in ing in his time is
what amounted to a dead silence, eat on the 20.year-old modest Nemay be more important to t he gro who hails from Oakland, Calif
Redbirds than eny of the swaps "Ev• never seen a rookie who
does on many things right," Moore
says. -and he throws to the right
base Instinctively. He's fast on the
base paths and, more important,
he's smart. His batting average
speaks for itself."
Flood at this writing. Is hitting
.335.
The youngster, as modest and
unassuming as the man who gave
him his chance, takes his success
in stride.
''It's just one of those things."
he said, displaying a set of teeth
that could stand-in for a toothpaste
commercial. You just get rolling
The hits drop in for you and you
get more confidence, Sort of the
rolling stone, only this one gathers
a little batting, average moss.'
By STAN MOCKLER
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Old Ball Players Hold Third
Annual Installation Banquet

Thillens Invites
Public To Games

Connors Won't Do
That Again---KO'd

Felix Mantilla
Wants To Hurl
For Milwaukee

Acores Captures
Split Decision

Fearless Fraley Has Say
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Vacation Bible School C o mmencement Services were held, at
the Morning Star BaPtiat church
recently. Before receiving their
son of 1319 N. Velievue.
3166 Millwood.
BORN Al'- JOHN
certificates, the students enter
and
A son, Robert Jr.. to Mr.
A daughter, Glenda Fay. to Mr
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Mrs.
Anderson
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and
Mrs. Hubbard Scott of 1444
Following the program, the par
Mrs. Robert H, Taylor of 773
GETS AWARD — Mrs. Pauline
A. daughter Dianne, to Mr. and and Mrs. George Shepherd of 812
interracial activities of the Naents were invited to see the dis
Mrs. Robert It Taylor of 773
Mrs. James 'Johnson of 6331i IN Harahan.
F. Weeden, president of the
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Third.
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ers, director of department of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie A. Marshall
of 2358 Interprise.
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Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Norton of 368
A daughter, Constance Renee S. Fourth.
Clarence Clark was jailed on a
and Mrs. Louis Beasley of 224 La Pearl Burns and Mrs. Clara
day was $192.65. Rev. Wm. E. Mrs. Emma Graham left last
citing
figures
from
the
current
to Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis D. Taylor
West. Robert Vance Williams is issue of the Yale Quarterly Jour- Morgan was guest during the aftmurder charge. The dead brother
A daughter, Aprillin Felecla, to N. Dunlap !RI.
she
Louis,
where
St.
Thursday
for
Marble.
of 1168
A daughter. iler Denise. to Mr. visiting his aunt, Miss Tyree Ivie nal of Studies on Alcohol. Dr. ernoon session. The meeting is
was a Coca-Cola Bottling coinuan
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe P. Young
spent the Fourth of July with her
A son, Tommie Jr., to Mr. and of 581 Williams.
and Mrs. Clyde Ashford of 1370 in Indianapolis. He made the trip Kuhn stated that this compares scheduled for Dyer, Tenn. next
employe. Clarence works at Sir
Julia.
daughter,
Mrs. Rommie White of 2116 How- JULY 1.58
by train alone.
Kentucky,
Ion-Warren Hardware company.
with an estimate of 4,5170,000 five year.
ell.
is ill. She
A daughter. Venissa Rose. to Among those who called on your years ago.
Shot once in the left side, Willie
A daughter, Vera Fay, to Mr.
Women's Day was observed at Mrs. Bertha Amos
JLNE 2114 ..
to
a
confined
recently
been
has
Clark was pronounced dead on
and Mrs. Joseph C. Flemming of Mr. and Mrs, Oliver Seay of 2228 scribe for the Fourth were: L. C.
• A daughter, Bobble Jeri, to 179 Vaal.
hospital.
Memphis
51 orbits.
arrival
at John Castryi hospital.
Chism of Paducah, Mrs. Robbie
-141r. and Mrs. Robert Bennie of 365
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Lee Cole, Miss Eva Davidson,
Clarence will he arraigned
A son, Napoleon Jr., to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Reid are
King.
Mrs. Napoleon Jamison of 1450 Boyde of 2545 Spottswood.
the proud parents of a baby boy. 9 a.m. Monday in City Court.
Mrs. Harry Corley, all of St. LouA son, Reginald, to Mr, and Kentucky.
A son, Charles Earl, to Mr. and is, William Bennett
Mrs. Reid is th formr Miss Bil•
McGee a n d
37 Dunn.
Sirs. Herman Owens of 14,
A daughter, Anita Louise, to Mrs. Tommie Coleman of 1420 two children of St. Louis, Mo.,
ty Jean Wilson.
A daughter, Brenda Lorraine. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Marshall of Hide Park,
The Marshall Islands in the
Mr, and Mrs. James Nolan of InMrs. Lossie Moore, Cleatrice Pacific. now
to Mr. and Mrs. Guy M. Robert- 1381 N. Stonewall,
a U. S. trust terriA daughter, Essle Mae. to Mr. dianapolis.
Campbell and Dorothy, have reto and Mrs. Robert Williams of 259
tory. were once occupied by the
6,11111111111111111110111MINM A daughter, Cheryl Yvette, of
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Richie, Mr.
turned home after a three week
Samuel
Brooks
Mrs.
Cambridge.
and Mrs. Elmodist Me a n if
• Mr. and
visit with her daughter. Isabelle. Spaniards, were later sold to the
Pillow.
A daughter. Portia Renee, to daughter, Mr.
COMPLETE TREE• 1554
Bennett Arbuckle
while they vacationed in While Germans and still later given to
A son, Donald Lee, to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Parson of of Webster
Groves, Mo, were here
Lansing. Mich., where Cleatriee the Japanese.
SURGERY
Mrs. Roy L. Reid of 215 Driver. 703 D, McKinley.
•
for a few days this week. On their
attended Vacation Bible school
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Vicki Patrice, to return they were
accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wiggins
Dead and Dangerous II Joe W. Young of 1627 Neptune.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jackson of 2437 Mrs.
Hollis Wynn and children. Mrs. Annie Ilayes, who resides Hulbert, Ark. Sunday, July 27.
parents of a daughter.
'
11
A daughter, Marie Kathryn, to Brooklyn.
Trees Removed
Miss Hollis Skinner, Willie L. at 604 S. 16th at., had as a house The public is invited. Services will
•
Kendrick
of
„Quality Work—
•
Sir. and Mrs. A. Y.
A son. Mack Jr., to 'Mr. and
a
Wynne, Miss Marion Patterson guest her granddaughter, Miss be conducted by Rev. J. T. Wynn. In the Lauderdale County hos1517 S. Orleans.
Mrs. Mack Lee of 1056 College.
• Courteous Service"
and Little Chester Harris, jr. have Marine Gilliam, from Chicago, Ill, Rev. C. Bolden is the church pas- pital are: Kate Esters, Ab bin
A daughter. Bobble Jean White.
Twin son and daughter, Cecil
Stokley, Salli e I,ukers, Johnny
Mis.s Gilliam is a former student tor.
to Mr. and Mrs. John White of Romal and Cecelia LaRue, to Sir gone to Chicago for a visit. Mrs.
Clement, Jessie Carter, Field
of Wonder High school.
Mr. and Mrs, Thomas Hartfield, Fess, Andrew Jestiper, Sandie
3401 3 S. Main.
and Mrs. Eugene Bowers of 848 Shirley Herron Williams is visitWORDS FOR IVIRYON1
ing her mother, Mrs. Lily Herron
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Thomas, of of 404 N. 8th St.. had as her July
A son, Gerald Norris. to Mr. and Poplar.
Rendie and Beulah Hall,
for a few days.
303 S. 15th at., had as her week108 P•pler ire lisuflordeph
Mrs. Jimmy Morgan of 217 Leath.
A son, Terry Lee, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Peter LaRue are end guest her granddaughter Miss 4th guest her granddaughter, Miss Miss Bessie Barbee is visiting
▪ (Licensed and Insured) • A daughter, Clyde Anthony, to Mrs. Charles L. Johnson of 1334
Ph.,.. IA SAMS
the parents of -a bouncing baby Earline Crawford, from Chicago, Sherree Allinice, from Chicago, in Chicago, Ill. She will remain
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Porter of Oriole.
here until school begins,
Phone MU 3-5015 j
boy born this week.
Mrs, Lovie Thomas was very
The sick include Mrs, Rlartlia happy to see her granddaughter.
2308 HENRIETTA ROAD
•
Nell LaRue, Mrs. Fannie Abbott, Revival meetings will begin at
who is hospitalized in Madison the Morning Star M. B. church in
_
.
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IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS
LAMPS
FANS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

ALSO—
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS

APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union

A. 7-2631

-

2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
N1514.
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Chicken biscuit medley, with
rich chicken sauce and flaky golden biscuits. sings our with an un
beatable flavor for family or company dinners.
This delicious and easy to pre
pare dish consists of bite - size
chicken piece, celery and carrots
baked in a rich cream auce and
topped with diamond - shaped
golden biscuits. These biscuits
are extra delightful and nourishing because an egg and butter in
the dough produce lieht flaky biscuits. The chicken flavor of the
sauce is enhanced by miing mucti.
of the broth from the original
stewing chicken. Lettuce wedges
Frenth dressing. iced tea or refreshinst milk and a light deseert
makes this a delectable summer
—

(English Lady)
KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This hi her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. St 4D4 M BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
hack 16 stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage! Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
Is bad health? Are you lieenuraged7 If any of these are your
problems. come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. Site
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando Her home is ? blorke below
where she tp,isi to stay right aside the DeSoto Mote?. Be suce
to look Inc the RLD BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times (She never had 20 office in West Menlithis•1
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM 811,1,5
RAND SIGN.
YOU

dinner,
Our recipe for golden biscuits
calls for self-rising flour, If you
use plain flour you will need to
add 3 teaspoons baking powder
and 1 1.4 teaspoons salt and sift
into bowl. Then proceed with recipe as directed.
OW 3 pound clewing chicken,
tut up
1 cup chopped celery tops
2 large onions. sliced
1 tablespoon salt
Place ingredients in C - (mart
CHICKEN BISCUIT MEDLEY
saucepot Cov:2r with waier. Simmer covered about 2 hours or un-i
ill chicken is tender. St r a in sure 1 cup. Beat slightly Add
knife Arrange biscuits on case.
broth and skim off fat. Remove quid to make a soft dough. Turn tole and remainder on ungreased
out
on
lightly
chicken from bones and cut intoi
floured board Or pay- baking 0)(14 Bake in modem ateiy
try cloth and knead gently 30 sec- hot oven (400 degrees F.) for 15
small pieces. Use in medley.
onds. Roll out
‘, cup butter
inch thick. Cut minutes.
1, cup enriched self-rising flour with floured biscuit cutter or sharp 6 to 8 servings.
—
3.4 teaspoon salt
2 cups chicken stock
1 cup milk
71 cups diced chicken (about) ..
I cup diced carrots, cooked
1 cup chopped celery, cooked
Golden Bisuits
Ileat butter in assure pan. Stir
in flour and salt. Gradually add
chicken stock and milk, stirring
constantly until sauce is thickened.
Place chicken, carrots and celery
in 2 quart casserole, Pour sauce
or and stir until well blended.
rip with Golden Biscuit, Bake
mediate in moderately het oven
lieu degrees F.1 15 minutes,
2.2 cups sifted enriched self.riv
ing flour
cup butter
Measure flow into bowl. Cut or
rub in butter until mixture is
crumbly. Break eggs into measuring cup. Add enough milk to mea.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

CITY FINANCE

Hours 9 S.M. to 9 p m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays

STERICK BUILDING

I Ine't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sore
leek for the right elge and the right name

GROUND 11005
Ve/1/9/ 50555 tICS YOU
Gil PRI/111104iiM
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Just pop right in
and talk to your heart's
content wherever you see those
bright airy outdoor phone
booths.
And you see 'em everywhere—along
highways, at vacation spots, right down
the street.
They're open and lighted for your
convenience 'round the clock. It's
another way
we're working to keep your
telephone
in arm's reach, anywhere,
anytime. Come on in! The
sal/dot's fine!
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Civic Club To
Discuss Voting
Monday Night

L27:
By the time you read this the Clyde French of Gary, Ind., is
Fourth of July will be history. spending the summer with Mrs.
Here's hoping Hug you aren't. French and children. Mr. French
Thousands of motorists were on teaches in Chicago. Mrs. French
; the highways and I hope that each is the former Miss Virginia Wells.
one returned home safely. I cer- FROM MICHIGAN
tainly hope YOU did.
Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Wilson of
W e have a few out-of-town ViSiBenton Harbor, Mich. is visiting
end
week
holiday
the
for
tors in
Voting will be the topic of the
and some for a longer stay. A her mother, Mrs. Gene Thompson,
evening when the members of the
few of them are Mrs. Elizabeth John Henry Bryant, who has lived
14th Ward Civic club meet at the
Johnson and granddaughter. Mary In most of our large cities for
LeMoyne Gardens office at an
Elizabeth White of Chicago, are
17 years, is home for a
past
the
Williams ave. on Monday night,
!visiting her mother and family,.
July 14.
Mrs. Adeline Exum. Mrs. Char- visit with friends and relatives.
A miniature voting machine will
Miss Coralee Lawrence of Indilene Johnson Baker and son of
he used at the meeting to show
Detroit, Mich., are visiting Is e r anapolis is spending the holiday
persons
who have recently regisparents, Rev. and Mrs. Herman week end with her mother, Mrs.
tered how to operate them, tho
Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. James
Needle Penn. Rev. and Mrs. J.
no effort will made to show them
[vie of Maryland, and mother,
NEW HOMEMAKERS' TI17..AS.
and itinerant teacher trainer In
for whom to cast their votes, since
Mrs. John Wesley lvie of Ridge- D. Thomas of Humboldt is visit.
home economics education, and
URER — Elected to the office
the Civic Club is a non-partisan
ley, Tenn., were visitors of Mr. ins Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell EdMrs. Lydia Stokes, standing,
of treasurer of the National
organization.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee this week.
monds and Mr. Guy Exum. Mrs.
adviser to her MIA chapter.
New Homemakers of America
There will he some speakers
Carter Belaford of Indianapolis, Martha Nell
recently was Miss Fannie Ma
Earlier In the year, Miss May'
Taylor is visiting her
present to give those attending
Ind.. is visiting his parents, Mr. sister, Mrs. Mildred Copeland
berry, of Lewisburg, Tenn ,
berry represented Section B
who
some information as to why it is
and Mrs. Carter Belafort.
seated in foreground. She is
of the NIIA during the Presis ill. Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wilimportant to cast votes.
Cltleen•
Miss
on
conversing
ident's
with
seen
Conference
liams, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Fisher
ship in Washington, D. C. She
Christine Alexander, center,
and Mrs. Missie Partee of Dyer
Uni•
State
also
I
as president of
Tennessee
and
.1
served
and
Mrs.
METHODS
Cora B. Woods of Bells,
STUDYING NEW
have been granted fellowships
shop, are. from left, Samuel
the state's NBA organization.
versity's associate professor
went to Murphreesboro Sunday to
of teaching school studies in
by the Phelps-Stokes Fund of
Cole, of Tougeloo, Miss.; Mrs.
visit eMr. Williams' son, R. T.,
high schools at the Phelps New York. Seen here talking
Tenn.; Miss Lillonteen White.
Stokes Workshop now in progi
who is a patient in the Veterans
to Dr. Y. L. Henderson, at
burst, Rocky Mount, N. I',;
•••••••••••••••••••••,
rem at Fisk university in
hospital there. They also visited
right, chairman of the depart.
and Miss Theresa A. Pon•
EUDORA, Ark. — An 111-year,old
•
Nash% ille are 25 teachers who
Johnnie Alford of Rutherford and
ment of business administra•
ers, Sylacauga, Ala,
• Negro boy, who allegedly killed a
lion and director of the workfound both doing nicely. The y
• white farmer after he refused to
• give him his money, was arrested
LONDON — Jim Crow follow. II were able to carry both of the
• and is being held in the county
cd three American Negro women patients out to a ball game and
• jail at Lake Village.
to 1.ondon last week they discov- to lun^h.
•
ered when they were turned assay RELIGIOUS NEWS
The youth is Lawrence Smith,
•
ECONOMIST
front the Goring hotel by the man
HOME
who according to Deputy S. H.
MILK
PET
For
our
religious
news
this
•
a
was
there
them
told
who
ager,
Ball. shot 59-year-old Cary Cundift
••••••••••••••••••••••
strict hotel rule: "No colored week we have first an account of
six times in a cotton field after the
special visitors at the Mt. Pilgrim
people "
farmer refused to hand hIm hl
•
CME church recently. On June 22
MOCHA SAUCE
Mrs.
R.
home
Louise
Prothro,
Parliament
of
member
But a
The Home Demonstration club,
money.
under the leadership of the Rev economist for the Pet Milk com
Mix one tablespoon Instant Cot,
said he would press for the pun- C.
gave a banquet on June 20 in the.
II. Lanier, the school opened pany, demonstrating how easy It fee with the chocolate pudding be- The crime was described as the
ishment of the hotel management
cafeteria of the J. S. Phelix High
most brutal murder ever to occur
at 9 a.m. and James Nance of is to make the new ice cream fore mixing with syrup.
in the House of Commons and
school cafeteria in Marion, Ark.,
Add State university gave the gen- sauces, says they take just a few CHOCOLATE PEANUT SAUCE in the county. The boy is said to
would also protest to the attorney
have signed a confession admitting
and Mrs. Levada P. Mason introeral outline of the day's lesson, minute mixing, and makes two
Mix I. cup chunk-style peanut the crime.
general. Meanwhile, hack in the
duced the speaker, Mrs. Fannie
emphasizing
cups
full
sauce
of
special
few
a
for
strength
cents.
in
pudding
chocolate
the
with
butter
United States. Dr. Fred Alsup
Mac Boone, state home demonstraHere's a wonderful new recipe and syrup, Increase Pet milk to
husband of one of the women and youthful days. At the preaching
tion agent for Negroes. Mrs. Maabout 10 minutes.
who has been fighting beach seg hour the Presiding Elder, Rev, J. discovery now being introduced by one cup.
son is a borne demonstration ag- teresting to watch adolescents as Dear Carlotta:
TROPICAL PINEAPPLE SAUCE
A. Adams brought the message Miss Louise R. Prothro. of the
BUTTERNUT SAUCE
ent.
they struggle to be adults and at
My husband and I have been liv- regation in his home town, St and held the third quarterly conMix until smooth one package
Pet Milk company. They're delicFla.. said he would
Mix until smooth I pkg. Jell-o Jell • o Vanilla Instant Pudding
firing her speech, Mrs. Boone, the same time cling to the desire ing in a two-family house. The oth- Petersburg.
ference.
ious,
smooth
ice
cream
sauces
Eisenhower
President
to
protest
Pudding
Butterscotch Instand
ussed such subjects as t h el to remain children, in the same op. er occupants are the owners who
and 2-3 cup light corn syru p.
All financial reports were corn. which take no cooking and a r e 2.3 cup dark coin syrup
have become quite affluent recent- the State Department and the
home, family, community and told cration?
just about the most econcmical Stir in gradually 3-4 cup P a t Stir in gradually ti cup P e t
plete.
Sister
Lovie•
in
Taylor
Embassy
Washington.
British
served
we
the group how to add beauty to! On one day a child behaves and ly. As tenants and ncighoors
milk. 3 tablespoons undiluted froztoppings that ever glorified a big Evaporated Milk
The three women who are on as secretary. Dinner was served
thy community by cleaning and . speaks as if he needs no advice. have done little things for the
en pineapple juice concentrate,
at 2 p.m. The afternoon session dish of cool ice cream.
to
stand
Let
thicken
about
for
Edith
Mrs.
of
are
tour
a
Europe
house
as
the
watching
such
family,
and 1-3 cup drained, canned,
painting.
suggestions, or help from anyone
The secret of making these 10 minutes Makes about 1 cups.
they Alsup, 35, of St. Petersburg, Fla, was presided over by the Rev. H.
crushed pineapple. Let stand to
Remarks were added by Thomas, There is nothing he is not capa-, and forwarding mail whenever
L. Olaker and his choir from lien- sauces is a rich mixture of twc
Elsie
her
Miss
Archibald
cousin,
away.
went
ORANGE
SAUCE
thicken
about 10 minutes.
by
hle
all
himself.
the
On
doing
of
F Vaughn, assistant county agconvenient foods — instant purla New York social worker, and nings, Tenn.
Mix until smooth one package
col. and Mrs. Genie Jones. Others next day, the same child behaves . They enjoy presenting gifts to
Lois Howard, 33. a librarian at He preached a very fervent ser- dings and evaporated milk used Jell o Instant Pudding, 2.3 light
Approximately 5,000 "wildcat
on the program included Mr. Potts and speaks as if he is hardly ablei people, but are sure to mention it
Gibbs Junior college in Florida. mon and with such high spirit the double rich, just as it comes from corn syrup and 1 4 cup undiluted wells" were drilled
in Texas last
the principal of the school, and to decide the simplest problem for afterward. My husband recently
the
can
this
different
natural frozen orange juice concentrate. year. Only about 14 per cent of
Although the American tourists congregation along with the mempaid $15 for a package which was
Miss Martha R. Turner, assistant
flavorings
are
added
—like
berg
Stir in gradually 2-3 cup P a t them struck oil or gas.
contributed an offering of
when the had made and paid for reserva
home demonstration agent.
and four of them were her rela- delivered to them, and
owner returned, he gave my hus• lions at the Goring, which is lo $125. They certainly wish to thank orange juice, peanut butter, and milk. Let stand to thicken 1 o r
Representatives from all East tives.
all
who
helped
Palace
make
to
this
day
Buckingham
"Keep
cited near
bill and said,
A tasty birthday dinner was ser- band a $20
Arkansas were present, and a
the change." My husband. Is o s- and is one of the few hotels in a success in any way.
prize was won by Mrs. Lillie Dix- ved in honor of Mrs. Samuel, and
his
back
to have a bath in each The CME choir of the C. M. E.
him
change.
gave
Britian
ever,
it included baked ham, potato salonson, of Earle.
The man's wife recently gave us room, they were turned away by church of Dyer gave a barbecue
A surprise birthday party w a s ad, cokes, pickles, ice cream and
an English bone china cup a n d the manager.
in the home of Mrs. Carrie Harris
given for Mrs. Florence Samuel in other dishes. She received many
saucer. and I do not want to keep The trio protested to the U. S July 3. The choirs and ushers of
honor of her 90th birthday on June presents from friends and well •
it. Should I return the gift or not Embassy and the British Travel the Dyersburg District held the
14. Nineteen persons were present wishers.
and Holickys association after the annual fifth Sunday meeting at
Ida.
racial incident.
Dear Ida:
Womack's Temple CMF. church
Sir Leslie Plummer, Labor Sunday last and many from Dyer
Do not return the gift, fur the
he
said
Parliament,
of
member
woman would not understand why,
There Is a meson why people lilts
and Rutherford attended. In set.
P. de business with us. You, tee,
and might be greatly offended. She would ask the attorney genera ling up the District organization
charge
and
hotel
the
Ilk. our courteous trilletrneet
will
prosecute
to
and
did,
you
was grateful for what
of choirs and ushers, Mr. Johnnie
•nd desire to 11•Ip y•u.
wanted only to show her apprecia- it with breach of common law by Jamison was elected to head the
"Open Thursday anti Prieley
refusing to accommodate the District Usher board and Mrs.
tion
Nights Until 8:00 I.M.
The gift should not have embar- women.
Flossie Mulherron of Dyersburg
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
rassed you at all, and furthermore, 11101111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111 was elected to president of the
these
there was nothing about the item,
New York. N. Y. (Special) - a problem!" And among
District choirs, which means the
wide vaor the giving of it which would
For the first time science has sufferers were a very
program next year will be under
conditions,
hemorrhoid
of
riety
substance
healing
found a new
give any indication that the worn.
their direction. Rev. D. E. Bridgewith the astonishing ability to some of 10 to 20 years'standing.
an was courting friendship.
man preached a delayed St. John
All this, without the use of
shrink hemorrhoids, stop itchhusband
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I will
astrinsermon for the Progressive Lodge
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ing, and relieve pain - without narcotics, anesthetics orsecret
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Ire cream. Looks delicious—
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instituresearch
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and
tastes even
ment" was reported and verilike to be tipped, but the clan ob- deer hunting but dislike arguheaping dishes of cool, looking
tion. Already, Rio-Dyne is in
fied by doctors' observations.
viously did not know any better. ing with her husband even
injured
Pain was relieved promptly. wide use for healingthe
more.
His ignorance is worth forgiving
body.
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He insisted that she accomseries of wonderful, totally differ.
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cot sauces.
BETTER ROADS
traction (shrinking) took place. is offered
CLEVELAND, Ohio — The NaPreparation
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — The fall. She applied for a deer liAnd most amazing of all - ment form called
With these sauces, you can buy
backsealed
cense and sent a $10 check to tional Education Association
this improvement was main- H.' Ask for individuallyH supDepartHighways
Pennsylvania
economical half gallon and gallon
ed down last week on its proposal
Commistained in cases where doctors' convenient Preparation
Game
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almost
that
recently
found
ment
H
observations were continued positories or Preparation
make a thorough study of pub- sizes of ice cream and five dif- =
applihalf of the state's primary roads sion. But she enclosed this note: to
ferent dessert at every serving by =
over a period of many month"! ointment with special
me a per- lic school integration. The action simply changing the flavor of sauce
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In fact, results were
occurred in a stormy session at
Satisfaction
of the secondary highway system mit to bunt deer as I do not
ough that sufferers were able all drug counters. refunded.
money
the association's annual conven- you use.
in rural was is unsafe for mod- want to go. My husband insists
to make such astonishing state- guaranteect or •Res. U. a. Pat. Off.
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Friday night.
tion
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to
want
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and
walk
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not
do
I
go.
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I
as"Pi
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ern cars and trucks.
Walter Ludwig, Mamaroneck, MI: until smooth 1 pkg. Jell.o
hunt deer. It makes me too
Instant Pudding
Chocolate
teacher,
N. Y. Senior High School
tired.
with- 2.3 cup light or dark corn syrup
"Please send the check beck who made the motion for
in gradually
to me when it is time to mail it drawal, said it was regrettable Stir
Pet Evaporated Milk
back. Do not send this letter that the Southern delegation.s 14 cup
which opposed it were -so tender 1 teaspoon vanilla
back with the check"
they couldn't stand the healthy
Let stand to thicken about 113
1111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII blow of democratic forces."
minutes. Makes about two cups.
Any left? Cover and keep in refrigerator.
CHOCOLATE MINT SAUCE
Use 1-4 teaspoon peppermint tired in place of vanilla.

3 In London
Find Jim Crow
Followed Them

GA Craw.
brother,
ommerce
tgun last
, accord.

July 12, 1958

Recipe of the Week
4/46,aiex204.1460,

EAR[, ARK.

Illt

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch Relieves Pain

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.

Dear Wife Seeks
Peace, But Will
Not Seek Deer

Go 8 Bus

11111111111111111111111111m

• It's Convenient
• Safe

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.

KWIK -N-KLEAN

-TaunoummumininlimuninumminummuninumunimuntuiE

Feel like a straight or a mixed drink
Giibey's is the one gin that's great, either
way.Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mefloto,
the taste is great straight. Thal?* why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.*

DO IT YOURSELF
S
'
IT

EASY •

S
'
IT

QUICK

•

S
'
IT

REASONABLE

A. T. 'QUICK CASH" JONES

Loans Arranged

50 TO $500
ON

SIGNATURE - AUTO- FURNITURE
2571

CARNES —

s Variety Store
'
Across From Evensky

the one gin distilled in
15 counfries and served
around the world!

No Waiting - No Red Tope - We Arrange Everything

Ghtgfy'S MIMED LONDON 014Y GIN 90 PROOF. In% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. iv.a
6ILIET, LTD., CINCINNATI,.01110. OISINIIIITE8111 1181108Al OISIILLERBODUCIS 88j1
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Portrait Of Statesman
Given By Mr. Stewart

16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., duly 12, 1958

he did an well as a speaker
By EDGAR T. STEWART
the Mississippi House that when
difthe
that
One writer has said
he left both Negroes and whites.
and
statesman
a
ference between
Republicans and Democrats cone
h
t
that
is
politician
mere
a
tributed money to get him a
statesman looks forward to the watch, because of his fairness.
next generation, while the politiThe mans ifloat famous speech
cians anticipate only the next elec• was one delivered in Congress on
qualition. One man in whom the
the subject of contested elections
ties of the statesman did nuly
Sonic of his classic statements
Lynch.
R.
dwell was John
are: "The Amertean Congress is
his
Though he is best known for
a great school. There you see
services as a member of the U. rare intelligence and gross ignora
as
served
he
but
ance." "States rights or state sovS Congress,
paymaster in the U. S. Army with ereignty has been the source and
the rank of major, But the man cause of most of our national
ills." "The only line the colored
has other claims to fame.
Mr. Lynch was born during the voters ever drew In politics was
days of slavery, around 1847, and the party line."
The statesman lived to a great
died as a Chicago attorney in 1939
or 1940. His early life was passed age, and at 81 boasted that he
in Natchez, Miss., where he work- had 10 endowment Insurance poled as a photographer's helper. icies and had lived to collect them
The studio was located next door all.
His two best known books are
to a white school, and when the
photographer was away he would "Some Historical Errors of James
go into the Mace and listen to Ford Rhodes", and "Facts of the
Reconstruction". I had the priviwhat was being taught.
lege of hearing and seeing Mr.
SELF•EDDCATED
There exist two reports on how Lynch on one occasion, and one
he was educated. One is that he of my treasured possessions is an
would sneak into class; the other autographed copy of one,of his
report is that he was there with books.
the teacher's permission. He had
1111111111111111111
a few months' instruction under J1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111811
a Yankee teacher, but for the
Even A Dog Goes
most part he educated himself.
That he was a highly educated Through Dogged
man is quite evident in the writDoggone Training
ings and speeches that he left.
for,
votes
their
county to cast
FT. HENNING, Ga.—(UPI)—
ANNOUNC198 CANDIDACY —
It was while Natchez and the
national
repprovide
him and
Sheppersou A. Wilbur', a local
entire state of Mississippi was un- Sputnik, canine mascot is ith
to
opportunity
an
resentatives
attorney, announced his cander military rule following t h e an Army infantry group here,
sell democracy abroad. He is a
Civil War that Mr. Lynch was en- has been thoroughly indoetrinat- 1
didacy for the office of state
Smith
Philander
of
graduate
trusted to take the names of can- ed into Army life.
representative for Shelby councollege in Little Rock, and
In ho six months here, he has
didates for justice of the peace to
ty in the Democratic primary
Howard university's School of
Jackson to the governor's office. participated in helicopter-borne
of Aug. 7. Atty. Wilburn, who
Memphis
to
came
He
Law.
has
a
that
of
was
at.
names
the
attacks, observed activity
mock
Carver
Among
resides at 1901
with his family three years
Baptist minister, and Mr. Lynch In the target pits and spent
called upen the voters of the
made a speech on behalf of the about GO days with a group on
clergyman. So impressed was the mountain commando training.
governor and his associates that
1111111111111111111
he appointed Mr. Lynch to the 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
post.
Thus began one of the greatest
political careers of any Negro in
He further introduced, Mr. Wil- American history. In years followAccording to a letter signed by
Allen D. Willis, Jr., president of lis pointed out, and secured pass- ing his appointment as justice of
the Central Labor Council of age in the Senate of the Free the peace, he served as speaker
Nashville and Middle Tennessee, Text Book bill. This bill, that of the Mississippi House of Repthe Committee on Political Educa- serves to keep out of state in- resentatives, and still later as a
tion representing approximately surance companies from increas member of the U. S. Congress.
15.000 Union members endorsed ing Tennessee automobile insur- •HONORED BY ALL
Dining the Spanish American
Clifford Allen for Governor and ance premiums, is saving Ten
nesseeans 10 to 12 million dollars. war, Mr. Lynch served with the
pledged him their support.
major, and as temporary
A minimum wage to all work- rank of
Mr. Willis stated that the inchairman cf the Republican Controduction of a bill in 1949 to in- ers in plants, factories, chops,
vention where he delivered the
crease unemployment benefits to stores and offices not already covkeynote address. It is said that
$30 per week was only one of the ered by the Federal law is in
good works Clifford Allen has eluded in his program of a state
done while serving oYer a period minimum law, Mr. Willis said. endorsement July 3, by a vote of
The delegation approved of the 80 to 1.
of 10 years in the State Senate.

Central Labor Council
Endorses Clifford Allen

director
Louis Levine, assistant
of Labor,
of the U. S. Department
the
will be the guest speaker at
Naseventh annual session of the
assotional Negro County Agents
camciation when it is held on the
State
pus of Tennessee A and 1
university in Nashville from July
27 through 30.
meet
The theme for this year's
Exis 'The Role of the County
tension Agents in a Changing Agricultural Economy".
The association's purpose is to
promote professional improvement of its members, extend its
set vices to a larger area, and
build and maintain high standards
of service to the farm people in

tree, S. C.; and J. C. Din
public relations, Port Gibs no
Miss.

Urges Ike To
Aid Appeal
In Little Rock

V(
41•11.1MIN

Leland II. Ravson, Democratic
candidate for Congress in the
District,
Fourth Congressional
urged Saturday that telegrams be
sent to President Eisenhower and
attorney general Rogers asking the
its area.
weight of the government on
Other speakers at the four-day full
meeting will be Dr. W. S. Davis, an appeal from the federal court
president of the university; V. W. ruling in Little Rock postponing
Darter, director of agriculture, integration for 2' years.
Hansen, acting commander of
RECEIVIN GRACE PAY for
Knoxville; W. F. Moss, commis- Speaking at the picnic of the
the Memphis General Depot.
10 per cent Increace granted
sioner of agriculture; Gerald H.
Mr. Springer was one of 868
recently to Federal employees
Suburban Commission
Huffman, assistant administrator South
persons to receive more than
is Virgil Springer, of 180 N.
Relations at Harmon Pa
of programs, Department of Ag- Human
$103,000 In retroactise pay at
Holmes at., seen accepting
Broadway, Harvey, Ra and
149th
Briscoe,
Sherman
and
riculture.
F.
base,
the
check from Col. Harry
action was neinformation specialist, Washing- son declared this
cessary to preserve the gains of
ton, D. C.
Little Rock and prevent a victory
Capt. T. W. Dissell, finance offi- OTHER SPEAKERS
Gov. Faubus.
cer, estimated that the monthly inOther speakers will be P. H. by
He also urged that Congress be
crease for civilian employees will Stone, U. S. Jones, L. J. Washasked ,to repeal the 10 per cent
be in excess of $16.30,000.
ington and Antoine Fuhr.
travel,
Officers of the association are excise tax on telephone,
expiring June
B. D. Harrison, president, Shreve- and durable goods
stimulating busport, La.; L. C. Johnson, first vice 30 as a means of
cost
president, Marion, Ala.; M. E iness and reducing the high
Groover, second vice president, of living.
Employees of the Memphis GenMonticello, Fla.; D. P. Lilly,
eral Depot last week received
The Memphis Baptist Brother- third vice president, Okmulgee,
checks amounting to $103,000 in a
E. McCoy, secretary- Mann's Daughter Weds
pay raise which they received re- hood will hold its regular month- Okla.; M.
Pine Bluff, Ark.; K. K.
—
ly meeting on Friday night, July treasurer,
troactive to last January.
corresponding secre- SAN JUAN, P. R. — (UPI)
The 566 white collar workers 11, at Owen college, and all broth- Dangerfield,
and C. L. Vivan Munoz Mendosa, 18 - yesr.
Texas;
Sequin.
tary,
$185,
averaging
checks
were given
old daughter of Gov. Luis Moroi
erhood and lay groups are ask- Tapley, parliamentarian.
and the largest was S311. The meathe
Also G. A. Newborn, chaplain, Mann, was married over
sure granting the increase became ed to send delegations.
his- weekend to Louis Timm Diaz, 23,
Plans will be made for the Na- Columbia, Tenn.; T. H. Black,
law when it was signed on June
church. San Juan's
tional Convention, and the meet- torian, Guthrie, Okla.; V. B. at San Jose
20 by President Eisenhower.
Thomas, sergeant-at-arms, Kings- eldest church.
With the 10 per cent increase, ing will start at 8 p.m.

Memphis Depot
Workers Share
Big Pay Raise

Brotherhood To
Meet At Owen
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JAMES PLINTON once ran his own
airline, is now Assistant to the President of TWA. When it comes to smoking, he's a Lucky man. Luckies' taste

LOOKS LIKE CREAM! POURS LIKE CREAM! EVEN WHIPS!

comes from fine tobacco. Jim Plinton
says, "It's the best taste going!"

Carnation in the Red and White Can actually brings out richer
coffee flavor than cream. It's the world's leading brand of evaporated milk —
the double-rich milk with twice as much cream in every drop. Join the
millions who prefer the world's finest in their coffee, Fill yonr cream pitcher
with Carnation, and enjoy richer coffee flavor — delicious, full-bodied —
cup after cup. Get Carnation in the bright red and white can today!

Get the genuine article

Get the
honest taste of
a Lucky Strike
727r19.499T917-7717—."`"rr
4.7t-Mr7,",-'7 ,
.44.77-.71nr7
Prod

• ,leacr4
of Lie:Col_ inseetens

qinatiOn

Recipes On the labels,tool Look for
the wonderful tested recipes on every Carnation
labeL Your family will love them!

World's leading brand
of evaporated milk!
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